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ABSTRACT 

 

Adaptive Soft Computing Synergistic Paradigms for VSC Based 

FACTS Damping Controls 

 

Since their inception, damping of Low Frequency Oscillations (LFOs) has been a 

critical issue in electric power systems. Voltage Source Converter (VSC) based 

Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) have a renowned capability for rapid 

regulation of various network quantities, thus being a serious candidate for future 

power system control and smart grids. VSC based FACTS have built in capability of 

absorbing or delivering reactive power. FACTS controllers when equipped with 

efficient supplementary damping control combat LFOs. Although, a large research 

investment in efficient damping control for FACTS and advancement in the field of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has led to more robust controls. Even then, there is a 

growing realization that the contribution to damping performance enhancement 

should be more rigorously addressed for different tradeoffs, such as complexity and 

control effort smoothness. 

This dissertation puts forth the claim that efficient damping control strategy to 

improve application quality in terms of damping performance, control effort 

smoothness and execution time is essential for a high performance FACTS 

supplementary control. This work is a design paradigm shift from conventional 

Takagi Sugeno Kang (TSK) based control to advanced control based on hybrid Soft 

Computing (SC) techniques. SC techniques are the most lucrative choice to 

supplementary damping control design for their optimal performance delivery in 

critical applications with low complexity and high precision. 

The direct focus of this research is to exploit the potential of hybrid SC paradigms, 

obtained from diversified domains such as signal processing (Fourier and wavelets), 

applied mathematics (Bsplines and polynomials) and AI (neural and fuzzy), to name a 

few. A modular approach for optimization of overall Multiple Input Single Output 

(MISO) TSK structure to speculate optimal combination of antecedent and 

consequent parts has been proposed. The contributions of this framework are the 



x 

 

damping performance improvement with smooth control effort and improved 

convergence speed. The work, proposed in this thesis, has further been extended to 

Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) structure. The parameters of controller are 

updated online, using gradient descent based backpropagation algorithm, to avoid 

offline training overhead. 

These synergistic paradigms are later used with indirect Multiple Input Single Output 

(MISO) and MIMO control to ruminate optimal control schemes. The convergence 

analysis based on Lyapunov stability criteria has been used to ensure the stability of 

control scheme and to derive an upper bound on the learning rates. 

In case of MIMO control, convergence is guaranteed using Adaptive Learning Rates 

(ALRs). These schemes are applied successively to Single Machine Infinite Bus 

System (SMIB) with single FACTS, multimachine system with single FACTS and 

multimachine system with multitype FACTS controllers. The proposed control 

schemes have been tested for different contingencies and various operating 

conditions. 

Finally, the qualitative behavior of all the control paradigms has been quantified using 

different performance indices that support the nonlinear time domain simulation 

results. The statistics also support the claim that an ideal performance of a 

supplementary damping control demands a perfect match between antecedent and 

consequent part of the NeuroFuzzy network. The frequency domain analysis using 

Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) has also been carried out to analyze the frequency 

spectra of control effort for smoothness validation. The proposed hybrid control 

paradigms give better performance in transient and steady-state regions. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Research Basis

Electric power systems are complex, nonlinear, multivariable and dynamical sys-

tems, comprising the interconnection of many processing units along with their

individual controls. Furthermore, modern power systems have widespread geo-

graphical structure which may span over countries or even continents. Therefore,

the reliable and secure bulk power transmission to the farthest end of the network

has become one of the most challenging task. Large power transmission over long

distances may result in overloading of some of the transmission lines, deteriorating

the voltage profile and system stability. In the beginning of power system instal-

lation, the power system controls were not much developed to cope with dynamic

system conditions. Therefore, the stability of the system was ensured by large

stability margins and systems were not closely operated to their thermal limits

which resulted in installation of additional transmission networks. However, the

expansion of existing power systems is constrained by environmental, economical

and geographical factors. Moreover, the deregulation of electricity market caused

transmission system to operate close to their physical limits which further jeopar-

dized the security and stability of entire system [1].

Therefore, the efficient utilization of existing power systems, without installing

the new transmission networks, is one of the core research areas for the last few

decades. In their quest of finding effective remedial measures, researchers realized

that power transmission on a line can be controlled by controlling three factors;
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magnitudes of sending and receiving end voltages, phase angle between them or

line impedance.

Thus, controlling one or more transmission parameters, active as well as reactive

power flow can be controlled. This gave birth to the conventional series or shunt

compensating devices. These devices improve system performance during steady-

state operation, however, due to mechanically operated and controlled switches

their response time during dynamic operation of the system is slow. On the other

hand, the anticipated operating contingencies caused by discrete fault events like

line and generator outages, three-phase to ground fault or equipment failures etc.

consistently threaten power system stability due to low frequency oscillations.

These low frequency oscillations, ranging from 0.2-2 Hz can mainly be categorized

as local or interarea mode of oscillations depending upon the number of generating

units and areas involved. Local mode of oscillations, typically having a frequency

spectrum of 0.8-2 Hz, arise due to single generator rotor oscillations with respect

to the rest of the network or the oscillations of a group of generators lying in the

same area. Interarea modes of oscillations have frequencies in the range of 0.2-0.8

Hz which involve the oscillations of generating units installed in one area against

those of the other area [2]. This leads to define the stability phenomena as follows;

Definition 1.1 Power system stability can be defined as its ability to operate in
an equilibrium state under nominal conditions and to maintain synchronism, when
subjected to disturbances, either by restoring the original or new equilibrium state.

This definition leads to a further classification of power system stability in the

form of small signal or transient stability depending upon the nature of the fault.

If the system regains its normal state of operation after a small fault it would

define small signal stability, on the other hand, returning to the normal operating

condition after a severe disturbance describes transient stability of the system.

Low frequency oscillations (LFOs) may be of short duration, disturbing the sys-

tem stability momentarily and the system regains its equilibrium state after fault

clearance or they may grow indefinitely resulting in system collapse [3].

These LFOs originate due to;
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� poor embedded generator damper winding which may not efficiently com-

bat LFOs due to inverse relationship of produced damping and square of

impedance.

� virtual contribution of excitation and governor controls to rise interarea os-

cillations.

� low natural damping of open-loop power system against load and generator

variation.

� increase in affinity and significance of interarea oscillations resulting from

bulk power transmission over long distances.

� generator operation above its rated capacity forced by amalgamation of gen-

erator oscillations into tie-line oscillations.

1.2 Motivation

An efficient control mechanism is needed to cope with LFOs, discussed in pervious

section, for power transmission over long distances to maintain system stability.

An effective and economical remedy of the problem is the installation of conven-

tional Power System Stabilizers (PSSs). Although, most of the power systems use

PSS, for reliable and secure operation, even today [4, 5, 6, 7] but due to highly

nonlinear and indiscriminate nature of power system, PSS is not an optimal so-

lution. PSSs cause large variations in voltage profile and may even lose system

stability due to leading power factor. Furthermore, PSSs are installed locally with

excitation control of generator, therefore, are suitable for damping local modes of

oscillations as compared to interarea modes of oscillations and their placement in

a deregulated environment is also a matter of concern.

Therefore, it was concluded that full utilization of power systems with adequate

stability demands a faster version of the mechanically controlled systems and op-

timization of conventional PSSs. This concept and advent of power electronics

technology led to the emergence of ‘Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS)’.

In late 1980s, FACTS were introduced by Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
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in response to a call of efficient utilization of existing power systems with added

security and reliability for use of North American Army [8].

FACTS are power electronics based self-commutated controllers which improve

the transmission capability of existing power system by controlling one or more

of the three transmission parameters. However, maintaining the constant voltage

level at converter’s output terminals or controlling its magnitude and phase are

not sufficient for improving transient stability. An auxiliary stabilizing signal must

be modulated with converter output to damp low frequency oscillations. For this

purpose an External Damping Control (EDC) is installed to control the operation

of FACTS [9].

Thus, power systems installed with these controlling devices become highly non-

linear and non-stationary in nature and design of a fast, robust and dynamic EDC

becomes a challenging task. Therefore, the motivation behind this work is to

develop an efficient online adaptive EDC by synergism of Soft Computing (SC),

signal processing and applied mathematics techniques for handling the uncertain

and dynamic behavior of power system using FACTS.

1.2.1 What is Synergy?

Synergy is the term associated with performance enhancement by amalgamation of

two or more entities, working bodies or techniques whose combined effect is greater

than sum of their separate role.

Therefore, synergy can be considered as mutually beneficial bonding that combines

the performance enhancement features of constituent elements.

1.2.2 Why Synergy?

The benefits offered by synergy include;

• Flexibility : Most of AI or EC techniques have the required features which

need to design a control for specific application but not synergy. The com-

bined features appear in their synergized version offering more flexibility to

a wider range of applications.
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• Scalability : The synergized version offers enhanced features and can grow as

per demand without looking for newer versions.

• Uniqueness : The synergistic paradigms give unique features which can not

be obtained with ordinary individual controls.

• Modularization: If an existing synergy can not perform well in some cases,

a better synergy can be developed using modular approach among different

modules of soft computing techniques discussed in this research.

Better the synergy that two techniques have together, more efficient performance

will result.

1.2.3 Synergy in Soft Computing

Soft Computing is an assembly of complementary and synergistic methodologies

relying upon evolutionary and probabilistic computing, fuzzy logic, artificial neural

networks. These methodologies are competitive and provide flexible information

processing capability for handling real life ambiguous situations. It has been real-

ized that real world problems are difficult to model, typically ill-defined and possess

large solution spaces. Therefore, it is impractical, too expensive, or non-existent

to model them precisely and accurately. Over the past few years, hybrid algo-

rithms have found growing number of applications by leveraging the advantages

of two or more soft computing technologies. These hybrid algorithms improve

the overall system performance by combining general learning ability and adapt-

ability with embedded empirical qualitative knowledge.Possible considerations for

synergy have been shown in Figure 1.1.

Zadeh defined Computational Intelligence or Soft Computing (SC) techniques as

an association of computing methodologies that “Soft computing is a collection

of methodologies that aim to exploit the tolerance for imprecision, uncertainty,

and partial truth to achieve tractability, robustness, low solution cost and better

rapport with reality” [10].

SC is inherently capable of integrating different methodologies to create hybrid sys-

tems. In SC, data-driven search and optimization approach or knowledge-driven
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Figure 1.1: Synergy interpretation

reasoning systems are mainly used approaches to propose a solution. The former

includes neuro and evolutionary computing while the later comprises probabilistic

and fuzzy computing.

Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is a representative of hybrid SC

techniques. It utilizes NNs to tune fuzzy system and was first proposed by Jang

[11]. In ANFIS, the polynomial coefficients are determined by specific processing

nodes, whereas, topology of the network is defined by ruleset. It processes the

data in forward and backward passes. On the other hand, fuzzy logic systems can

tune NNs and their performance efficiency depends upon the choice of suitable

learning rate. The learning rate defines that how fast an algorithm moves along

the gradient of error surface. Similarly, EC can be incorporated in fuzzy logic

while optimizing the search space, whereas, their combination with NNs can sur-

pass the inherent dilemmas of NNs by replacing the conventional backpropagation

algorithm.

The history of SC techniques is too complex and could be traced backed to [12]

in which Procyk and Mamdani devised the first adaptive fuzzy controller. SC

components has been discussed in great detail in [13, 14, 15, 16, 18].
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1.3 Power system stability and control: State-

of-the-art

FACTS offer many promising features, some of which are summarized in Figure

1.2 and described as follows [17];

� FACTS facilitate the secure loading of transmission lines close to their phys-

ical limits and thus enhance the network transmission capacity.

� FACTS can improve the system voltage profile by avoiding the voltage col-

lapse.

� FACTS have delayed, if not exempted, the installation of new power plants

by secure power transactions with adjacent utilities in case of emergency.

� FACTS can enhance power system reliability by incarcerating the influence

of multiple faults to restrain cascaded outages.

� FACTS influence the “free flow” mode of power system operation to control

power transmission through multiple transmission lines and thus control loop

flows.

� FACTS have been used in rail applications and extra-high-voltage transmis-

sion

FACTS have been installed in different regions of the world. Some statistics re-

garding their installation, operating ranges, investment cost and surface occu-

pation are given in [19]. Due to their efficient performance, FACTS will be an

integral part of future smart grids. Major FACTS vendors include ABB (Switzer-

land), Siemens (Germany), Alstom (France), General Electric (U.S.), Mitsubishi

Electric and Toshiba (Japan) and American Superconductor Corporation (U.S.)

etc. A latest market forecast shows that the overall FACTS market is expected

to grow from $912.85 million that it accounted for in 2012 to $1,386.01 million by

2018 [20].

The transmission capacity can be enhanced in the range of 40-50% for different
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Figure 1.2: Benefits of FACTS.

device ratings and network conditions on a specific voltage level [21]. Depending

upon the constituent, power electronics technology, FACTS have two broad cate-

gories; one category includes tape changing transformers with thyristor switches

like Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) and Static VAR Compen-

sator (SVC) while the other comprise Insulated Gate Bipolar thyristors (IGBTs)

or Gate Turn Off (GTOs) based self-commutated voltage source converters. They

include Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), Static Synchronous Com-

pensator (STATCOM), United Power Flow Controller (UPFC) and Interline Power

Flow Controller (IPFC) etc.

On the basis of their interface with AC power system, FACTS are grouped into

series, shunt or combined series and shunt controllers. Both types of FACTS

controllers have found extensive applications in voltage stability [22, 23], power

quality enhancement [24, 25], economic power dispatch [26], optimal power flow

[27, 28, 29, 30, 31] and power system security [32].

Two of the commonly known FACTS controllers, SSSC and STATCOM are used

in this work. SSSC is connected in series with transmission network for reactive

power control, whereas, STATCOM is shunt connected controller used to regu-

late voltage magnitude. The objective of STATCOM is static VAR generation by

varying its output voltage to control certain parameters of power system. STAT-

COM has better handling capability of transient events at faster rates as compared

to its thyristor based counterpart i.e. SVC. It is superior to SVC, because, the

maximum compensation current by STATCOM is independent of the voltage at
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point of common coupling and thus maintains its performance at lower voltage lev-

els. Moreover, STATCOM provides voltage support at local node by continuously

varying its susceptance. On the other hand, SSSC controls and improves power

flow on a line by injecting series voltage at system fundamental frequency and

thus performs better as compared to its thyristor based counterpart, i.e., TCSC

by mitigating the SubSynchronous Resonance (SSR).

Designing efficient EDC for FACTS is a challenging task for the last few decades.

A wide range of different control techniques, ranging from linear to nonlinear,

static to adaptive, conventional and modern to NeuroFuzzy and meta-heuristic is

being used for FACTS supplementary damping control system. A lead-lag control

for SSSC was proposed in [33] by linearizing the system around a stable equilib-

rium point. The parameters of the damping control were updated using phase-

compensation. A nonlinear direct adaptive control based on feedback linearization

has been proposed in [34, 35] for SSSC. The parameters of the controller were up-

dated using Lyapunov stability criteria and the performance was evaluated in a

multi-machine system with the focus on damping interarea modes of oscillations.

A nonlinear control based on reduced power system model is proposed in [36] using

UPFC based damping control. However, linear control techniques are unable to

handle system dynamics in case of large deviations from tuned operating point, on

the other hand, nonlinear techniques are computationally complex and normally

require the exact modeling details of the system which becomes unfeasible for large

power systems.

In order to relax these constraints on controller design imposed by conventional

techniques, Artificial Intelligence (AI) based techniques were introduced. These

include evolutionary, bio-inspired and meta-heuristic techniques, etc. A promising

feature of evolutionary techniques is the optimization of search process for finding

optimal solution. In [37], a robust fixed-structure damping controller using Ge-

netic Algorithm (GA) has been proposed for SVC and TCSC to damp interarea

modes of oscillations. Different control methods for damping interarea oscillations

using PSS, SVC and STATCOM are discussed in [38]. Due to active power ex-
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change capability of STATCOM, it was observed that it can perform better than

SVC, however, damping introduced by PSSs with only voltage control was greater

than SVC and STATCOM.

In [39], singular value decomposition (SVD) method has been used to select the

input signal for lead-lag based supplementary damping control using STATCOM.

The control parameters were tuned using real coded GA, however, the perfor-

mance of the proposed control was tested only for Single Machine Infinite Bus

(SMIB) system. Power system oscillations damping using GA based TCSC has

been discussed in [40] and later was upgraded to non-dominated sorting GA for

multi-objective PID controller to damp power system oscillations in SMIB and

three-machine system [41]. The parameters tuning of lead-lag based supplemen-

tary damping control for SSSC using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and real

coded GA to improve power system stability has been discussed in [42, 9]. The

proposed controllers have a classical structure comprising, gain block, washout and

two lead-lag stages. The performance of the proposed controls was validated us-

ing SMIB and three-machine system. The work was later extended to PSO based

supplementary damping control for STATCOM to damp power system oscillations

using Kunder’s four-machine two-area system [43] and real-coded GA based UPFC

[44] and SSSC [45] for SMIB system. A comparative performance analysis of GA

and Differential Evolution (DE) based supplementary damping control for TCSC

installed in SMIB system is presented in [46], showing the superior performance

of DE as compared to GA.

Instead of using conventional lead-lag control, researchers have also applied these

techniques with Fuzzy, NN and NeuroFuzzy based control [47, 48, 49, 50]. In [51],

a design of fuzzy EDC of UPFC through GA is presented. GA was used to tune

the scaling parameters of the controller. A comparative analysis of simulated an-

nealing, Tabu search and GA method is presented in [52], for selection of optimal

location of TCSC, TCVR, TCPST, SVS and UPFC. Steady-state simulations were

carried out on IEEE-118 bus system, however, in this work UPFC was modeled

in parts instead of modeling it as a whole. It was concluded that GA performs
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better in the simulations.

Fuzzy rules are normally generated based on human expert knowledge by convert-

ing it in fuzzy linguistic form. However, it is difficult to find sufficient number of

fuzzy rules and membership functions for desired performance and the accuracy

depends upon the expert’s system insight. Neural networks use sigmoidal func-

tions as the activation function which is a limitless non-orthogonal function and

leads to poor convergence speed. Therefore, NeuroFuzzy systems were developed

by combining both of these techniques using Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) archi-

tecture to get better learning capabilities and linguistic representation. Studies

reveal that due to hybrid nature of NeuroFuzzy approach and optimization ca-

pability of meta-heuristic techniques, they have been successfully applied to the

supplementary damping control of FACTS. But the meta-heuristic techniques are

approximate and non-deterministic in nature; moreover, their computational com-

plexity does not encourage their application to large power systems, on the other

hand, conventional NeuroFuzzy techniques are error prone due to fixed parameters

architecture. Also, the performance improvement of NeuroFuzzy with increased

number of rules leads to an exponential increase in the number of update param-

eters.

To elude the computational burden of meta-heuristic techniques and to cope

with the inherent limitations of NeuroFuzzy systems like convergence and get-

ting trapped in local minima of search space, wavelet functions can efficiently be

used in consequent part of NeuroFuzzy TSK [53]. Wavelet functions have local

control property and time-frequency localization behavior which makes them an

efficient tool for analyzing the local details of a signal. Due to their optimal per-

formance for identification and control of nonlinear dynamic plants, NeuroFuzzy

wavelet networks have well established history.

Unlike Fourier transform, wavelets have vast bases space. In power engineering,

wavelet transform was first introduced by Robertson [54] and Ribeiro [55]. Since

then wavelets have successfully been used in power quality analysis, fault diagno-

sis, automation and protection of electrical power systems [56, 57, 58]. A wavelet
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based fuzzy logic controller has been presented in [59] for power oscillations damp-

ing using UPFC. The performance of the proposed control was tested on Western

System Coordinating Council (WSCC) 9 bus system using MATLAB/SIMULINK.

A self-tuned wavelet based PID control using SSSC was introduced in [60] to miti-

gate SRR. The parameters of the controller were updated using Lyapunov stability

criteria. The work was further enhanced to damp interarea oscillations in [61] by

introducing a method of online calculation of plant sensitivity using a single neu-

ron. In [62], a NeuroFuzzy wavelet based control has been proposed for SSSC

using adaptive learning rates. However, only the consequent part parameters were

updated.

1.4 Rationale of This Research

Figure 1.3 depicts a general framework for power system stability improvement.

A physical power system is linearized around a stable operating point to design a

control using linear or static control techniques. However, this control may fail to

perform effectively over a wide range of operating conditions. A nonlinear model

is used to design adaptive nonlinear control based on combination of modern con-

trol and SC techniques. The performance optimization of such nonlinear adaptive

control mainly depends upon the overall closed-loop control scheme, underlying

NeuroFuzzy structure and the adaptation mechanism used to adapt the control

system parameters.

Based on structural optimization, the control can be divided into direct, indirect

or mixed direct indirect schemes. In direct control scheme only the control block

is used whose parameters are adjusted using reference model [63, 64, 65, 66, 67,

68, 69, 70]. In the indirect type, two subsystems are used to identify the plant

dynamics and control [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. Therefore, the direct control scheme

is computationally simple but usually requires more constraints on controller gain.

Direct control schemes use tracking error to update its parameters, whereas, in-

direct control uses prediction error for parameters adaptation and a composite

scheme based on mixed direct and indirect control utilizes both the tracking and
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prediction errors for parameters update [77, 78, 79]. Depending upon the degree of

freedom, these control schemes can further be classified as, Multiple Input Single

Output (MISO) or Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO).

The performance of overall control scenario can be improved by optimization of

constituent NeuroFuzzy control or identification blocks. It could be in terms of

structural optimization or improving the processing capability of each node. It has

been found that performance of NeuroFuzzy control is greatly affected by shape of

the membership function, mapping function of consequent part and method of rule

firing strength computation. The parameters learning rule is another optimiza-

tion factor. Different parameters adaptation mechanisms have been introduced

in literature like gradient descent based learning algorithms (e.g. the error back-

propagation algorithm [80, 81, 82]; reinforcement learning [83]; approximate least

square estimator (LSE) [84]; evolutionary programming and bio-inspired optimiza-

tion techniques as described in previous section.

This work investigates the learning and control capability of SC techniques when

used with modern adaptive control schemes in MISO or MIMO environment. The

major motivation for this research is to remedy the weaknesses of traditional com-

putational intelligent systems by optimizing the antecedent and consequent parts

of existing TSK structure. Encouraged by the potential strengths of signal pro-

cessing techniques (wavelets), SC methodologies (Fuzzy and NNs) and adding a

flavor of tools from applied mathematics (Bspline), different control strategies have

been developed and compared. A step-by-step modular approach has been used to

develop NeuroFuzzy methodologies. A generalized approach of designing different

adaptive NeuroFuzzy structures has been introduced.

Despite several advantages of wavelets, their only disadvantage is the relative

complexity. Existing Fuzzy Wavelets NNs (FWNNs) suffer from poor convergence

as the dimensions of data increase and low identification accuracy for imprecise

data. Most of the proposed FWNNs utilize membership functions whose shapes

are tuned globally and thus the uncertainties present in input data cannot effi-

ciently be translated in the rule base of fuzzy systems. Furthermore, it has been
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Figure 1.3: Rationale of this research.

observed that most of these techniques are used with direct control structure with-

out any modeling details which is not suitable in case of power system, because,

for highly nonlinear, non-stationary and multivariable plant like power system the

uncertainty tolerance range is almost negligible. Therefore, the control must not

only be adaptive but robust as well to the variations in the system parameters.

Furthermore, power system is a non-affine system and the plant outputs are in a
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nonlinear relationship with control inputs, therefore, the plant model information

must be provided to the control [85].

Taking these deficiencies into consideration, new NeuroFuzzy based techniques

have been introduced by adroit integration of locally controllable membership

functions with relatively simple polynomial based functions in consequent part.

This work has been divided into three phases;

m Initially, all NeuroFuzzy systems were applied with direct control scheme us-

ing gradient descent training mechanism. The performance of control scheme

was investigated using SMIB and multimachine system installed with single

SSSC under different disturbances and operating conditions. The focus, in

this particular phase, was on computational and design simplicity, accuracy

and performance improvement.

m In second phase, the performance improvement was not the only concern but

the control effort smoothness was also investigated using Smoothed Pseudo

Wigner-Ville-Distribution (SPWVD). The plant sensitivity was measured

online and provided to the control block using online identification with the

intention of performance improvement which eventually moves the overall

control scheme from direct adaptive to indirect adaptive control. The indi-

rect control requires the calculation of plant Jacobian elements whose exact

calculation is not possible due to lack of modeling accuracy. Therefore, on-

line adaptive identification block was used to provide the current estimates

of plant on each simulation step. The performance of the proposed control

was validated using the same scenarios for SMIB and multimachine systems

installed with SSSC, as used in phase one, for comparative analysis.

m Lastly, the NeuroFuzzy algorithms showing the best and consistent perfor-

mance results in first two phases were selected and their performance was

further improved by utilizing them with MIMO architecture preserving the

control effort smoothness. The parameters of the proposed MIMO schemes

were updated using Lyapunov based adaptive learning rates to improve the

convergence speed. The effectiveness of this control scheme was evaluated
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using multimachine test system installed with multi-type FACTS i.e., SSSC

and STATCOM.

The ultimate research incentive is to design a prototype for FACTS EDC us-

ing hybrid SC techniques. However, in order to develop such efficient and novel

scheme, a number of sub-modules related to consequent part had to be developed.

The developed modules have replaced the classic linear TSK defuzzification part.

The control involves no offline training which makes it efficient for delay sensitive

systems with low storage capabilities.

1.5 Research Problem Description and Formu-

lation

The equations of dynamic models for different power system components and their

associated controls combine to give the differentio-algebraic model of power system

in the following form; ẋ0
y

 =

 f(x, z,u)
g(x, z,u)
h(x, z)

 =M(x,y,u) (1.1)

Where, x = [δ ω E
′

d E
′
q E

′′

d E
′′
q Efd] ∈ Rp is the state variable vector representing

the dynamic sates of loads, generators and controllers; y ∈ Rm is the vector

of output variables; z ∈ Rn = [vd vq Id Id Pe] is the steady-state algebraic

parameters vector and u ∈ Rq is the input vector. The nonlinear function f :

Rp×Rn×Rq 7→ Rp represents the nonlinear differential equations, g : Rp×Rn×

Rq 7→ Rn defines algebraic constraints; h : Rp × Rn 7→ Rm describes the output

variables and M : RL ×Rq 7→ RL with L = p+ n.

The dynamics of system given in (1.1) may change when the system undergoes

a series of discrete fault events. Due to which the state of system dynamics can

be divided into three regions; pre-fault steady state region, during fault and post-

fault region.

Let s̃∗pf , s̃df and s̃∗af be the system variables for pre-fault, during fault and post-

fault regions, respectively, such that s̃ ∈ {x y z u}. Then the system dynamics
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for pre-fault region are described as; 0
0
y

 =

 fpf (x, z,u)
gpf (x, z,u)
hpf (x, z)

 (1.2)

Where, s̃ = s̃∗pf . During the fault interval, the system dynamics are given as; ẋ0
y

 =

 fdf (x, z,u)
gdf (x, z,u)
hdf (x, z)

 (1.3)

Where, s̃ = s̃df . After fault clearance, the post-fault dynamics of system de-

pend upon the state of the system and fault event, whether it has been restored

to its pre-fault equilibrium state or some new equilibrium state due to structural

variation in the system. Therefore, the post-fault system dynamics may or may

not be described by those of pre-fault, i.e. Kpf = Kaf or Kpf 6= Kaf , where,

K ∈ {f, g, h}.

In order to restore the system equilibrium, FACTS (SSSC or STATCOM) con-

trollers equipped with EDC are installed in the system to provide compensation

against low frequency oscillations resulting from different fault events. In view of

aforementioned discussion EDC is installed to control the operation of FACTS in

voltage regulation mode. Therefore, the output of EDC is modulated with injected

series or shunt voltage to give the effective value of injected control voltage,

v∗q inj = v∗ + vq ref (1.4)

Where, v∗ = v∗q ss or v∗ = v∗q st for SSSC and STATCOM, respectively.

During steady-state, v∗ is zero and vq ref is constant. Since, the power flow control

loop acts slowly during steady-state, therefore, vq ref is taken as constant during

transient period as well. The effect of LFOs reflects in deviations of system state

variables like power angle, tie-line power flow and rotor speed. Therefore, mini-

mization of cost function based on any one or all of these variables can be taken as

control objective. Furthermore, the control input can also be included in the cost

function to incorporate the effect of control dynamics in the output. The following

cost function is used in this research;

JC =
1

2
[(yd − y)T (yd − y) + uTu] (1.5)
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Where, yd = [∆ωd] is the desired and y = [∆ω] is the actual plant output such

that ∆ωd and ∆ω are desired and actual relative rotor speed deviations for SMIB

system. For multimachine system installed with SSSC, y is the sum of local and

interarea modes of oscillations. Normally, there are N − 1 modes of oscillations

for an N machine system [41]. u = [v∗q ss] for SMIB and multimachine system

installed with SSSC. In case of multimachine system installed with multi-type

FACTS, y = [∆ω ∆P ] with ∆ω being the sum of local and interarea modes of

oscillations and ∆P is the relative deviation in power flow measure at STATCOM

bus. u = [v∗q ss v
∗
q st] is the control signal for SSSC or STATCOM.

The goal is to design a novel EDC to formulate u which guarantees the global

stability of closed-loop system such that x∗ − x → ε, where, x∗ is the reference

equilibrium state and ε is a very small positive value close to zero. The objective

of adaptive control is to drive the plant output to track the reference trajectory

which in this case is the deviation of plant variables and thus will be taken as zero.

1.5.1 Control problem formulation for direct MISO con-
trol

Consider the following nonlinear relation for MISO controller,

u = f̃($, fff) (1.6)

Here, $ = [e ė] is the input vector with e = yd − y. f̃ can approximate the

NeuroFuzzy control law to any degree of accuracy using a set of optimal parameters

fff∗ such that,

fff∗ , argmin︸ ︷︷ ︸
f

m∑
k=1

Jk(f) (1.7)

Where, fff∗ is the set of unknown optimal parameters that minimizes J . m is the

number of inputs.

The control problem is to update the parameters of the NeuroFuzzy controller to

derive a bounded control output ‘u’ such that the deviation in plant output y from

stable equilibrium points asymptotically approaches to zero, i.e. limk→∞ ‖yd −

y‖ → 0. Where, yd is the reference equilibrium point/desired trajectory.
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1.5.2 Control problem formulation for indirect MISO con-
trol

In order to indirectly approximate the unknown controller defined by (1.6), the

plant is estimated online to find its current estimate using single step ahead iden-

tifier. The identifier is also unknown NeuroFuzzy function given as;

yI = fI($̂, f̂ff) (1.8)

Where, yI is the identifier output, $̂ is the input vector, i.e. the delayed plant

output and controller output. fI is the nonlinear NeuroFuzzy identifier that re-

duces the modeling error by updating the identifier parameters, f̂ff. The identifier

parameters are updated to minimize the identifer cost function, given as;

JI =
1

2
e2
I (1.9)

Where, eI is the error between estimated and current plant output. The plant

estimate is then used to update the parameters of control using JC.

1.5.3 Control problem formulation indirect MIMO control

Consider a NeuroFuzzy MIMO control of the form;

u = f̃($,fff) (1.10)

Here, u = [u1 u2 · · · uk] is the controller output vector, f̃ is unknown MIMO

nonlinear function and $ = [e ė] is the input vector with e = [e1 e2 · · · ek] such

that ei = ydi − yi and ėi(k) = ei(k)− ei(k − 1).

The control problem is to update the parameters of the NeuroFuzzy-controller to

derive a bounded control output ‘u’ such that the deviation in plant outputs y from

stable equilibrium points asymptotically approaches to zero, i.e. limk→∞ ‖yd −

y‖ → 0. Where, yd = [y1 y2 · · · yn] is the set of reference equilibrium points/

desired trajectories.

The parameters of the controller are updated using current estimate of plant model

defined by identifer given as;

yI = fI($̂, f̂ff) (1.11)
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Where, yI = [yI1 yI2 · · · yIk ] is the identifier output vector. fI is the identifier

NeuroFuzzy function, $̂ is the vector of input vectors and f̂ff = [f̂ff1 f̂ff2 · · · f̂ffk]

is the parameters update vector. The cost function for MIMO identification is

defined as;

JI = eTI eI (1.12)

Where, eI = [eI1 eI2 · · · eIk ] such that eIi = yIi − yi.

Assumption 1.1 Throughout this work, it has been assumed that structure of the
NeuroFuzzy identifier or controller is predefined by the designer. i.e. the number
of inputs, number of membership functions or consequent function for each input
and number of rules depend upon the designer decision.

1.6 Contributions of Thesis

The contributions made by thesis during this research are manyfold; certain con-

tributions are made to SC techniques by optimizing the NeuroFuzzy structure, on

the other hand, the performance enhancement based on closed-loop control scheme

has also been contributed.

./ A direct adaptive MISO control scheme based NeuroFuzzy control has been

proposed for power system transient stability enhancement using SSSC.

./ An indirect adaptive MISO control strategy based on NeuroFuzzy control

has been proposed for power system transient stability enhancement using

SSSC.

./ Four distinguished novel fully tunable NeuroFuzzy schemes of WNNs have

been proposed. They are different in number of layers and activation func-

tion. Bspline for the first time embedded into a wavelet-based structure.

Fuzzy Legendre and Fuzzy Legendre wavelet has been proposed.

./ A modular approach has been introduced to form different synergies and the

generalized formula for calculation of update parameters has been devised.

./ An upper bound on the learning rates of parameters of the above mentioned

schemes has been defined using Lyapunov based convergence analysis.
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./ A generalized strategy has been proposed to design different NeuroFuzzy

systems using hybrids of different modules for which update laws are defined.

./ Indirect adaptive control scheme using optimized MIMO NeuroFuzzy struc-

tures with ALRs has been proposed for multi-type FACTS e.g., SSSC and

STATCOM.

./ In addition to nonlinear time domain simulations, a performance evaluation

technique based on performance index curve has been proposed. Further-

more, the application of WVD for frequency domain damping performance

analysis and control effort smoothness has also been investigated.

1.7 Thesis Organization

In order to facilitate the readability of this manuscript, the thesis layout is shown

in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Thesis Layout.

The thesis comprises seven chapters including this introductory chapter.

Chapter 2 gives the structural and modeling details of power systems used for
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this research. The operational, modeling and control details of SSSC have been

discussed in this chapter. Although, STATCOM has been used for evaluation of

MIMO control in multimachine system only, however, its modeling and control

details have also been presented. Furthermore, based on the details given in this

chapter, the research problem formulation has also been done in this chapter.

Chapter 3 is mainly about NeuroFuzzy based SC techniques. The chapter is

aimed to provide sufficient knowledge for the development of different NeuroFuzzy

systems. The technical and structural details of existing techniques have been

revised and devised for new proposed techniques.

Chapter 4 delves further beyond and presents the update parameters learning

algorithms and convergence analysis for these techniques when used with direct

adaptive control scheme. This chapter establishes a base for development and un-

derstanding of succeeding chapters by presenting the details of simulation frame-

work and performance evaluation techniques. The simulation results for different

controls evaluated on SMIB and multimachine systems have been presented and

discussed at the end of this chapter.

Chapter 5 gives the mathematical details of indirect adaptive control scheme for

all SC techniques and their convergence analysis. Simulation results for different

evaluation techniques have been presented and discussed in the chapter.

Chapter 6 elaborates the extension of MISO NeuroFuzzy structure, presented

in Chapter 3 to MIMO and its implantation in the indirect control scheme with

MIMO identifier. The ALRs based on Lyapunov stability method were derived

for techniques selected for phase three. The simulation results and comparative

analysis for this phase is done in this chapter.

Chapter 7 gives general discussion and concludes the findings of this work. The

chapter presents pros and corns of the proposed research. The future dimensions

of this research are also suggested in this chapter.
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1.8 Conclusion

This introductory chapter presents the major incentives for this research, prelim-

inaries of some basic concepts, research overview and research problem formula-

tion.
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Chapter 2

Power System Dynamic Modeling
and Control

2.1 Introduction

The primary goal of an electric power system is to generate electrical energy and

to transmit it to meet the load demand. The electric power systems, installed all

over the wold, may differ in size, operating range, generation and loading capabil-

ities, however, they have the same structure and mainly three constituting parts

which are generation, transmission and distribution including their controls.

The generating units or synchronous machines are the most important component

of a power system which generate electricity using steam, wind, hydraulic, diesel

or nuclear turbines. Normally, the generating voltages lie in the range of 11-35 kV,

like IEEE standards C50.12 and C50.13. The interconnection between generating

and distribution units are the transmission lines which operate at highest voltage

levels, usually 230 kV-500 kV and above.

The last constituent of a power system is the distribution unit which normally,

operates between 4 kV and 34.5 kV. Primary feeders are used to provide elec-

tricity at these voltage levels, to small industrial consumers, whereas, commercial

and residential consumers are supplied at a voltage level of 120/240 volts, by a

secondary distribution feeder.

In order to maintain power quality, its voltage and frequency parameters must be

constant or within certain limits. i.e., the frequency must not cross 1 Hz value

and voltage drop should lie within ±10% of its defined standard value [87].
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Therefore, the reliable and secure operation of a power system can be guaranteed

by designing suitable control mechanism which in turn demands appropriate math-

ematical modeling of the system using differential and algebraic equations. Each

component of a power system is modeled separately using appropriate frame of

reference. The overall dynamic model of a power system is obtained by transform-

ing the individual models to a common network reference and combining through

Y -bus of transmission network.

2.2 Power System Components Modeling

2.2.1 Synchronous machine model

The primary objective of synchronous machine is to feed the transmission net-

work with generated electrical power obtained from mechanical energy at its shaft.

The dynamic modeling of synchronous machine involves three sets of differential

equations comprising electrical, mechanical and dynamic control equations. The

electrical equations are related to stator, damper and field windings. The motion

of rotor and the other components mechanically coupled with rotor constitute the

mechanical equations and different controls like turbine-governor control or AVR

form the dynamic equations. The mechanical power at generator shaft is gener-

ated by prime mover whose dynamics can be neglected due to slow time constants.

The general case of salient pole generator with three damping windings ‘d’, ‘g’ and

‘Q’ have been considered. The two axis, sixth order synchronous generator has

been modeled as subtransient emfs E
′′

d and E
′′
q behind subtransient reactances x

′′

d

and x
′′
q with q-axis leading d-axis by 900. Sixth order model of ith synchronous

generator is given by the following differential and algebraic equations.

dδ

dt
= ω0ω (2.1)

dω

dt
= (Pm − Pe − PD − Pf )/M (2.2)

dE ′d
dt

=
1

T ′qo
[(xq − x

′

q)Iq]− E ′d (2.3)
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dE ′q
dt

=
1

T ′do
[Efd − (xd − x′d)Id − E ′q] (2.4)

dE
′′

d

dt
=

1

T ′′qo
[(xq − x

′′

q )Iq − E
′′

d ] (2.5)

dE
′′
q

dt
=

1

T
′′
do

[E ′q − E
′′

q − (x′d − x
′′

d)Id] (2.6)

Equation (2.2) is referred as Generalized Swing Equation (GSE), where, Pf = Bω

and PD = f(V t, δ).

1

ω0

dψd
dt

= RaId +
ω

ω0

ψq + vd (2.7)

1

ω0

dψq
dt

= RaIq +
ω

ω0

ψd + vq (2.8)

For steady-state operation, ‘ω’ and ‘δ’ must be constant, i.e. ω = ω0. Taking

ω0 = 1 p.u. and dψd
dt

= dψq
dt

= 0;

⇒ RaId + ψq + vd = 0 (2.9)

and RaIq − ψd + vq = 0 (2.10)

where,

ψd = −x′′dId + E
′′

q (2.11)

ψq = −x′′q Iq − E
′′

d (2.12)

Using Eqs. (2.9) to (2.12)

vd = −RaId + E
′′

d + x
′′

q Iq (2.13)

vq = −RaIq + E
′′

q − x
′′

dId (2.14)

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) can be combined in phasor form as follows;

vd + jvq = −Ra(Id + jIq) + E
′′

d + jE
′′

q + x
′′

q Iq − jx
′′

dId (2.15)

V t = −RaI + E
′′

d + x
′′

q Iq + j(E
′′

q − x
′′

dId) (2.16)

For simplicity of calculations, let the armature resistance ‘Ra’ is zero,

⇒ V t = E
′′

d + x
′′

q Iq + j(E
′′

q − x
′′

dId) (2.17)

or V t = E
′′

+ x
′′

q Iq − jx
′′

dId (2.18)
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The network and machines primary state variables are voltages and currents which

can be expressed for ith machine in local or self reference frame without any

reference to the other machines in the network. Therefore, a link between variables

of all connected machines in the power network must be established through a

common reference frame to guarantee synchronization. The phasor relationship

between network and machine coordinates is shown in Figure 2.1. The dq reference

frame lags the network reference frame DQ by an angle βτ . The transformation

Figure 2.1: Phasor diagram of ith machine with subtransient reactance.

is done as; [
vD
vQ

]
=

[
cos βτ − sin βτ
sin βτ cos βτ

] [
vd
vq

]
(2.19)

and

[
vd
vq

]
=

[
cos βτ sin βτ
− sin βτ cos βτ

] [
vD
vQ

]
(2.20)

where, T =

[
cos βτ − sin βτ
sin βτ cos βτ

]
, such that vDQ = T [vdq].

Using Eq. (2.20), it can be written as,

vd + jvq = vD(cos βτ − j sin βτ ) + vQ(sin βτ + j cos βτ )

= vD(cos βτ − j sin βτ ) + jvQ(cos δ − j sin βτ )

= (vD + jvQ)e−jβτ

⇒ vDQ = vdqe
jβτ (2.21)
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Consider the equation for terminal machine voltage in dq reference frame;

Vt = E
′′

+ x
′′

q Iq − jx
′′

dId

Adding and subtracting x
′′

dIq and simplifying,

= E
′′

+ x
′′

q Iq − jx
′′

d(Id + jIq)− x
′′

dIq

⇒ Vt = E
′′

+ (x
′′

q − x
′′

d)Iq − jx
′′

dIg (2.22)

Putting the values of terminal voltages and current vectors in the form of network

co-ordinates.

⇒ V tDQe
−jβτ = E

′′

DQe
−jβτ + (x

′′

q − x
′′

d)Iq − jx
′′

dIgDQe
−jβτ

V tDQ = E
′′

DQ + (x
′′

q − x
′′

d)Iqe
jβτ − jx′′dIgDQ

= E
′′

DQ − j(x
′′

q − x
′′

d)(jIqe
jβτ )− jx′′dIgDQ

= E
′′

DQ − j(x
′′

q − x
′′

d)Iq − jx
′′

dIgDQ (2.23)

where, Iq = jIqe
jβτ

2.2.2 Generator controls

Exciter Modeling

The rotor flux required to induce stator voltage is provided by excitation system.

The exciter is used to change the excitation voltage ‘Efd’. The IEEE-DC1A exci-

tation system is shown in Figure 2.2.

The excitation system consists of four building blocks. They are the terminal

voltage sensor, excitation stabilizer, amplifier and exciter. The exciter model is

given by Eq. (2.30). Where, SE represents the saturation in the exciter and is

approximated as an exponential function. The time constant and exciter gain are

represented as Te and Ke, respectively. Ke is sensitive to operating conditions and

it is assumed that it keeps the voltage regulator output zero during steady-state.

A solid-state amplifier or a pilot exciter is used to amplify the exciter input and is

modeled as first order differential equation given as Eq. (2.27). A stabilizing trans-

former is modeled as Eq. (2.28). Ka and Ta are the amplifier gains, whereas, Kf
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and Tf are amplifier time constants. A first order block with filter time constant

TR is used to model the terminal voltage sensor and is given in Eq. (2.24).

Va =
Vt

1 + sTR

⇒ dVa
dt

=
1

TR
(Vt − Va) (2.24)

VR =

(
Ka

1 + sTa

)
(Vref + Vpss − Va − Vd) (2.25)

Vd =
Kf

Tf
Efd + VC (2.26)

Using, Eq. (2.25) and Eq. (2.26)

dVR
dt

=
1

Ta

[
Ka

(
Vref + Vpss − Va −

(
Kf

Tf
Efd + VC

))
− VR

]
(2.27)

Figure 2.2: IEEE Type-DC1A exciter model.

Vc = −Kf

Tf

Efd
(1 + sTf )

dVc
dt

=
1

Tf

[
−Kf

Tf
Efd − Vc

]
(2.28)

Efd =
VB

Ke + sTe
(2.29)

where, VB = −Se(Efd)Efd + VR
dEfd
dt

=
1

Te
[−Se(Efd)Efd + VR −KeEfd] (2.30)

Equations (2.24), (2.27), (2.28) and (2.30) give the complete exciter model.
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Power System Stabilizer (PSS) Modeling

PSSs are used to reduce the effects of local and interarea oscillations by providing

the additional damping. A general structure of PSS is depicted in Figure 2.3.

The input can be rotor speed, frequency or output power deviation. Normally, it

has two stages. The first stage is a high pass or wash out filter, used to ensure

zero output in steady-state. In second stage, two or more lead-lag filters are used

to provide phase compensation between rotor speed deviation and output torque.

The output of PSS is manipulated as additional input signal to automatic regulator

block, as shown previously in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.3: Power system stabilizer model.

dV0

dt
=

1

Tw
[upssKpss − V0] (2.31)

V1 = upssKpss − V0

dV2

dt
=

1

T3

[(
1− T1

T3

)
V1 − V2

]
=

1

T3

[(
1− T1

T3

)
(upsskpss − V0)− V2

]
(2.32)

V3 = V2 +
T1

T3

V1

dV4

dt
=

1

T4

[(
1− T2

T4

)
V3 − V4

]
(2.33)

V5 = V4 +
T2

T4

V3

Vpss = V4 +
T2

T4

[
V2 +

T1

T3

(upssKpss − V0)

]
(2.34)

Equations (2.31), (2.32), (2.33) and (2.34) give the complete PSS model.
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Turbine and Governor

Both the steam and hydraulic turbines, used to drive the generators, have been

modeled in detail by IEEE working group [88, 89]. Proper tuning of governors,

associated with turbines, is essential to minimize the dynamic interaction between

turbine masses for electromechanical modes. The frequency range of low frequency

electromechanical modes can be increased using small signal model of turbine.

Moreover, properly tuned governors with adequate dead-band will not adversely

affect the power system damping. Therefore, preserving the modeling simplicity,

the generator mechanical input is assumed to be a constant.

2.3 Transmission Network and Power Flow

The transmission network involves overhead transmission lines transmitting the

power between network devices. Depending upon the length of transmission lines,

they can be modeled as either series impedance representing the short transmis-

sion lines of length upto 80 km or equivalent π circuit for medium transmission

lines of length upto 200 km or cascaded π circuits for long transmission lines of

length greater than 200 km.

For low frequency oscillations study a lumped parameter model can be assumed.

A detailed mathematical treatment of transmission line involves the wave propa-

gation phenomena described by partial differential equations. However, in power

system stability study, time intervals are of several seconds and normally involves

slow oscillations, therefore, this level of detail is often unnecessary and impractical

for digital simulations. It is a common practice to neglect the transmission line

transients and network is assumed in steady-state. The node currents and node

voltages are governed by the following algebraic equations [86];

~I = Y ~V (2.35)

Where, ~I and ~V are the injected node currents and node voltages, respectively.

Y is the network admittance matrix with general entry Yij = Gij + jBij.
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Using (2.35), the power injections at the ith bus bar can readily be written as;

Pi =
n∑
i=1

ViVj [Gi,j cos(θi − θj) +Bi,j sin(θi − θj)] (2.36)

Qi =
n∑
i=1

ViVj [Gi,j cos(θi − θj)−Bi,j sin(θi − θj)] (2.37)

These active and reactive power injections must be equal and opposite to the

active and reactive power absorbed by loads in order to balance the power flow.

2.4 FACTS Operation and Modeling

This section presents the operational and modeling details of SSSC and STATCOM

and their interface with AC network. The schematic diagrams for SSSC and

STATCOM are shown in Figures 2.4(a) and (d), respectively.

As shown in Figure 2.4, the basic configuration of SSSC and STATCOM is same.

Both consist of power electronics converters, backed by a DC source and connected

to the AC network via coupling transformer. However, the difference lies in their

connection with AC network. SSSC is connected in series, whereas, STATCOM

is connected in parallel with transmission line. FACTS considered in this work

are based on VSCs. Although, Current Source Converters (CSCs) can also be

used, however, VSCs have certain attributes that make them a suitable choice for

FACTS. Some of them are as follows [90];

• CSCs demand bidirectional voltage blocking capability not available in IG-

BTs or GTOs.

• CSCs are not cost-effective as compared to VSCs, because, they need addi-

tional protection circuitry.

• Due to current charged reactor at DC terminals of CSC, it has high losses

as compared to voltage charged-capacitor at DC terminals of VSCs.

• The AC side of CSCs demands a voltage source termination, while that of

VSC requires a current source termination. Therefore, CSCs need additional
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capacitive filter, whereas, in case of VSC the leakage inductance of coupling

transformer naturally serves as current source termination.

• CSCs may require the constituent semiconductors with high voltage ratings

or additional over voltage protection. On the other hand, the DC capacitor

termination in case of VSCs automatically protects power semiconductors

against transmission line voltage transients.

The converter valves could be GTOs or IGTBs based, however, IGBTs based VSC

uses fixed DC capacitor voltage to synthesize a sinusoidal waveform.

Figure 2.4: Equivalent circuit of VSC (a) SSSC representation (b) SSSC AC side
model (b) SSSC DC side model (a) STATCOM representation (b) STATCOM AC
side model (b) STATCOM DC side model.

The possible operating modes of SSSC and STATCOM are summarized in Table

2.1. In this work, both the SSSC and STATCOM are used in voltage control

mode. The three phase quantities and their dq equivalents are instantaneous val-

ues, therefore, they are denoted using lower case letters, whereas, phasor quantities

are denoted with upper case letters.
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Table 2.1: SSSC and STATCOM operating modes

S. No. SSSC STATCOM

1. Active power flow control: Control of current magnitude:
Maintains active power STATCOM works in capacitive or
flow to a specified/given inductive mode by controlling the
reference value. magnitude of injected current.

Capacitive mode: STATCOM current
leads 900 STATCOM voltage.
Inductive mode: STATCOM current
lags 900 STATCOM voltage.

2. Reactive power flow control: Reactive power flow control:
Maintains reactive power flow Reactive power generation is maintained
to a specified reference value. to a specific value using STATCOM

generated reactive power.
3. Bus voltage control: Bus voltage control:

Maintains bus voltages of both STATCOM is used to maintain the bus
ends at specified values. voltage to the given reference value.

4. Impedance (reactance) control: Impedance control:
Equivalent reactance of SSSC Equivalent reactance of STATCOM is
is maintained to a specified controlled as a function of STATCOM
value as a function of both voltage.
end voltages and SSSC
series voltage.

5. Specified/remote bus voltage control

2.4.1 SSSC characteristics and operating principles

SSSC is basically a series compensator which controls the power flow on a line

by increasing or decreasing the voltage drop across the line. Its output voltage is

fully controllable and is independent of the line current. SSSC injects the voltage

at system fundamental frequency in quadrature with the line current. Depending

upon the nature of compensation provided by SSSC, i.e., inductive or capacitive,

the injected voltage leads or lags the line current. The operating modes and the

phasor diagrams of SSSC are explained in Table 2.2. Suppose V ss = Vss∠θss,

V s = Vs∠θs and V r = Vr∠θr. The angle between sending and receiving end volt-

ages is δ, whereas, ‘θ’ is the angle of line current.

SSSC controls the line power flow by controlling the reactive power injection and

no active power exchange is possible across its DC terminals. However, active
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power exchange can be made possible by adding an energy storage device on its

DC side and to work SSSC in all four quadrants i.e. to generate or absorb both

active and reactive powers.

The active and reactive power constrained on sending and receiving ends of trans-

mission line are given as [92];

Psr = V 2
s Gss − VsVr(Gsr cos θsr +Bsr sin θsr)− VsVss(Gsr cos(θs − θss)

+ Bsr sin(θs − θss)) (2.38)

Qsr = −V 2
s Bss − VsVr(Gsr sin θsr −Bsr cos θsr)− VsVss(Gsr sin(θs − θss)

− Bsr cos(θs − θss)) (2.39)

Prs = V 2
r Grr − VsVr(Gsr cos θrs +Bsr sin θrs) + VrVss(Gsr cos(θr − θss)

+ Bsr sin(θr − θss)) (2.40)

Qrs = −V 2
r Brr − VsVr(Gsr sin θrs −Bsr cos θrs) + VrVss(Gsr sin(θr − θss)

− Bsr cos(θr − θss)) (2.41)

Assuming V s = V r = V , the relationship for transmitted active and reactive

power flows for SSSC compensated transmission line are given as [93];

P =
V 2

x`
sin δ +

V

x`
Vss−q cos

δ

2
(2.42)

Q =
V 2

x`
(1− cos δ) +

V

x`
Vss−q sin

δ

2
(2.43)
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2.4.2 STATCOM characteristics and operating principles

The primary objective of STATCOM is to control line voltage using shunt compen-

sation by generating or absorbing reactive power. STATCOM injects a sinusoidal

current in quadrature with STATCOM voltage. The magnitude and phase dif-

ference of system voltage and converter output voltage across the transformer

leakage reactance are determined by magnitude and phase of quadrature current.

The converter output terminal voltage is compared with AC network voltage. If

the converter voltage is found to be larger than power system bus voltage, STAT-

COM works in capacitive mode by injecting reactive power. On the other hand,

if the converter output voltage is smaller than the system voltage, it absorbs re-

active power from the system. Under normal conditions, no active or reactive

power transfer takes place and STATCOM works in a floating mode. The oper-

ating modes are explained graphically in Table 2.2. For simplicity of notation,

the system bus voltage is taken as reference such that δst is the angle between

STATCOM and bus voltage and ∠θj = 0. ‘θst’ is the phase of STATCOM current.

The converter output voltage always lags the transmission network voltage to ab-

sorb a small amount of real power to compensate the converter losses in both

operating modes. If V̄j is kept constant then STATCOM controls the reactive

power flow by changing the magnitude or phase of V̄st only.

According to the circuit shown in Figure 2.4(b), suppose V st = Vst∠θst and

V j = Vj∠θj, then the active and reactive power injections at terminal system

are given as [91];

Pj = V 2
j Gst + VjVst[Gst cos(θj − δst) +Bst sin(θj − δst)] (2.44)

Qj = −V 2
j Bst + VjVst[Gst sin(θj − δst)−Bst cos(θj − δst)] (2.45)

The expressions at STATCOM terminals become;

Pst = V 2
j Gst + VjVst[Gst cos(δst − θj) +Bst sin(δst − θj)] (2.46)

Qst = −V 2
j Bst + VjVst[Gst sin(δst − θj)−Bst cos(δst − θj)] (2.47)

Figure 2.5(a) shows how SSSC controls the active power flow transmission in

voltage regulation mode by varying the magnitude and phase of injected voltage.
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The curve shown in blue corresponds to the normal power transmission when no

SSSC is installed in the system. Increase in transmitted power using STATCOM

is shown in Figure 2.5(b). The curve shows the effect of variation of STATCOM

current. .

Figure 2.5: Power angle characteristics of (a) SSSC (b) STATCOM.

2.4.3 Modeling SSSC and STATCOM

Modeling of FACTS controllers, used in this research, involves the following as-

sumption,

Assumption 2.1 The harmonics generated by FACTS are negligible and the sys-
tem as well as FACTS controllers are three phase balanced. Furthermore, it is
assumed that there is no current injection other than generating nodes or FACTS.

Fundamental Frequency Model:

The AC and DC side equivalent models of SSSC are shown in Figures 2.4(b) and

(c). The AC side is modeled as synchronous controllable voltage source in series

with equivalent reactance, whereas, DC side is modeled as a parallel combination

of a current source and DC capacitor. A parallel resistor ‘R’ is introduced to

model the converter losses.

By applying KVL to all the three phases of Figure 2.4(b), the state space model

of SSSC at fundamental frequency is given as;

i̇abc = −rss
lss
I3×3iabc +

1

lss
I3×3(vabc sr − vabc conv) (2.48)
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Where, I is the identity matrix of order 3, vabc sr = vabc s−vabc r is the three phase

voltage difference matrix of both ends and vabc conv is the three phase converter

output voltage matrix, given as; va conv
vb conv
vc conv

 =

 kvdc sin(ωt+ β)
kvdc sin(ωt+ β − 1200)
kvdc sin(ωt+ β − 2400)

 (2.49)

Where, vabc conv = vabc ss. DC side capacitor current of SSSC can be modeled

using law of conservation of power on AC and DC side of the converter;

Pac = Pdc

iacvac = idcvdc (2.50)

Also, the current across the capacitor is given by;

ic = idc − iR

⇒ idc = C
dvdc
dt

+
vdc
R

(2.51)

Using three phase balanced system and Eqs. (2.50) and (2.51) yields;

dvdc
dt

=
mk

C

(
sin(ωt+ β)ia + sin(ωt+ β − 1200)ib + sin(ωt+ β − 2400)ic

)
− 1

CR
vdc (2.52)

Combining Eqs. (2.49), (2.52) and Eq. (2.48) gives the state space model at

fundamental frequency;

ẋ = Ax+Bu (2.53)

Where,

A =

(
A113×3 A123×1

A211×3 A221×1

)

=


− rss
lss

0 0 − k
lss

sin(wt+ β)

0 − rss
lss

0 − k
lss

sin(wt+ β − 1200)

0 0 − rss
lss

− k
lss

sin(wt+ β − 2400)
k
C sin(wt+ β) k

C sin(wt+ β − 1200) k
C sin(wt+ β − 2400) − 1

RC


(2.54)
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B =

(
B11 03×1

01×3 0

)
=


1
lss

0 0 0

0 1
lss

0 0

0 0 1
lss

0

0 0 0 0

, x =


ia
ib
ic
vdc

 and u =


vas − var
vbs − vbr
vcs − vcr

0

.

Where, ‘m’ is the modulation index and ‘k’ is the constant describing the relation

between transformer ‘DC’ and ‘AC’ side voltages, ‘β’ is the converter output volt-

age angle such that ‘θ + β = ±900’. Where, θ is the angle of line current.

Since, the STATCOM differs from SSSC only in connection interface with AC

network, its model can also be derived in similar manner, using Figure 2.4, by

simply replacing vr abc, vabc conv, rss, lss and iabc with zero, vabc st, rst, lst and

iabc st, respectively. The variables in (2.53) for STATCOM, will take the form;

A =

(
A113×3 A123×1

A211×3 A221×1

)

=


− rst
lst

0 0 − k
lst

sin(wt+ β)

0 − rst
lst

0 − k
lst

sin(wt+ β − 1200)

0 0 − rst
lst

− k
lst

sin(wt+ β − 2400)
k
C sin(wt+ β) k

C sin(wt+ β − 1200) k
C sin(wt+ β − 2400) − 1

RC


(2.55)

B =

(
B11 03×1

01×3 0

)
=


1
lst

0 0 0

0 1
lst

0 0

0 0 1
lst

0

0 0 0 0

, x =


iast
ibst
icst
vdc

 and u =


vaj
vbj
vcj
0

.

The dqo Model:

The steady-state model is converted to dqo to transform balanced sinusoidal signals

into constants. The dqo and abc reference frame transformations are governed by

the following transformation relations;(
iabc
vabc

)
= T−1

(
idqo
vdqo

)
(2.56)

where,

T =
2

3

 cosωt cos(ωt− 120) cos(ωt− 240)
− sinωt − sin(ωt− 120) − sin(ωt− 240)

1√
2

1√
2

1√
2

 (2.57)
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and

T−1 =

 cosωt − sinωt 1√
2

cos(ωt− 120) − sin(ωt− 120) 1√
2

cos(ωt− 240) − sin(ωt− 240) 1√
2

(2.58)

such that(
idqo
vdqo

)
= T

(
iabc
vabc

)
(2.59)

Therefore,
d

dt
iabc =

d

dt
[T−1idqo]

=

(
d

dt
T−1

)
idq0 + T−1 d

dt
idqo (2.60)

where,

d

dt
T−1 = ω

 − sinωt − cosωt 0
− sin(ωt− 1200) − cos(ωt− 1200) 0
− sin(ωt− 2400) − cos(ωt− 2400) 0

 (2.61)

⇒ d

dt
iabc = ωT−1Pidq0 + T−1i̇dq0 (2.62)

Where,

P =

 0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 (2.63)

Using Eq. (2.53);

⇒ ωT−1Pidq0 + T−1i̇dq0 = A11T
−1idqo + A12vdc +B11T

−1vdqo (2.64)

v̇dc = A21T
−1idqo + A22vdc (2.65)

Using the following trigonometric identities;

sin2 ωt + sin2(ωt− 120) + sin2(ωt− 240) =
3

2
(2.66)

cos2 ωt + cos2(ωt− 120) + cos2(ωt− 240) =
3

2

cos(ωt+ β) + cos((ωt+ β)− 120) + cos((ωt+ β)− 240) = 0

sin(ωt+ β) + sin((ωt+ β)− 120) + sin((ωt+ β)− 240) = 0

sinωt cosωt + sin(ωt− 120) cos(ωt− 120) + sin(ωt− 240) cos(ωt− 240) = 0

gives, TA12 =

 − k
lss

sin β
k
lss

cos β

0

 and A21T
−1 =

 3k
2C

sin β
− 3k

2C
cos β
0

T

.
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The complete state-space representation of the system in dqo reference frame,

using Eqs. (2.64) and (2.65) is given as follows;

ẋdqo = Adqoxdqo +Bdqoudqo (2.67)

Where, Adqo =


− rss

lss
0 0 − k

lss
sin β

0 − rss
lss

0 k
lss

cos β

0 0 − rss
lss

0
3k
2C

sin β − 3k
2C

cos β 0 − 1
RC

, Bdqo =

( (
1
lss

)
3×3

03×1

01×3 0

)
,

udqo =


vds − vdr
vqs − vqr
vos − vor

0

 and xdqo =


id
iq
io
vdc

.

Similarly, for STATCOM; Adqo =


− rst

lst
0 0 − k

lst
sin β

0 − rst
lst

0 k
lst

cos β

0 0 − rst
lst

0
3k
2C

sin β − 3k
2C

cos β 0 − 1
RC

,

Bdqo =

( (
1
lst

)
3×3

03×1

01×3 0

)
, udqo =


vdj
vqj
voj
0

 and xdqo =


idst
iqst
iost
vdc

.

2.5 SMIB System Installed with SSSC

Consider the SMIB power system shown in Figure 2.6. The equivalent model

of SSSC, installed between nodes ‘m’ and ‘n’, is realized as controllable voltage

source with series reactance. The current flowing through the line is given as;

Figure 2.6: SMIB equivalent model installed with SSSC.

I = I∠θ = Id + jIq (2.68)

The synchronous machine is modeled as voltage source behind the sub-transient

reactance, whereas, V t = Vt∠θt is the generator terminal voltage. The converter
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modeling in phasor form is given as;

V conv ss = Vconv ss∠β = mkvdc(cos β + j sin β) (2.69)

dvdc
dt

=
Idc
C

=
mk

C
(Id cos β + Iq sin β) (2.70)

The infinite bus voltage is V ∞ = Vib∠δib. Using Figure 2.6;

I =
V t − V b − V conv ss

jx
(2.71)

Where, x = xss + xv + xv+1 is the total reactance including the transmission line

reactance and the reactance of the coupling transformer.

V t = E
′′

d + x
′′

q Iq + j(E
′′

q − x
′′

dId) (2.72)

⇒ I =
1

jx
{(x′′q Iq) + E

′′

d + j(E
′′

q − x
′′

dId)− Vib(sin δib + j cos δib) (2.73)

− mkvdc(cos β + j sin β)}

Equating real and imaginary parts,

Id =
E
′′
q − Vib cos δib −mkvdc sin β

x+ x
′′
d

(2.74)

Iq =
Vib sin δib +mkvdc cos β − E ′′d

x+ x′′q
(2.75)

Active power at generator terminals is calculated as;

S = P + jQ = I
∗
V (2.76)

⇒ P = Re{(id − jiq)(vd + jvq)} = vdid + vqiq (2.77)

⇒ P = E
′′

d id + E
′′

q iq + (x
′′

q − x
′′

d)idiq (2.78)

2.6 Multimachine System Installed with SSSC

Consider the multimachine system, shown in Figure 2.7, with n generating nodes

and SSSC is to be installed between nodes 1 and 2.

The network model retaining only SSSC nodes and the generator nodes is given

by,  0
0
Ig

 =

 Y 11 0 Y 1g

0 Y 22 Y 2g

Y g1 Y g2 Y gg

 V 1

V 2

V g

 (2.79)
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Figure 2.7: Multimachine power system installed with SSSC.

Where, Ig = [Ig1 Ig2 · · · Ign]T is the generator current and V g = [V g1 V g2 · · · V gn]T

is the generator terminal voltage.

Y 1g = Y
T

g1 = [Y 1g1 Y 1g2 · · · Y 1gn ]T , Y 2g = Y
T

g2 = [Y 2g1 Y 2g2 · · · Y 2gn ]T and

Y gg =

 Y 3g1 · · · Y 3gn
...

. . .
...

Y ng1 · · · Y ngn

.

Y κ = Gκ + jBκ is the admittance between nodes i and j such that ij = ji = k.

Application of KVL and KCL to the nodes of Figure 2.7 leads to the following

equations;

Y
′
11V 1 + Y 1gV tg + I1ss = 0 (2.80)

Y
′
22V 2 + Y 2gV tg + I2ss = 0

Y 1gV 1 + Y 2gV 2 + Y ggV tg = Ig

I1ss = −I2ss =
V 1 − V 2 − V ss

jx

Solving these equations to eliminate V 1 and V 2 gives the generator current in

network coordinates in the following form;
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Ig =

(
Y gg − [ Y g1 Y g2 ]Y

−1

σ12

[
Y 1g

Y 2g

])
V g + [ Y g1 Y g2 ]

Y
−1

σ12

( 1
jx

− 1
jx

)
V ss

= CYV g + C0V ss (2.81)

Where, Y σ12 =

(
Y
′
11 + 1

jx
− 1
jx

− 1
jx

Y
′
22 + 1

jx

)
.

Where, Y
′
11 and Y

′
22 are the new admittances after the installation of SSSC. The

terminal voltage of the generators, for n-machine power system in network coor-

dinates is given as;

V g = E
′′

− jx′′dI − j(x
′′

q − x
′′

d)Iq (2.82)

Using (2.81) and (2.82), the generator current in network coordinates is given as;

Ig = Kg(E
′′

+ (x
′′

q − x
′′

d)Iq +K0V ss) (2.83)

Where, Kg = (C
−1

Y + jx
′′

d)
−1, K0 = C

−1

Y C0.

Using the transformation T =

(
cos βτ sin βτ
− sin βτ cos βτ

)
, the generator current in ma-

chine coordinates is given as;

Ig =
n∑
l=1

Kgl

(
E
′′

l e
j(90−βl−ϕl+βτ )Iql +K0lV sse

jβτ
)

(2.84)

Where, Kgl = Kgle
jα
gl ,K0l = K0le

jα
gl , Iqle

jβτ . The reference frame leads the ma-

chine reference by angle βτ .

The dq components of the generator current are given as;

Id =
n∑
l=1

Kgl

(
−E ′l sinϑl + (x

′′

ql − x
′

dl)Iql cosϑl +K0lmkvdc cosϑl2

)
(2.85)

Iq =
n∑
l=1

Kgl

(
E
′

l cosϑl + (x
′′

ql − x
′

dl)Iql sinϑl +K0lmkvdc sinϑl2

)
(2.86)

Where, ϑl1 = βτ − βl − ϕl + αgl and ϑl2 = (β + βτ + αgl + α0).
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2.7 Multimachine System Installed with Multi-

type FACTS

In order to model multimachine power system installed with multitype FACTS,

consider the system shown in Figure 2.8. The figure shows an n-machine power

system reduced at generator and FACTS nodes. The following dynamic models of

Figure 2.8: Multimachine power system model installed with multiple FACTS.
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SSSC and STATCOM are sufficient to study power system oscillations.

The dynamic model for ith SSSC installed between nodes v and v + 1 is given as;

Issi = Idssi + jIqssi = Issi∠θssi (2.87)

V ssi = mssikssivdcssi∠βssi

= mssikssivdcssi (cos βssi + j sin βssi) (2.88)

dvdcssi
dt

=
Idcssi
Cdcssi

=
mssikssi
Cdcssi

(Idssi cos βssi + Iqssi sin βssi) (2.89)

The dynamic model for jth STATCOM installed at bus j is given as;

Istj = Idstj + jIqstj = Istj∠θstj (2.90)

V stj = mstjkstjvdcstj∠βstj

= mstjkstjvdcstj (cos βstj + j sin βstj) (2.91)

dvdcstj
dt

=
Idcstj
Cdcstj

=
mstjkstj
Cdcstj

(Idstj cos βstj + Iqstj sin βstj) (2.92)

Referring to Figure 2.8, the current for ith SSSC is given as;

Issv = −Issv+1 =
V v − V v+1 − V ss

jx
(2.93)

⇒
(

Issv
Issv+1

)
=

( 1
jx

− 1
jx

− 1
jx

1
jx

)(
V v

V v+1

)
+

(
−jx
jx

)
V ssi (2.94)

Let the first ‘u’ nodes of the network are installed with STATCOMs, ‘v’ number of

SSSCs are installed between nodes ‘(u+ 1)’ and ‘2v + u’ and let n be the number

of generator nodes. Then the network admittance matrix can be written as;

Y N =

 Y uu Y uv Y un

Y vu Y vv Yvn
Y nu Y nv Y nn

 (2.95)

The first, second and third rows of Y N show the nodes with installation of SSSC,

STATCOM and generator nodes, respectively. Where,

Y uu =


Y 11 Y 12 · · · Y 1u

Y 21 Y22 · · · Y 2u

. . . . . .
. . . . . .

Y u1 Y u2 · · · Y uu



and Y vv =


Y (u+1)(u+2) Y (u+1)(u+4) · · · Y (u+1)(u+v)

Y (u+3)(u+2) Y (u+3)(u+4) · · · Y (u+1)(u+v)

. . . . . .
. . . . . .

Y (u+v+1)(u+2) Y (u+v−1)(u+4) · · · Y (u+v−1)(u+v)

.
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Only the diagonal elements of these two matrices will be changed by the instal-

lation of FACTS, therefore, the network equation with ‘n’ generating nodes and

‘2u+ v’ FACTS nodes is given as; ISTATCOM
ISSSC
IG

 =

 Y uu Y uv Y un

Y vu Y vv Y vn

Y nu Y nv Y nn

 V u

V v

V G

 (2.96)

The installation of STATCOM will affect only the diagonal elements of Y uu, such

that, Yjj = yjj + 1
jxst

. Where, j = 1, 2, · · · , u. The STATCOM current is given as;

ISTATCOM =


m1kvdc1∠(βst1 − 900)
m2kvdc2∠(βst2 − 900)

. . .
mukvdcu∠(βstu − 900)

 (2.97)

The SSSC current is given as;

ISSSC = Y SSSC


m(u+1)kvdc(u+1)

∠βss(u+1)

m(u+3)kvdc(u+3)
∠βss(u+3)

. . .
m(u+v)kvdc(u+v)

∠βss(u+v)

 (2.98)

where Y SSSC = diag

(
− 1
jxi

0

0 1
jxi

)
and i = v + 1, · · · , u+ v.

In case of SSSCs, only the diagonal matrices of Y given as;

Y (u+i)(u+(i+1)) =

(
Y (u+i)(u+i) Y (u+i)(u+(i+1))

Y (u+(i−1))(u+i) Y (u+(i+1))(u+(i+1))

)
with i = 1, 3, 5, · · · , (v−1)

will be changed.

i.e., Y (u+i)(u+(i+1)) =

(
Y (u+i)(u+i) + 1

jx
Y (u+i)(u+(i+1)) − 1

jx

Y (u+(i−1))(u+i) − 1
jx

Y (u+(i+1))(u+(i+1)) + 1
jx

)
.

Deleting ‘u + 2v’ FACTS nodes in (2.96) gives the network equation reduced at

generator nodes only.

IG = CYV G + C0I (2.99)

Where, CY = Y nn −
(
Y nu Y nv

)
Y
−1

ϑuv

(
Y un

Y vn

)
, C0

(
Y nu Y nv

)
Y
−1

ϑuv ,

I =

(
ISTATCOM
ISSSC

)
and Y ϑuv =

(
Y uu Y uv

Y vu Y vv

)
.

2.8 FACTS Control

The control of FACTS involves two control loops, the internal control and the

external control. The internal control generates the gating pulses for VSC by
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responding to the internal reference variables. The DC capacitor voltage is con-

verted to output AC voltage using PWM scheme by varying the modulation index

for the control of output voltage amplitude. The internal control is used to meet

the primary objective of SSSC or STATCOM. i.e., to control the power flow on a

line or reactive voltage control, maintaining the DC voltage at a constant value

during steady-state and preserving the quadrature relationship of voltage and cur-

rent. External control is used to adapt the parameters of the internal control by

monitoring the changes in reference variables to damp power system oscillations.

The internal control can be designed either directly by controlling the line power

flow or indirectly by controlling the voltage magnitude, phase or line impedance.

The direct control of power flow gives a closed-loop control for power transmission

with respect to a reference power value, but it could be undesirable under certain

network conditions [90]. From operating stand-point, the indirect voltage injection

is the preferred control mode [94]. Two types of control known to date are;

1) Type-I: voltage control by controlling the magnitude and phase of converter

output voltage (i.e. the PWM modulation index and firing angle) while

regulating the DC voltage at a constant level [95].

2) Type-II: control keeps the magnitude of the inject voltage constant and varies

the phase of the converter output voltage. DC voltage is not maintained at

a fixed level [96].

This work is based on Type-I control. In what follows is a detailed description of

internal controls for both FACTS, as shown in Figure 2.8.

Measurement System: The measurement system includes the potential and

current transformers to get 3-ϕ measurements of line currents and voltages of

buses associated with FACTS. Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) provide the

frequency measurement of machines installed in the system. The 3-ϕ voltages and

currents are fed to the internal controls of SSSC and STATCOM.
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2.8.1 SSSC internal control

• Pre-processing Unit: The internal control contains preprocessing unit

to manipulate the 3-ϕ variables before processing. The pre-processing unit

includes phase locked loop (PLL), DC voltage measurement block and abc

to dq reference transformation block. This block computes the quadrature

component of both ends voltages of SSSC and the line current, using the

synchronizing angle provided by PLL.

• Phase-Locked-Loop (PLL): The basic purpose of PLL is to extract the

instantaneous value of the phase of AC system and to synchronize the control

block with quadrature current component. This phase information appears

as saw tooth waveform varying between zero and 2π for Pulse Width Modu-

lation (PWM) scheme. PLL is a nonlinear, second order closed-loop system

which tracks the phase of AC system with high accuracy if the loop gain is

high, however, it will also incorporate the input noise.

At smaller values of loop gain, the input noise effect will be reduced but PLL

will detect the AC phase with large errors. In steady-state, the tracking er-

ror will be zero, however, in transient region high gain will be required for

accurate measurement of synchronizing angle, θ = ωt.

In simulation setup, PLL is operated using AC system voltage to incorporate

the relative phase angle between the line current and AC system voltage.

• vdc Measurement Block: is used to calculate the DC side converter voltage

using 3-ϕ line current and the 3-ϕ converter output voltage shown in Figure

2.9.

Figure 2.9: DC voltage measurement

• AC and DC Voltage Regulators: The quadrature components of both
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ends voltages are used to measure the injected voltage as shown in Figure

2.10. Based on the difference between measured and reference values, the

direct and quadrature components of the converter voltages are regulated

using PI controllers. The direct component of line current, in addition to

the modulating signal provided by supplementary control, is used to improve

the quadrature component regulation. The operation of PI regulators is

Figure 2.10: AC and DC voltage regulators

governed by the following relations;

v∗qss = vq ref +

(
kpc +

kic
s

∆vac + kid

)
(2.100)

v∗dss =

(
kpd +

kid
s

)
(vdc m − vdc ref ) (2.101)

Where, ∆vac = v∗qss + vq v+1 − vq v − vq ref

• PWM Parameters Calculation: The controlled direct and quadrature

components of converter voltage from regulators are used to compute PWM

parameters for VSC using the following relations;

mss =
√

(v∗dss)
2 + (v∗qss)

2 (2.102)

ψss = tan−1

(
v∗qss
v∗dss

)
(2.103)

Where, mss = [0 1] is the modulation index and ψss is the firing angle.
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• Post-Processing Block: Post-processing block implies the basic function

of the converter by computing the 3-ϕ converter output voltage using the

PWM parameters, vdc and current angle, given as;

vabcss = msskssvdce
j(θ+ψss+%) (2.104)

Where, % = [00 1200 2400] is the phase difference of all the three phases and

kss is the transformer turns ratio.

Rest of the block realizes the converter operation and coupling transformer dy-

namics by computing the RL branch current using converter output voltage and

reference frame transformation.

2.8.2 STATCOM internal control

Figure 2.8 shows the internal control of jth STATCOM installed at bus j. The

internal control of STATCOM also contains a pre-processing unit which has the

same computational elements as those of SSSC. However, the inputs to the pre-

processing block, in case of STATCOM, are the 3-ϕ shunt voltage and current

across the STATCOM terminals. The direct and quadrature components of current

and voltage are used to drive the current regulators. vdc is measured in exactly the

same way as explained before using the shunt converter voltage, vabcst and current

iabcst . However, vacm is the mean value of AC voltage, computed in this block,

based on the difference of converter terminal voltage and the AC bus voltage.

• AC and DC Voltage Regulators: The voltage regulation block is the

outer regulation loop used to generate the reference dq measurements of

current for inner regulation current loop. It consists of PI controllers as

shown in Figure 2.11(a). The id current is used to control the active power

flow that the generator must absorb to replenish converter losses.

The reactive power is controlled by the quadrature current component, iq.

Based on the difference of measured and reference AC voltages, input error

signal for AC regulator is computed which amplifies the error signal using
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PI controller. The outputs of the PI controllers are given as;

iacref = kp∆vac + ki

∫
∆vac (2.105)

idcref = kp∆vdc + ki

∫
∆vdc (2.106)

Where, ∆vdc = vdc ref − vdc m, ∆vac = vac ref + v∗st − vac m.

Figure 2.11: STATCOM regulators.

• Current Regulator: The current regulation loop is the inner regulation

loop which controls the magnitude and angle of direct and quadrature voltage

components using the output of outer regulation loop and the dq measure-

ments of bus and converter output voltages. The outputs of PI controllers

are given as;

v∗dqst = vdqst − v
′

dqst + kfiqdst (2.107)

The voltage v∗dqst is controlled by either decreasing or increasing from nominal

value with growing capacitive or inductive currents, respectively, till the

maximum value is reached. The regulation slope characteristics ‘kf ’ is given

as;

kf =
∆vcmax

icmax

=
∆vLmax

iLmax

(2.108)

Where, ∆vcmax and ∆vLmax are the deviations of terminal voltage from its

nominal value at maximum capacitive ‘Icmax’ or inductive ‘ILmax’ currents,

respectively.
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• Post-Processing Block: Post-processing block for STATCOM is same as

that of SSSC but with inputs for STATCOM variables. PWM parameters

are computed using the same relations as given in Eqs. (2.102) and (2.103)

using v∗dqst and used to compute the converter output voltage as follows;

vabcst = mstkstvdce
j(θ+ψst+%) (2.109)

Where, kst is the transformer turns ratio.

2.9 Conclusion

This chapter presents a detailed review of mathematical description of power sys-

tem, its components and the controls installed in it. Each component is mod-

eled separately by considering a synchronously rotating frame of reference and

then combined to get the overall network model. The modeling and operation of

FACTS controllers, their interface with power system and control mechanism has

also been discussed.
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Chapter 3

Hybrid Adaptive Soft Computing
Methodologies

3.1 Introduction

A collection of computationally intelligent tools which stem from human related

behavioral or biological phenomena are called Soft Computing (SC) techniques.

The distinguishing features of SC techniques include uncertainty and imprecision

tolerance with approximation and control performance improvement. The spec-

trum of SC techniques includes, Fuzzy logic which embeds intelligence utilizing

human reasoning knowledge, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) which incorpo-

rate intelligence based on learning characteristics of human brain neurons and

bio-inspired Evolutionary Algorithms that realize the intelligence using biological

evolution mechanism and the behavior of insects communities with their environ-

ment etc. [97]. Researchers realized that hybrids of these techniques are more

effective as compared to their individual applications.

The idea of embedding intelligence in machines was under consideration since

1930s when Turing and Elin presented the mapping between mathematical for-

mulae and machine operations describing the possible innovation of intelligent

machines. In 1950, the intelligence of machine was characterized by pragmatic

measure of Turing test [98], however, due to latency issues with computer speed,

computers failed the Turing test. Later, with technological advancements and

improvement in computers speed AI found vast applications in various fields, in-

cluding engineering, medicine and communication, etc.
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This chapter preludes the proposed hybrid soft computing mechanism after a brief

introduction of some soft computing techniques and their hybrids.

3.1.1 Artificial neural network

The main features of neural networks are ‘learning’ and ‘parallelism’. Getting

motivated by human nervous system the structure of neural networks involves two

basic elements; the neurons and synapses. The neurons are the processing ele-

ments and the synapses are the interconnection.

Depending upon the type of this interconnection, neural networks can be divided

into feed forward and feedback networks. Neural networks are structured in a

layered fashion with input, hidden and output layers. The feed forward topology

implies that the outputs of the neurons of input layer are connected to the inputs

of next layer and no signal is fed back from succeeding layer to the preceding layer

neurons. Such structures are suitable for applications like pattern recognition. In

feedback architectures, the forward as well as backward connections exist between

processing nodes of different layers. These types of networks are useful for appli-

cations involving optimization like traveling sales man problem.

Another approach of introducing external feedback, known as recurrent neural

network, is used by sending back the final output of the neural network to the

input layer. However, this architecture is vulnerable to instability and the draw

back can be removed by feeding back the delayed version of actual plant output

instead of neural network output [99]. More on structural and operational details

of NNs can be found in [100, 101].

Different training mechanisms are used for learning of neural networks to get de-

sired performance results. The learning methods can be divided into three major

categories;

1) Supervised, 2) Unsupervised learning and 3) Reinforcement

In supervised learning, the training data is provided in the form of input output

pairs. Based on these I/O pairs, the parameters of the network are adjusted to

optimize the structure for complete I/O space. Backpropagation, perceptron rule

and delta rule are major algorithms of supervised learning.
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The unsupervised learning autonomously adjusts the weights using the given input

pattern till the solution converges to the required error tolerance. Hopfield nets

are the most popular members of this learning class.

The reinforcement learning involves the learning of both the action and the way

in which it is to be done using given signal. The most promising features of re-

inforcement learning are the shifted reward option and trial and error property

[51, 102].

Although, neural networks have good learning capability but they suffer from de-

sign complexities, black-box structure and inherent draw back of getting stuck in

local minima during their training phase.

3.1.2 Fuzzy logic

The basics of fuzzy system rely on multi-value logic in which a number can take

any value between True ‘1’ or False ‘0’ notation. Fuzzy system maps the linguistic

variables to fuzzy sets and rules of the IF -THEN form. Therefore, an uncertain

nonlinear system can easily be translated into fuzzy system. Moreover, the systems

with modeling complexities and inaccuracies can simply be defined using expert

knowledge. Wang and Cao [103, 104] proposed the fuzzy basis functions and

defined the fuzzy systems as universal approximator.

The linguistic variables are converted from crisp space to fuzzy space using fuzzy

membership functions. The process is called fuzzification and the membership

function is defined as;

Definition 3.1 The membership function µS of a fuzzy set S is a function

µS|R→ [0, 1] (3.1)

which determines the grade of membership µS(x) for an element x to belong to the
fuzzy set S. Where, the fuzzy set is defined as, S = {(x, µS(x))|x ∈ R}.

The membership functions could be of any type like triangular, gaussian and

Bsplines and will be discussed in more detail in next section.

Fuzzy logic operators are used to perform fuzzy operations. The operators like

fuzzy intersection or conjunction correspond to AND operation and fuzzy union
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or dis-junction correspond to OR operation, whereas, fuzzy complement is used

for NOR operation. A binary mapping T representing the intersection between

two fuzzy sets U and V merges the two membership functions as follows;

µU∩V (x) = T (µU , µV ) (3.2)

Normally, the T -norm operation is described by product operator such that,

µU∩V (x) = T (µU , µV ) = µUµV (3.3)

The last step of fuzzy system is the transformation of variables back to crisp space

from the fuzzy space and is known as defuzzification. The defuzzification process

depends upon the consequent nature and structure of fuzzy IF -THEN rule.

The fuzzy inference mechanism is based on the rules of IF -THEN form like,

IF U THEN V (3.4)

Where, U is the premise or antecedent part and V is the consequent part. An AND

operator between the premise variables indicates that all the conditions should be

satisfied for that specific rule to occur. Several types of fuzzy rules are used to

classify fuzzy systems. Depending upon the definition of consequent part, fuzzy

systems are categorized as singleton, Mamdani or TSK type fuzzy systems. The

fuzzy systems with constant consequent part are known as singleton fuzzy systems,

the TSK systems are based on linear polynomial functions in the consequent part,

whereas, Mamdani systems involve single fuzzy variable in the consequent part.

Despite their good reasoning capability, fuzzy systems suffer from the problem

of ‘curse of dimensionality’ i.e. the number of rules in the inference mechanism

increases exponentially with increase in number of inputs.

3.1.3 Adaptive NeuroFuzzy networks

To evade the drawbacks of aforementioned soft computing techniques, the efforts

were made to merge them in a single system known as ‘NeuroFuzzy’ systems.

Neural networks have good learning behavior acting as per their learnt knowledge,

however, due to their black-box structure they cannot explain how they finalize
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the decision. On the other hand, Fuzzy systems have good reasoning mechanism

but they cannot adopt/learn this mechanism automatically. NeuroFuzzy systems

were formed by embedding the learning capability of NNs, with required degree of

precision, in rule base of fuzzy systems. In NeuroFuzzy systems, the fuzzy param-

eters of neural network are tuned using some optimization technique. Just like

fuzzy rules, the a-priori information can be incorporated into the system using

initialization.

Despite the better learning capabilities with interpretable functionality of the re-

sulting systems, the bottlenecks of ‘curse of dimensionality’, partitioning the input

space and exact number of fuzzy rues for optimal performance still persist.

3.1.4 Fuzzy wavelet networks

FWNNs were proposed by utilizing the multi-resolution and compression proper-

ties of wavelets along with fuzzy logic and neural networks [105]. Fuzzy logic deals

with uncertainty and minimizes the computational cost of the system, whereas,

wavelet transform can analyze the local details of a non-stationary signal. In

addition to these features, the self-learning capabilities of NNs further improve

the approximation accuracy. Therefore, the systems based on their combination

have fast learning capabilities for plants with uncertainties. Each rule, in FWNN,

contains a sub-WNN with wavelets of specified dilation and translation value.

3.2 Proposed Hybrid Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Net-

work Structure

The architecture of the proposed NeuroFuzzy network is shown in Figure 3.1. The

proposed Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) network architecture is based on

IF -THEN rules of the following generalized form;

Rj : If x1j is µ
(r)
1j and x2j is µ

(r)
2j and · · · xmj is µ

(r)
mj then yj = ζ

(s)
j (3.5)

Rj is the jth fuzzy rule, xij is the ith input to jth fuzzy rule such that i =

1, 2, · · · ,m with m being the total number of inputs. r and s are design variables.

The firing strength of each rule is calculated using the following relation;
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Figure 3.1: MISO NeuroFuzzy structure.

℘̃j = ∇[µ
(r)
1 µ

(r)
2 · · · µ(r)

n ] (3.6)

where, n is the number of membership functions in a rule. ∇ is the T -norm

product operator to calculate the activation degree. µ
(r)
i is the generalized fuzzy

membership function such that;

µ
(r)
i = χ(xi, θ̂1) (3.7)

The final output of the network is given as;

u(x|fff) =

∑
j ℘̃jf

(s)
j (x|θ̂(s)

2 )∑
j ℘̃j

= Υζ (3.8)

where, fff is the adaptation parameters vector such that fff = [θ̂
(r)
1 θ̂

(s)
2 ] with θ̂

(r)
1

and θ̂
(s)
2 being the update parameters of antecedent and consequent parts respec-

tively. x = [x1 x2 · · · xm] is the input vector. Υ = [Υ1 Υ2 · · · Υn] such that

Υi =
℘̃j∑
j ℘̃j

represent Fuzzy Basis Functions (FBFns) which depend on fuzzifier,

membership functions, composition, inference, defuzzifier and number of the rules.

ζT = [f
(s)
1 f

(s)
2 · · · f (s)

n ] is the regressor vector.
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The two main parts of the network shown in Figure 3.1 are the antecedent and

consequent part. Both of these comprise different layers. The input layer that

links the network with environment is layer 1. It takes the inputs and routes them

to Layer 2. In Layer 2, the inputs are fuzzified using Eq. (3.7). Layer 3 computes

the firing strength of each rule using Eq. (3.6).

The first layer of consequent part is layer 4. It contains weights, wavelet networks,

polynomial NNs or Fourier series functions accordingly in each processing node

and works in parallel with layer 2. The output of this layer is calculated using

f
(s)
j . The outputs of layer 3 and 4 are multiplied in layer 5 and finally, layer 6

defuzzifies the outputs of layer 5 using Eq. (3.8).

The rules defined in Eq. (3.5) are described either by using expert knowledge or

learnt adaptively. The IF part of these rules defines the domain of the input based

on membership functions, whereas, THEN part is characterized by some linear or

nonlinear function. Therefore, the optimization of rule base and hence the perfor-

mance of overall system, depends upon the ability of membership functions and

the functions used in consequent part. Based on the types of membership func-

tions in the antecedent part and optimization function in the consequent part,

different types of control paradigms are used in this research. In what follows is

the detail of each algorithm.

3.2.1 Variants of antecedent part

Fuzzification, the first step of the antecedent part, is a transformation of continuous

input variable into linguistic ones. The linguistic variable is basically a subjective

characteristics of the input variable. This transformation is carried out by using a

membership function which defines the range of values and degree of membership.

The shape of membership function is of primary importance to translate all the

information (nonlinearities and uncertainties) of the plant in the rule base of fuzzy

inference system.

In Eq. (3.5), x = [x1 x2 · · · xm] ∈ Rm is the vector of antecedent linguistic

variables. Each linguistic variable has its own universe of discourse and is defined

by membership function, µxi ∈ [0, 1].
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Depending upon the shape and localization in space, different types of membership

functions can be identified. Three types of membership functions are considered

in this work; gaussian, triangular and Bspline membership function. In (3.8),

the superscript r ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that r = 1, r = 2 and r = 3 are used to denote

parameters of gaussian, triangular and Bspline membership functions respectively,

whereas, superscript s ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 6} denotes the consequent parameters of each

update algorithm.

Gaussian Membership Function

The gaussian membership function is the most common membership function used

to partition the input space due to its local property, nonlinear nature, smooth

output and a connection between fuzzy system and Radial Basis Functions (RBFs)

neural networks. Gaussian membership function is continuously differentiable

which makes it highly suitable for use with gradient based techniques. It has

infinite support and is given by;

µ
(r)
j (xi) = e−(xi−hij)2ς−2

ij (3.9)

Where, hij and ςij are the mean and variance of the jth membership function of

ith input respectively.

Triangular Membership Function

The triangular membership function is simple, easy to implement, piece-wise linear

and local membership function with finite support. The triangular membership

function is given by;

µ
(r)
j (xi) = 1− 2|xi − hij|

ςij
(3.10)

Where, hij and ςij are the center and spread of the jth membership function of

ith input respectively.

Bspline Membership Function

I. J. Schoenberg introduced ‘Basis Splines’ (Bsplines) for smoothing statistical

data to solve the problem of numerical approximation [106]. Later, Riesenfield
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[107] and Gordon [108] worked on it for surface modeling and curve representation

in computer aided designs. The Bspline membership function is a locally control-

lable membership function formed by polynomial pieces. The Bspline membership

function is defined as;

Definition 3.1 A fuzzy Bspline with knot sequence (t0, t1, · · · , tκ), κ = 2o+n+1,
is function like f(t) : R→ f(R), such that

f(R) = µ
(r)
ij =

n∑
i=0

αiℵi,o(t) 1 ≤ o ≤ n (3.11)

Where, αi is the ith fuzzy control point and the total number of control points is
n+1. ℵi,o is the real Bspline basis function used to define the membership function
and is given by,

ℵi,o(t) =

(
t− ti

ti+o−1 − ti

)
ℵi,o−1(t) +

(
ti+o − t
ti+o − ti+1

)
ℵi+1,o−1(t) t ∈ [ti, ti+o[

ℵi,1(t) =

{
1, if t ∈ [ti ti+1[

0 otherwise
(3.12)

Here, ‘t’ is the knot vector, such that ti+1 > ti and ‘o’ is the order of Bspline basis
function.

Remark 3.1 The denominator in Eq. (3.12) may become zero for certain values
of knot vectors, therefore, a general rule of zero output for these knot values can
be adapted.

Due to flexible nature of Bspline membership function its shape can be controlled

using one of many control parameters, like changing the order of the basis func-

tions, changing the type of knot vectors, number of control points and changing

the number and position of the control polygon vertices. These important de-

sign parameters which need to be defined for construction of Bspline membership

function basis are discussed as follows;

• Degree and order of the curve: In (3.12) ‘o’ is the order of the Bspline

basis function and degree of the basis function is equal to ‘o−1’. The order of

the basis function defines its shape, as shown in Figure 3.2, and the number

of polynomial pieces required to form a basis function of specific order.
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• Control vertices or control points: The control vertices are used to

locally control the shape of Bspline curve. The curve does interpolate the

control vertices but they form a convex hull and the curve data points lie

inside it. Greater the order of the curve more will be the difference between

interpolating points and control vertices.

Remark 3.2 The control points will be identical to the data points of the
output curve only for order 2.

• Partitioning the input space: The Bspline basis functions are formed by

partitioning the input space using knot vectors. Each knot vector defines

the support of a Bspline. i.e. if a Bspline basis function has non-zero value

for ti < t < ti+o, then its support will be [ti ti+o] as shown in Figure 3.3.

The necessary condition for knot vector is that it should be a non-decreasing

sequence of real numbers i.e. tj < tj+1. The knot vectors could be uniform,

non-uniform or open uniform.

– The uniform knot vector has distinct evenly spaced entries, e.g., T =

{t0, t1, · · · , tκ}

= {t0, t0 +∆t, t0 +2∆t, · · · , t0 +κ∆t} with ‘∆t’ being the knot interval.

– The non-uniform knot vectors can have unevenly spaced distinct or

repeated knot values.

– The open uniform knot vectors have repeated knots at both ends. The

number of repeated knots is equal to the order of the Bspline basis func-

tion, e.g., for an input variable x and Bspline basis function of order ‘o’,

the knot vector is defined as T = {
o︷ ︸︸ ︷

a, a, · · · , a, to, t1, · · · , tκ,
o︷ ︸︸ ︷

b, b, · · · , b}.

Due to multiplicity of knots the resulting Bspline curve passes through

the starting and ending control point. This leads to an important fact

that the curve can be made to pass through a specific control point by

repeating the knots surrounding that control point.

The construction of Bspline basis functions of different orders using knot

vectors is shown in Figure 3.2. The figure shows the number of polynomial
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pieces used to form a basis function of desired order with number of knots.

It can be seen that order of the basis function is equal to the number of

polynomial pieces which is less than the number of knots.

Figure 3.2: Basis spline functions (a) two knots, one polynomial piece (b) Three
knots, two polynomial pieces (c) Four knots, three polynomial pieces (d) Five
knots, four polynomial pieces.
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Figure 3.3: Basis spline functions (a) order=1, spanning width=1 (b) order=2,
spanning width=2 (c) order=3, spanning width=3.

Remark 3.3 Criterion for selection of order: The first and second deriva-
tive continuity is demanded for basis functions. Moreover, a very large value of
order leads to have more rules and larger deviation of data points from control
polygon. Most of the applications require to satisfy C1 or C2 continuity, therefore,
basis functions of order 2 with triangular shape can prove to be good candidate for
modeling membership functions [109].

Therefore, this work uses Bspline membership function of order 2 which corre-

sponds to locally controllable triangular membership function but unlike triangular

membership function it is continuously differentiable. Consider, the membership

function with fixed number of control points as shown in Figure 3.4. The control

points are equally distributed over the membership function. The shape of the

membership function is updated by comparing the control point vertices with the

input data point. The input data point contains the input variable and the mem-
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bership degree. The algorithm checks in which knot interval, the input data point

lies and updates the control point with smallest distance with a new value of mem-

bership degree. For example, as shown in Figure 3.4, the data point (0.22, 0.4) is

least distant from control point (0.24, 0.5). Therefore, the membership degree will

be 0.5 and the control point will be updated as (0.24, 0.4).

Figure 3.4: Bspline membership function with control points.

3.2.2 Variants of consequent part

Functional Link Neural Networks

The conventional NNs suffer from modeling inaccuracies and computational com-

plexities [110]. On the other hand, Fourier series NNs (FsNN) introduced by Zhu

and Pal [111, 112], belonging to the orthogonal NNs are well known for fast conver-

gence process with gradient descent algorithm and accurate modeling capability.

The basis functions of FsNN are sine and cosine which are orthogonal and thus

guarantee better approximation and convergence. In [113], some salient features

of FsNN have been discussed and the drawback of outliers has been reduced using

discrete Fourier transform.

Figure 3.5 shows the layered architecture of FsNN for two inputs. Layer 2 con-

tains weight nodes which remain constant during adaptation process. Layer 3 has

harmonic neurons and layer 4 is the multiplication layer. The adaptive weights

are contained in layer 5, whereas, layer 6 is the output layer. The ith input signal

stimulates hi
2
− 1 neurons with cosine as activation function and the same number

of neurons with sine as activation function such that hi is a set of even natural
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numbers. The weights of the final output layer are the adaptation parameters

during learning.

The whole output of the Fourier series network is given as;

f
(s)
j = ζ(xi) = [w1 w2 · · · w`][[1 sin(x1) cos(x1) sin(2x1) cos(2x1) · · · sin(hx1)

cos (hx1)]T ⊗ [1 sin(x2) cos(x2) sin(2x2) cos(2x2) · · · sin(hx2) cos(hx2)]T · · ·

[1 sin(xm) cos(xm) sin(2xm) cos(2xm) · · · sin(hxm) cos(hxm)]T ] (3.13)

Where, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, m is the total number of inputs and

` =
∏m

i=1(hi − 1).

The basis functions of FsNN are sines and cosines that span over the infinite

Figure 3.5: Fourier series NN structure.

time interval. They have infinite energy and not localized in time. The Fourier

analysis of signals having discontinuities or sharp transitions may require a broad

spectrum of frequencies. On the other hand, wavelets decompose the signal into
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wavelet basis functions with most of the signal energy confined in the vicinity of

center. This makes wavelets NNs a better replacement of Fourier series NNs.

Wavelet Neural Network

Wavelet neural networks were proposed as alternative to feedforward neural net-

works for better approximation of nonlinear functions. In [114], it was shown that

neural networks with wavelet neurons are optimal approximators. The network

structure and the parameters of the network were tuned using steepest descent

gradient method. The NeuroFuzzy networks other than wavelets could have uni-

versal approximation property but they do not posses multiresolution property

which makes them lose either high frequency information, such as the case of

fuzzy systems or low frequency information in case of neural network approxima-

tors. The two design approaches presented in literature for wavelet neural works

proceed as follows;

I The first approach involves preprocessing for both wavelets and neural net-

works. In this process, the input signal is first decomposed using wavelet

basis and then presented to neural network for further processing.

I In the second approach, the wavelets are embedded into the neurons of NNs.

Depending upon the degree of freedom, this approach can further be classi-

fied into two categories;

• In the first category, only the weights of the final layer can be adjusted,

whereas, the translation and dilation parameters remain fixed. In these

types of networks, the choice of wavelet function is critical due to fixed

parameters.

• In the second class, both the translation and dilation parameters of the

wavelets as well as the weights of the output layer can be updated.

The second approach is used in this work with adaptation of translation, dilation

and weight factors. A wavelet NN is a three-layered structure with wavelets as

activation functions in its hidden layer, as shown in Figure 3.6. The output of
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wavelet NN is given as;

f
(s)
j = Ψ

(s)
j (xi) =

m∑
j=1

(wjψ
(s)
ij (qij)) (3.14)

where, wj is the weight of the final layer of wavelet NNs and ψ(s)(qij) is the mother

wavelet function with limited duration and zero mean value.

qij =
xi − τ (s)

ij

ν
(s)
ij

, ν
(s)
ij 6= 0 (3.15)

where, τ ∈ Rq and ν ∈ R+ are the translation and dilation factors of the wavelet

controlling its central position and spread respectively.

Figure 3.6: Wavelets NN structure.

Remark 3.4 If the pair (τ, ν) ∈ Γ such that Γ = {(γn, ~m%γn)|n ∈ Z, ~m ∈ Zq},
where, γ and % define the discretization steps for translation and dilation param-
eters respectively. Then according to the above defined properties, any function
f ∈ L2(Rq) with finite energy can be approximated upto arbitrary precision using
wavelet neural network [115].

The networks using traditional basis expansions, e.g., Laplace and Fourier trans-

form, do not offer features like space localization, fast convergence, reduced com-

plexity, arbitrary space domain Rn representation, flexibility and application to

irregularly sampled data. These limitations led to the emergence of wavelets. The

wavelets can mainly be divided into two generations. The wavelets developed in

early 1980s, including Daubechies and Meyer wavelets [116, 117], lie under the

umbrella of first generation wavelets. The construction of these wavelets require
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Fourier transform and their basis functions have to be dyadic i.e., the scales and

translates of a particular mother wavelet function. Due to orthogonal nature of

basis functions, the limitations of arbitrary domain, lack of flexibility and appli-

cation to irregularly sampled data still persist in this class of wavelets. Later the

work by Mallat and Swelden [118], evaded these limitations by developing the sec-

ond generation wavelets.

Wavelets are mathematical functions with the ability of analyzing the data locally

and are effective for analysis of data with discontinuities and spikes. In wavelet

analysis, data is processed at different resolution and scales. Wavelets are well-

defined finite domain approximating functions satisfying the following properties;∫ ∞
−∞

ψ(τ)dτ = 0 (3.16)∫ ∞
−∞
|ψ(τ)|2dτ <∞ (3.17)

The first property describes the wavy appearance of wavelets and the second shows

that its energy is confined to a limited duration. The wavelets scaling functions,

used to dilate or expand the wavelets, incorporate the multiresolution property in

NeuroFuzzy systems. A small scale corresponds to a compressed wavelet capturing

high frequencies, whereas, a large scale expands the wavelet to grab low frequencies

present in the signal.

Two wavelet activation functions, used in this work, are Mexican hat and Morlet

wavelet functions.

• Mexican hat wavelet is non-orthogonal and is proportional to second

derivative function of gaussian probability density function.

Mexican hat wavelet function is given as;

ψ
(s)
ij (qij) = |νij|−0.5(1− q2

ij)e
−0.5q2

ij , νij 6= 0 (3.18)

In (3.14), s = 4 for Mexican hat wavelet function.

• Morlet wavelet function is a non-orthogonal function of gaussian probabil-

ity density function and cosine function with most of the energy concentrated
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in the vicinity of origin.

Morlet wavelet function is given as;

ψ
(s)
ij (qij) = e−0.5(q2

ij) cos(5qij) (3.19)

In (3.14), s = 5 for Morlet wavelet function.

The translated and dilated versions of mother wavelets for Mexican Hat and Morlet

wavelets are shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Translated and dilated versions of (a) Morlet wavelet (b) Mexican hat
wavelet.

Polynomial Based Networks

The polynomial NNs are universal approximators with the ability to approximate

any continuous function with arbitrary precision. They are mathematically, statis-

tically, probabilistically and computationally tractable with open-box transparent

structure. However, the algorithms with linear polynomials may not converge, in

case of mean square error method, due to linear dependencies present in the data.

They may suffer from computational instability, numerical inaccuracies and slow

convergence for large problems due to noisy data or round off error. The learning

process of polynomial NNs can be improved by inclusion of orthogonality. The

orthogonal polynomials have more robust and accurate weights computation with

fast convergence.
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The orthogonal function NNs are well known for approximating nonlinear func-

tions with high accuracy and exterminating the inherent drawback of trapping

in a local minima of conventional backpropagation algorithm. Among the four

known orthogonal functions; the Fourier series, Bessel functions, Legendre poly-

nomial and Chebyshev polynomial, the Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials are

proven to be the best due to their recursive and completeness properties at the

boundaries of definition intervals [119]. The Legendre polynomial NN is shown in

Figure 3.8. The nonlinear polynomial functions are used in Legendre polynomial

Figure 3.8: LePNN structure.

NNs. Unlike Multilayer Preceptron (MLP) NNs, Legendre polynomial functional

networks eliminate the hidden layer and consists of single functional layer which

minimizes the computational overhead and improves its training speed. The Leg-

endre polynomial network utilizes orthogonal polynomial Legendre basis functions

as activation function.

Definition 3.2 The Legendre polynomial is defined using Rodrigues formula [120];

Ln(x) =
1

2nn!

dn

dxn
(x2 − 1)n (3.20)

Where, n ≥ 0, x ∈ [−1 1].

The first four polynomials shown in Figure 3.9 are used in this work, corresponding
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to j = 0, · · · , 3, given as;

L0(x) = 1, L1(x) = x, L2(x) = 0.5(3x2 − 1), L3(x) = 0.5(5x3 − 3x).

Remark 3.5 Since, Ln(x) is the nth derivative of a polynomial of degree 2n,
therefore, Ln is a polynomial of degree n.

Figure 3.9: Legendre polynomial basis functions.

The output of Legendre polynomial network is given as;

ζ
(s)
j = `j = tanh

(
m∑
i=1

ρj(xi)

)
= tanh(ξ̂) (3.21)

Here, ρj(xi) =
∑n

j=1 wjLj(xi), wj is the jth weight of the output layer of Legendre

polynomial network and Lj is the Legendre polynomial. ‘s = 6’ is the design

parameter.

Polynomial wavelets based networks

Legendre wavelets, also known as spherical harmonic wavelets, are Legendre poly-

nomial based, orthonormal, compactly supported wavelets.

Definition 3.3 The Legendre wavelets are defined as;

φknm(x) =

{
2n+1
√

2k + 1Lk(2
nx−m− 0.5) ∀ m

2n
≤ x < m+1

2n

0 otherwise
(3.22)

Where, n and m are the decomposition level and integer translation respectively,
such that n = 1, 2, · · · ,m and m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 2n − 1. Lk denotes the Legendre
polynomials, given by Eq. (3.20), with k being the degree of polynomial.
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Figure 3.10: Legendre wavelet basis

In this work, six Legendre wavelet basis functions, shown in Figure 3.10 corre-

sponding to n = 1 and k = 0, 1, 2 defined on [0 1] are used.

Theorem 3.1 A function f(x) ∈ L2(R) defined on [0, 1], with bounded second
derivative, say |f ′′(x)| ≤M , can be expanded as infinite sum of Legendre wavelets
and the series converges uniformly to the function f(x), i.e.,

ζj(x) =
∞∑
n=1

∞∑
m=0

ρnmφn,m(x) (3.23)

Where, ρnm =< f(x), φn,m > and < ., . > is the inner product of ρnm and φn,m.

Proof of this theorem is given in [120].

Corollary 3.1 If the infinite series in Eq. 3.23 is truncated then it can be written
as;

ζ
(7)
j (x, θ̂2) =

N∑
n=1

2n−1∑
m=0

K∑
k=0

ρknmφ
k
n,m(x) = ρφ (3.24)

ρ represent the Legendre wavelet coefficients, whereas, ρ and φ are matrices of or-

der 2n(K+1)×1 such that ρ =
[
ρ`n0, ρ

`
n1, · · · , ρ`n,2n−1

]
and φ =

[
φ`n0, φ

`
n1, · · · , φ`n,2n−1

]T
with ` = 0, 1, · · · , K.

LeWNN is a three layered network with Legendre wavelets as activation functions

in its hidden layer, shown in Figure 3.11.

3.2.3 Variants of NeuroFuzzy algorithms

ANFTSC: is the conventional control developed for comparative analysis with

its advanced/optimized counterparts. It uses gaussian membership function in its
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Figure 3.11: LeWNN structure

antecedent part and linear polynomial on consequent side. The output of each

consequent node is given as;

ζ
(s)
j =

m∑
i=0

(wixi) (3.25)

Where, w0 = 0 and s = 1.

The final network output of ANFTSC with singleton consequent part is given as;

u =

∑
j wj

∏
j µ

(1)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(1)
j

(3.26)

where, wj are the weights of the output layer.

Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Standard Additive Model (SAM) Control (AN-

FSC): The additive fuzzy systems can uniformly approximate any continuous

function over a compact space, among which Standard Additive Model (SAM) is

the most important case. The fuzzy rules in SAM are defined as follows;

If xi = A Then yi = B (3.27)

such that A and B are input and output spaces with one to one mapping. SAM

is defined in the following theorem;

Theorem 3.2 Suppose the fuzzy system F : Rn → Rp is SAM: F (x)=Centroid(B) =

Centroid
(∑m

j=1wjaj(x)Bj

)
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Then F (x) is a convex sum of the m then-part set centroids;

F (x) =
m∑
j=1

pj(x)cj (3.28)

Where, p =
wjaj(x)Vj∑m
k=1wkak(x)Vk

(3.29)

are the convex coefficients or discrete probability weights, Vj is the finite positive
volume and cj is the centroid of then-part set.

The proof of this theorem is given in [121].

In [121], RBFs network has been shown as special case of SAM. ANFSC algorithm

has gaussian membership functions in its antecedent part and volume and centroid

in the consequent part. The final output of the network in this case is given as;

u =

∑
j cjVj

∏
j µ

(1)
j∑

j Vj
∏

j µ
(1)
j

(3.30)

ANFFsC: ANFFsC utilizes gaussian membership function in the antecedent part,

whereas, the consequent consists of Fourier series NNs.

u =

∑
j ζ

(3)
j

∏
j µ

(1)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(1)
j

(3.31)

ANFWCs: Based on the two types of globally tuned membership functions and

the two wavelets discussed previously. Four adaptive NeuroFuzzy wavelet networks

(ANFWNs) are formed. The ANFWN controls with gaussian and triangular mem-

bership function in antecedent and Morlet wavelet functions in the consequent part

are denoted as ANFGuMoC and ANFTrMoC, whereas, the controls with Mexican

hat wavelet function are written as ANFGuMeC and ANFTrMeC respectively. All

the four controls are collectively named as ANFWCs.

Two types of wavelets based NeuroFuzzy structures have been discussed in lit-

erature, based on the operation of layer 3. One structure normalizes the rules

strength in layer 3 and finally sums up all the outputs of the final layer, the other

simply utilizes the rule base without normalization and then uses COG defuzzifi-

cation method in the final layer. Using the second approach, the final output of

ANFWCs is given as,

u =

∑
j

∏
j µ

(r)
j ζ

(s)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(r)
j

(3.32)
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By setting the proper values of ‘r’ and ‘s’, the respective output for each ANFWC

can be obtained.

ANFLeC: The proposed ANFLeC is the modified version of conventional TSK

structure by replacing its consequent part with Legendre polynomial functional

network. The proposed ANFLeC uses gaussian membership function in its an-

tecedent part and the consequent part consists of Legendre polynomial functions.

The final output of the network is given as;

u =

∑
j ζ

(6)
j

∏
j µ

(1)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(1)
j

(3.33)

ANFLeWC: Gaussian membership function in antecedent part and LeWNNs in

the consequent part are combined to form ANFLeWC.

Remark 3.6 In case of LeWN, the definition of these wavelets restricts the input
data to be fed directly to LeWNN. Therefore, some transformation needs to be
applied to the input data to map it within the defined limits, such that;

τ = T (x)|x ∈ < and T (x) ∈ [0 1] (3.34)

This constraint leads to an optimization of the network structure by exploiting
the output of second layer of the network, instead of preprocessing the input data,
which improves the efficiency of the algorithm also.

The final output of the network is given as;

u =

∑
j ζ

(7)
j

∏
j µ

(1)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(1)
j

(3.35)

ANFBsC: ANFBsC algorithm is based on Bspline membership functions and

weights in its antecedent and consequent parts respectively. Therefore, its output

is given as;

u =

∑
j wj

∏
j µ

(3)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(3)
j

(3.36)

HBsWC: The proposed HBsWC utilizes Bspline membership functions and Mor-

let wavelets function, therefore, the final output of the network is given as;

u =

∑
j ζ

(5)
j

∏
j µ

(3)
j∑

j

∏
j µ

(3)
j

(3.37)
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Assumption 3.1 The inputs to the NeuroFuzzy network satisfy that |xi| ≤ h̆i
where, i = 1, 2, · · · ,m and h̆ ≥ supx∈R{xi} > 0.

The design specifications for each control algorithm are given in Appendix C Table

C.1.

3.3 Computational Complexity

The computational complexity for each algorithm is evaluated in terms of calcula-

tion of activation value of each network node in forward pass and the final output

calculation. The number of update parameters for NeuroFuzzy algorithms can be

found from the following generalized formula;

Number of update parameters, p = 2jn2 + 2in41 + r(−1)i+1n5 (3.38)

where, i = 0 for Legender network, i = 1 otherwise.

r = 0 for SAM and Fourier network, r = 1 otherwise.

j = 0 for Bspline membership function, j = 1 otherwise.

n2 and n5 are number of nodes in layers 2 and 5 respectively. n41 is the number

of nodes in sublayer of layer 4.

A comparison of computational complexity for each algorithm with two inputs

each having two membership functions and wavelets with two rules, is given in

Table 3.1, ignoring the comparison operations involved in computation of mem-

bership degree in case of Bspline and in calculations of Legendre wavelet. The

computational complexity of addition/substraction, multiplication/division and

exponential/trignomatric operations is O(n), O(n2), O(n1/2O(n2)) respectively.

Therefore, algorithms involving more multiplication/division algorithms are more

complex as compared to those having addition/substraction operations. Table

3.1 shows that ANFTSC, ANFBSC and ANFSC are relatively simpler algorithms,

whereas, ANFFsC, ANFGuMoC, ANFTrMoC, ANFLeC and ANFLeWC are com-

putationally complex. On the other hand, HBsWC has medium complexity.
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Table 3.1: Control system parameters

S. No.
Control No. of update Number of operations
paradigm parameters Add./Sub. Mul. Div. Exp. Trig.

1. ANFTSC 10 6 16 5 4 -
2. ANFSC 12 6 18 5 - -
3. ANFFsC 58 63 114 5 4 8
4. ANFGuMeC 18 12 42 9 8 -
5. ANFGuMoC 18 8 38 5 8 4
6. ANFTrMeC 18 16 34 9 4 -
7. ANFTrMoC 18 12 28 5 4 4
8. ANFLeC 24 18 60 5 4 2
9. ANFLeWC 20 34 67 5 - -
10. ANFBsC 6 18 12 5 - -
11. HBsWC 14 24 34 5 4 4

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter gives a comprehensive details of soft computing techniques and pre-

liminaries necessary for upcoming chapters. The proposed adaptive NeuroFuzzy

structure and its variants have been discussed. A comparison for complexity eval-

uation and generalized rule for number of update parameters calculation has also

been derived.
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Chapter 4

Direct Adaptive NeuroFuzzy
Control

4.1 Introduction

Adaptive control techniques adjust their parameters after observing the changes

in system dynamics, at current operating point, with the intention of closed-loop

performance improvement. Direct adaptive control refers to the process of updat-

ing the control parameters without explicitly incorporating the system modeling

information. In the Direct Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Control (DAFC), performance

of the control scheme is optimized by direct learning of NeuroFuzzy network pa-

rameters with learning process closed around system performance.

Due to its model-free nature, low computational complexity and minimum storage

requirements, DANFC is highly suitable for delay-sensitive and real-time applica-

tions. DANFC is a double-edged sword which not only eliminates the modeling

complexity but also evades the design and tuning overhead of conventional con-

trols. DANFCs along with advanced soft computing techniques have found ex-

tensive applications in the field of approximation and control. Some of major

applications, found in literature, include robot manipulator [122], car suspension

control [123, 124], DC motor speed control [125] and induction motor control [126],

etc. An improved NeuroFuzzy control for car model using empirical data is pro-

posed in [127]. The damping performance analysis of adaptive NeuroFuzzy control

to damp power system oscillations using UPFC is presented in [128]. The superior

performance of NeuroFuzzy control was validated using comparative analysis with
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conventional Lead-Lag control. A Lyapunov stability theory based DANFC using

gradient descent optimization technique is proposed in [129]. The proposed control

scheme is used for waste water treatment. The proposed control performs better

but suffers from off line training overhead. In [130], DANFC based on wavelet

NNs is presented for the control of nonlinear dynamic systems. The parameters

of the controller were updated using gradient descent based learning algorithm.

In this chapter, adaptive SC techniques are used with direct control scheme to

damp power system oscillations using SSSC. The closed-loop system structure is

shown in Figure 4.1. The relative rotor speed deviation and its derivative are in-

puts to the control block. The output of the control system is input to the power

system with delay and controls the series injected voltage. The switching logic is

used to select the desired network architecture. The proposed control scheme has

Figure 4.1: Closed-loop system structure with DANFC.

the following properties;

• The control output ‘u’ is a nonlinear function of input variables.

• A necessary condition for zero steady-state control signal is ‘u(y)|y=0 = 0’.

Remark 4.1 The control law is not dependent on any information regarding plant
model, order or structure. It is designed using only input/output data of the sys-
tem.
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4.2 Update Parameters Learning Algorithm

In order to incorporate the recent changes in system behavior and effect of previous

control action, the parameters of the controller are updated at each sampling

interval. The parameters of the proposed control system are optimized using

gradient descent based backpropagation learning algorithm based on the machine

rotor speed deviation and its derivative. The gradient descent technique is simple

with low computational cost and low memory requirements which make it highly

suitable to use in real time systems. The cost function used to optimize the control

parameters is defined as;

JC =
1

2
e2 +

}
2
u2 =

1

2
(yd − y)2 +

}
2
u2 =

1

2
(∆ωd −∆ω)2 +

}
2
u2 (4.1)

Here, yd and y are the desired and actual plant outputs, respectively. ‘}’ is the

penalty term used to enhance the effect of control output on the plant dynamics.

The following generalized relation is used to update the control parameters;

fff(k + 1) = fff(k) + ∆fff(k) + λ(fff(k)− fff(k − 1)) (4.2)

where, ∆fff(k) = −η ∂JC
∂fff .

‘η’ is the learning rate. In order to guarantee the algorithmic stability and to

improve the convergence speed, the momentum term ‘λ’ is used. A detailed dis-

cussion on the effect of this momentum term on stability and convergence speed

can be found in [131]. Equation (4.1) can be simplified as;

∂JC

∂fff
=

(
∂JC

∂y

∂y

∂u
+ }u

)
∂u

∂fff
(4.3)

Where, ∂JC
∂y

= −(yd − y).

The proposed control strategy is based on direct adaptive control scheme elimi-

nating the constraint of plant model.

Remark 4.2 The term ∂y
∂u

represents the variation in plant output with respect
to control input and is defined as sensitivity measure, S�. In [132] it has been
shown that the stability analysis of direct adaptive control reveals that a bounded
constant value of S� guarantees the stability of the system and no special treatment
of the system model is required. If S� > 0 it means that an increase in control
output increases the plant output and vice-versa. If S� < 0 means an increase in
control output decreases the plant output and vice-versa. Therefore, without loss
of generality, for direct adaptive control S� can be set to 1.
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4.2.1 Update parameters rules for antecedent part

All the NeuroFuzzy adaptive algorithms described in previous chapter use gaussian

membership functions in their antecedent parts except ANFTrMeC, ANFTrMoC,

ANFBsC and HBsWC. The former two, use triangular membership functions in

their antecedent parts and the later two use Bspline.

Since the update parameters of the membership functions do not appear explicitly

in the cost function but they contribute implicitly, therefore, the chain rules of

calculus to solve ∂u
∂fff in Eq. (4.3) for gaussian and triangular membership functions

can be written as follows;

∂u

∂h
(r)
ij

=
∂u

∂℘̃j

∂℘̃j
∂µij

∂µij

∂h
(r)
ij

(4.4)

∂u

∂ς
(r)
ij

=
∂u

∂℘̃j

∂℘̃j
∂µij

∂µij

∂ς
(r)
ij

(4.5)

Here, fff = θ̂
(r)
1 = [h

(r)
ij ς

(r)
ij ].

The above equations can be simplified to the following relations for gaussian mem-

bership update parameters;

∂u

∂h
(1)
ij

= 2
℘̃j(xi)∑

j ℘̃j
(yj − u)

(xi − hij)
ς2
ij

(4.6)

∂u

∂ς
(1)
ij

= 2
℘̃j(xi)∑

j ℘̃j
(yj − u)

(xi − hij)2

ς3
ij

(4.7)

Where, yj = ζij for algorithms involving wavelets in the consequent parts and

yj = `ij for ANFLeC.

For triangular membership function, the differential ∂u

∂θ̂1
can be simplified as fol-

lows;

∂u

∂h
(2)
ij

= 2
℘̃j(xi)∑

j ℘̃j

(ζij − u)

µj(xi)

sgn(xi − hij)
ςij

(4.8)

∂u

∂ς
(2)
ij

= 2
℘̃j(xi)∑

j ℘̃j

(ζij − u)

µj(xi)

(1− µj)
ςij

(4.9)

The superscript r has been dropped on the right hand side of the above equations

for simplicity and clarity of notation. The final update relations for antecedent
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parts are found using Eqs. (4.6) to (4.9) and Eq. (4.3) in Eq. (4.2). The momen-

tum term in Eq. (4.2) is neglected for antecedent parameters to reduce computa-

tional and implementation complexity.

ANFBsC and HBsWC utilize Bspline membership functions in antecedent parts.

The antecedent part is updated using,

∂u

∂µ
(3)
ij

=
∂

∂µij

(∑n
j=1 ℘̃jζj∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

)
(4.10)

Using,
∂℘̃j
∂µij

=
℘̃j
µij

and
∂ζij
∂µij

= 0, Eq. (4.10) can be simplified as;

∂u

∂µij
= ℘̃j(ζij − u)

(
µij

n∑
j=1

℘̃j

)−1

(4.11)

4.2.2 Update parameters rules for consequent part

The consequent part is different for most of the applied algorithms. The ANFTSC

and ANFBsC have singleton consequent consisting of weights only. For these

algorithms, θ̂
(s)
2 = [w

(s)
ij ]. ∂u

∂θ̂
(s)
2

for weights update is given as;

∂u

∂w
(s)
j

=
℘̃j(xi)∑

j ℘̃j
(4.12)

where, s = 1.

ANFSC has volume and centroid in its consequent part such that θ̂
(3)
2 = [cij Vij].

The differential, ∂u

∂θ̂
(s)
2

can be simplified as follows;

∂u

∂c
(s)
ij

=
℘̃jVj∑
j ℘̃jVj

(4.13)

∂u

∂V
(s)
ij

=
℘̃j[cj − F (xi)]∑

j ℘̃jVj
(4.14)

where, s = 2 and F (xi) =
∑
j ℘̃jVjcj∑
j ℘̃jVj

.

ANFFsC uses Fourier series NNs in the consequent part which have weights only

as update parameters i.e., θ̂
(s)
2 = [w

(s)
` ] with s = 3. The differential, ∂u

∂θ̂
(s)
2

is given

as;

∂u

∂w
(s)
`

=


℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j

for ` = 1
Cκ℘̃j(xi)∑

j ℘̃j
for ` 6= 1

(4.15)
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where, Cκ is the coefficient of the corresponding weight.

ANFGuMeC, ANFGuMoC, ANFTrMeC and ANFTrMoC utilize Mexican hat and

Morlet wavelet functions in their consequent part. Their update parameters in-

clude the translation and dilation factors of wavelet functions and the weights of

the final output layer. i.e. θ̂
(s)
2 = [τ

(s)
ij ν

(s)
ij w

(s)
j ] such that s = 4 for Mexican hat

and s = 5 for Morlet wavelet function.

The chain rules for Mexican hat and Morlet wavelet functions can be written in

the following generalized form;

∂u

∂τ
(s)
ij

=
∂u

∂ζ
(s)
ij

∂ζ
(s)
ij

∂ψ
(s)
ij

∂ψ
(s)
ij

∂q
(s)
ij

∂q
(s)
ij

∂τ
(s)
ij

(4.16)

∂u

∂ν
(s)
ij

=
∂u

∂ζ
(s)
ij

∂ζ
(s)
ij

∂ψ
(s)
ij

∂ψ
(s)
ij

∂q
(s)
ij

∂q
(s)
ij

∂ν
(s)
ij

(4.17)

∂u

∂w
(s)
`

=
∂u

∂ζ
(s)
ij

∂ζ
(s)
ij

∂ψ
(s)
ij

∂ψ
(s)
ij

∂w
(s)
`

(4.18)

The differentials in these equations can be simplified for Mexican hat wavelet

function as follows;

∂u

∂τ
(4)
ij

=
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

w`
(
3qij − q3

ij

)
e−0.5q2

ijν−1.5
ij (4.19)

∂u

∂ν
(4)
ij

=
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

w`
(
3.5q2

ij − q4
ij − 0.5

)
e−0.5q2

ijν−1.5
ij (4.20)

For Morlet wavelet function, (4.16) and (4.17) takes the following form;

∂u

∂τ
(5)
ij

=
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

w`

(
cos(5qij)e

−0.5q2
ijqij + 5 sin(5qij)e

−0.5q2
ij

)
ν−1
ij (4.21)

∂u

∂ν
(5)
ij

=
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

w`

(
cos(5qij)e

−0.5q2
ijq2

ij + 5qij sin(5qij)e
−0.5q2

ij

)
ν−1
ij (4.22)

The superscript s has been dropped on right hand side of the above equations to

avoid complexity of notation.

Using Eq. (3.8), the differential for weights for both wavelet networks can generally

be written as;
∂u

∂w
(s)
`

= ψ(s)(qj)
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

(4.23)
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The consequent update parameters vector for ANFLeC is θ̂
(6)
2 = [wj]. The chain

rule to solve the differential ∂u

∂θ̂
(s)
2

for ANFLeC is given as;

∂u

∂w
(6)
j

=
∂u

∂`

∂`

∂wj
(4.24)

⇒ ∂u

∂w
(6)
j

= ρ(xi) sech2(ξ̂)
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

(4.25)

The consequent update parameters vector for ANFLeWC is θ̂
(7)
2 = [ρnm] and is

given as,
∂u

∂ρ
(s)
nm

= φknm
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

(4.26)

The HBsWC utilizes the Morlet wavelet function in the consequent part. The

update equations for its consequent part utilize Eq. (4.21) and Eq. (4.22). The

final update relation for consequent parameters of respective algorithm can be

found using Eqs. (4.12) to (4.26) and (4.3) in Eq. (4.2) and are summarized in

Appendix D section D.1.

4.3 Convergence and Stability Analysis

Ease of implementation, low computational complexity and less storage require-

ments are some of the major advantages of gradient descent algorithm. More

interestingly, it is guaranteed that gradient descent optimization method will find

the minima of a function, as long as it exists, in numerous iterations [133]. How-

ever, the bottleneck lies in the convergence speed of the algorithm which depends

upon the step size or learning rate used for iterative method. If the learning rate

is very small, the algorithm converges very slowly. On the other hand, if a large

value is assigned to learning rate, the convergence speed may improve but at the

cost of performance degradation. Therefore, the selection of suitable learning rate

is important.

Lyapunov stability theory is used to guarantee the convergence of proposed algo-

rithm. The Lyapunov theory based NN was first developed for signal noise filtering

using Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters

[134].
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Lyapunov stability criteria [135]: Consider a nonlinear dynamic system satis-

fying the following condition;

ẋ = f(x, t), x(t0) = x0, x ∈ R (4.27)

The equilibrium point x∗ = 0 is stable in sense of Lyapunov at t = t0 if for any

ε > 0 ∃ δ(t0, ε) > 0 such that

‖x(t0)‖ < δ ⇒ ‖x(t)‖ < ε, ∀ t ≥ t0. (4.28)

Theorem 4.1 Lyapunov stability theorem is defined as follows;
Let V (x, t) > 0 with derivative V̇ along the trajectories of the system. Then

• The origin of the system is locally stable if V (x, t) is locally positive definite
and −V̇ (x, t) ≤ 0 ∀ t

• The origin of the system is globally stable if V (x, t) is positive definite and
−V̇ (x, t) is positive definite.

The next section presents some convergence theorems to define an upper bound

on learning rates using Lyapunov stability criteria.

4.3.1 Convergence analysis of DANFC

A discrete type Lyapunov function is defined as;

V (k) =
1

2
e2
c(k) (4.29)

Where, ec(k) = (e − }u) is the adaptation error in controller parameters. The

function has the following properties;

V (k) = 0, ∀ ec(k) = 0. (4.30)

V (k) > 0, ∀ ec(k) 6= 0. (4.31)

The proposed control is stable in sense of Lyapunov if ∆V (k) ≤ 0. The change in

Lyapunov function is obtained by,

∆V (k) = V (k + 1)− V (k) =
1

2
[e2
c(k + 1)− e2

c(k)] (4.32)

= ∆ec

[
ec(k) +

∆ec
2

]
(4.33)
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The change in adaptation error can be approximated as;

∆ec ≈
(
∂ec
∂f

)T
∆f (4.34)

and

∆f = ηαec(k)
∂u

∂f
(4.35)

Theorem 4.2 Let ηα be the learning rate for parameters of controller and let
Λj,max be defined as Λj,max ≈ max

∥∥ ∂u
∂f

∥∥. Where, ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rn.
Then, the convergence is guaranteed if ηα are chosen to satisfy,

0 < ηα <
2

(1 + })Λ2
j,max

(4.36)

Proof: Consider (4.32)

⇒ ∆V =

(
∂ec(k)

∂fff

)T
ηαec(k)

∂u

∂fff

[
ec(k) +

1

2

(
∂ec(k)

∂fff

)T
ηαec(k)

∂u

∂fff

]

= −e2
c(k)

ĩ∑
j=1

[(1 + })ξj] (4.37)

Where, ξj = ηαj
(
∂u
∂fffj

)2
(

1− 1
2
ηαj(1 + })

(
∂u
∂fffj

)2
)

Since e2
c(k) > 0, convergence guaranteed if

∑ĩ
j=1 [(1 + })ξj] > 0.

Where, ĩ is the number of update parameters of respective algorithm.

⇒ 2−

∥∥∥∥∥ηαj(1 + }) max

(
∂u

∂fffj

)2
∥∥∥∥∥ > 0

⇒ 0 < ηαj <
2

(1 + })Λ2
max

(4.38)

2

Corollary 4.1 From conditions of theorem 4.2, the learning rate which guarantees
the maximum convergence is given as,

ηα =
1

(1 + })Λ2
j,max

(4.39)
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Proof: Consider,

ξj = ηαj
(
∂u

∂fffj

)2
(

1− 1

2
ηαj(1 + })

(
∂u

∂fffj

)2
)

≥ ηαj
∥∥∥∥ ∂u∂fffj

∥∥∥∥2(
1− 1

2
ηαj(1 + }) (Λj,max)2

)
= −1

2

∥∥∥∥ ∂u∂fffj

∥∥∥∥2

(1 + }) (Λj,max)2

(
ηαj − 1

(1 + }) (Λj,max)2

)2

+
1

2(1 + }) (Λj,max)2

∥∥∥∥ ∂u∂fffj

∥∥∥∥2

(4.40)

2

Remark 4.3 Using Eq. (4.40), the maximum learning rate which guarantees the
convergence is ηαj = 1

(1+})(Λj,max)2

4.3.2 Convergence analysis for antecedent part

The proposed control paradigms involving gaussian membership function in their

antecedent part fall in one category and the convergence analysis for their an-

tecedent parameters will be same. They include ANFTSC, ANFSC, ANFFsC,

ANFGuMeC, ANFGuMoC, ANFLeC and ANFLeWC.

Theorem 4.3 Let ηh and ης be the learning rates for antecedent parameters h
and ς. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rates are chosen
as follows;

0 < ηh = ης <
2

(1 + })

(
2

∣∣∣∣ ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,min

∣∣∣∣)2 (4.41)

The following lemmas are used to prove the convergence theorems for update

parameters;

Lemma 4.1 Let f(x) = xe−x
2
. Then|f(x)| < 1∀x ∈ R

Lemma 4.2 Let f(x) = x2e−x
2
. Then|f(x)| < 1∀x ∈ R

Proof: Since,

Λhij =
∂u

∂hij

= ζ
(s)
j

[
1− ℘̃j/

∑n
j=1 ℘̃j∑n

j=1 ℘̃j

]
.2

(
xi − hij
ς2
ij

)
.e
−
(
xi−hij
ςij

)2

.
∏
k 6=j

µik
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Using, Lemma 4.1 and
∏

k 6=j µik < 1

⇒ Λhij ≤ ζ
(s)
j

[
℘̃j − (℘̃j)

2/
∑n

j=1 ℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

]
.

2

℘̃jςij

where,

[
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

−
(

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

)2
]
< 1 ∀j

⇒ Λhij <
2ζ

(s)
j

℘̃jςij∥∥Λhij,max

∥∥ <

∥∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,min

∥∥∥∥∥
Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηh <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

ςij,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })

(∣∣∣∣ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,min

∣∣∣∣)2 (4.42)

Consider,

Λςij =
∂u

∂ςij

= ζ
(s)
j

[
1− ℘̃j/

∑n
j=1 ℘̃j∑n

j=1 ℘̃j

]
.2

(xi − hij)2

ς3
ij

.e
−
(
xi−hij
ςij

)2

.
∏
k 6=j

µik

Using, Lemma 4.2 and
∏

k 6=j µik < 1

⇒ Λςij ≤ ζ
(s)
j

[
℘̃j − (℘̃j)

2/
∑n

j=1 ℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

]
.

2

℘̃jςij

where,

[
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

−
(

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

)2
]
< 1 ∀j

⇒ Λςij <
2ζ

(s)
j

℘̃jςij∥∥Λςij,max

∥∥ <

∥∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,min

∥∥∥∥∥
Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ης <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

ςij,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })
(∣∣∣ 2ζj,max

℘̃j,minςij,min

∣∣∣)2 (4.43)
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2

ANFTrMeC and ANFTrMoC involve triangular membership function in their an-

tecedent part and the convergence for parameters of the triangular membership

function is governed by the following theorem;

Theorem 4.4 Let ηh and ης be the learning rates for antecedent parameters h
and ς. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rates are chosen
as follows;

0 < ηh = ης <
2

(1 + })

(
2

∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,minµj,min

∥∥∥∥)2 (4.44)

Proof: Since,

Λhij =
∂u

∂hij

= 2.ζ
(s)
j

[
1− ℘̃j/

∑n
j=1 ℘̃j∑n

j=1 ℘̃j

]
sgn(xi − hij)
µj(xi)ςij

(4.45)

⇒ Λhij = 2.
ζ

(s)
j

℘̃j

[
℘̃j − (℘̃j)

2/
∑n

j=1 ℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

]
sgn(xi − hij)
µj(xi)ςij

where,

[
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

−
(

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

)2
]
< 1 ∀j

Using max |sgn(xi − hij)| = 1

∥∥Λhij,max

∥∥ <

∥∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,minµj,min

∥∥∥∥∥
Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηh <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

ςij,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })

(∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,minµj,min

∥∥∥∥)2 (4.46)

Next consider,

Λςij =
∂u

∂ςij

= 2.ζ
(s)
j

[
1− ℘̃j/

∑n
j=1 ℘̃j∑n

j=1 ℘̃j

]
(1− µj)
µijςij

(4.47)
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⇒ Λςij = 2.
ζ

(s)
j

℘̃j

[
℘̃j − (℘̃j)

2/
∑n

j=1 ℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

]
(1− µij)
µijςij

where,

[
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

−
(

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

)2
]
< 1 ∀j

Using max |(1− µij)| = 1∥∥Λςij,max

∥∥ <

∥∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,minµj,min

∥∥∥∥∥
Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ης <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

ςij,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })

(∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,minµj,min

∥∥∥∥)2 (4.48)

2

The algorithms lying in third category are based on Bspline membership func-

tion i.e. ANFBsC and HBsWC. For convergence analysis of Bspline membership

function, consider the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5 Let ηµ be the learning rate for antecedent parameter µ. Then the
asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen as follows;

0 < ηµ <
2

(1 + })

(∣∣∣∣ ζ(s)
j,max

℘j,min

∣∣∣∣2
) (4.49)

Proof: Since,

Λµij =
∂u

∂µij

= ζ
(s)
j

[
1− ℘̃j/

∑n
j=1 ℘̃j∑n

j=1 ℘̃j

]
.
∏
k 6=j

µik

Using,
∏

k 6=j µik < 1

⇒ Λµij ≤
ζ

(s)
j

℘̃j

[
℘̃j − (℘̃j)

2/
∑n

j=1 ℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

]

where,

[
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

−
(

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

)2
]
< 1 ∀j

⇒ Λµij <
ζ

(s)
j

℘̃j∥∥Λµij,max

∥∥ <

∥∥∥∥∥ ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,min

∥∥∥∥∥
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Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηµ <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

µij,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })

(∣∣∣∣ ζ(s)
j,max

℘̃j,min

∣∣∣∣)2 (4.50)

2

4.3.3 Convergence analysis for consequent part

In consequent parts, the algorithms involving weights only in their consequent

part include ANFTSC and ANFBsC. The convergence for their consequent part

is determined using the following theorem;

Theorem 4.6 Let ηw be the learning rate of weights w for consequent part. Then
the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen as follows;

0 < ηw <
2

(1 + })
(4.51)

Proof: Consider,

Λwj =
∂u

∂wj

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

< 1

Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηwj <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

wj,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })
(4.52)

2

ANFSC has centroid and volume in its consequent part and its convergence is

followed by the following theorem;

Theorem 4.7 Let ηc and ηV be the learning rates for consequent parameters c
and V of ANFSC. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rates
are chosen as follows;

0 < ηc <
2

(1 + })

0 < ηV <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣ cj,maxVj,min

∣∣∣ (4.53)
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Proof: Consider,

Λcij =
∂u

∂cij
(4.54)

=
℘jVj∑
j ℘jVj

< 1 (4.55)

Using theorem 4.2,

0 < ηc <
2

(1 + })
(4.56)

Consider,

ΛVij =
∂u

∂Vij
(4.57)

=
℘j[cj − F (xi)]∑

j ℘jVj
(4.58)

Where, F (xi) =
∑
j ℘jVjcj∑
j ℘jVj

.

Using,

[
℘jVj∑n
j=1 ℘jVj

−
(

℘jVj∑n
j=1 ℘jVj

)2
]
< 1.

⇒ ΛVij,max <
cij,max
Vij,min

(4.59)

Using theorem 4.2,

0 < ηV <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣ cij,maxVij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.60)

2

ANFFsC contains weights in its consequent part, therefore, the convergence the-

orem for ANFFsC is given as;

Theorem 4.8 Let ηw be the learning rate for consequent parameters w of ANFFsC.
Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen as follows,

0 < ηw <
2

(1 + }) |Cκ|2
(4.61)

Proof: Consider,

Λw` =
∂u

∂w`
(4.62)

=
Cκ℘j(xi)∑

j ℘j
< Cκ (4.63)
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Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηw <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

w`,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + }) ‖Cκ,max‖2 (4.64)

2

ANFLeC has Legendre polynomial in its consequent part, therefore, its conver-

gence analysis involves the following theorem;

Theorem 4.9 Let ηw be the learning rate for consequent parameters w of AN-
FLeC. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen as
follows,

0 < ηw <
2

(1 + })
(4.65)

Proof: Consider,

Λwj =
∂u

∂`

∂`

∂wj
(4.66)

⇒ ∂u

∂wj
= L(xi) sech2(ξ̂)

℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

< 1, sech2 < 1, L(xi) < 1

⇒ Λwj,max < 1 (4.67)

Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηw <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

wj,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })
(4.68)

2

Algorithms involving Morlet wavelet function in consequent part are ANFGuMoC,

ANFTrMoC and HBsWC. The following convergence theorems determine the con-

vergence for update parameters of Morlet wavelet function.

Theorem 4.10 Let ητ and ην be the learning rates for consequent parameters τ
and ν, respectively. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate
is chosen as follows,

0 < ητ <
2

(1 + })
(

(5+2
√

2)wj,max
νij,min

)2 (4.69)

0 < ην <
2

(1 + })

(
(5
√

(2)+4)wj,max

νij,min

)2 (4.70)
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Proof: Consider,

Λτij =
∂u

∂τij
(4.71)

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

wj

(
5 sin(5qij)e

−0.5q2
ij + 2qij cos(5qij)e

−0.5q2
ij

)
νij

(4.72)

Using, max | (5 sin 5qij) e
−0.5q2

ij | ≤ 5, max | cos(5qij)| = 1 and Lemma 4.1,

⇒ max

∣∣∣∣ ∂u∂τij
∣∣∣∣ < (5 + 2

√
2)wj,max

νij,min

(4.73)

Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ητ <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣ (5+2

√
2)wj,max

νij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.74)

Consider,

Λνij =
∂u

∂νij
(4.75)

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

wj

(
5qij sin(5qij)e

−0.5q2
ij + 2q2

ij cos(5qij)e
−0.5q2

ij

)
νij

(4.76)

Using, max | (5qij sin 5qij) e
−0.5q2

ij | ≤ 5
√

2, max | cos(5qij)| = 1, Lemma 4.1 and

Lemma 4.2,

⇒ max

∣∣∣∣ ∂u∂νij
∣∣∣∣ < (5

√
2 + 4)wj,max

νij,min

(4.77)

⇒ 0 < ην <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣ (5√2+4)wj,max

νij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.78)

2

ANFGuMeC and ANFTrMeC involve Mexican hat wavelet function in their con-

sequent part. Therefore, the following convergence theorems determine the con-

vergence for update parameters of Mexican hat wavelet function.

Theorem 4.11 Let ητ and ην be the learning rates for consequent parameters τ
and ν, respectively. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate
is chosen as follows,

0 < ητ <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣3√2wj,max

νij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.79)

0 < ην <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣7wj,max

νij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.80)
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Proof: Consider,

Λτij =
∂u

∂τij
(4.81)

=
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

wj
(
3qij − q3

ij

)
e−0.5q2

ijν−1.5
ij (4.82)

Using,
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

< 1, νij < νij
√
νij Lemma 4.1.

⇒ max

∣∣∣∣ ∂u∂τij
∣∣∣∣ < 3

√
2wj,max

νij,min

(4.83)

Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ητ <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣3wj,max

νij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.84)

Next consider,

Λνij =
∂u

∂νij

=
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

wj
(
3.5q2

ij − q4
ij − 0.5

)
e−0.5q2

ijν−1.5
ij

Using,
℘̃j(xi)∑
j ℘̃j(xi)

< 1,

⇒ Λνij,max < wj,max

(
3.5q2

ij,max − q4
ij,min − 0.5

)
e−0.5q2

ijν−1.5
ij (4.85)

Using, νij < νij
√
νij and Lemma-4.2;

⇒ max

∣∣∣∣ ∂u∂νij
∣∣∣∣ < 7wj,max

νij,min

(4.86)

Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ην <
2

(1 + })
∣∣∣7wj,max

νij,min

∣∣∣2 (4.87)

2

Theorem 4.12 Let ηw
(s)

be the learning rate for consequent parameter w of Mex-
ican hat or Morlet wavelet. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if
learning rate is chosen as follows,

0 < ηw
(s)

<
2

(1 + }) |ψ(s)
ij,max|2

(4.88)
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Proof: Consider,

Λ
w

(s)
j

=
∂u

∂w
(s)
j

(4.89)

= ψ
(s)
ij

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

< ψ
(s)
ij (4.90)

⇒ 0 < ηw
(s)

<
2

(1 + }) |ψ(s)
ij,max|2

(4.91)

2

For ANFLeWC, the convergence theorem is given as;

Theorem 4.13 Let ηρ be the learning rate for consequent parameters ρ of AN-
FLeWC. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen
as follows,

0 < ηρ <
2

(1 + })
∣∣φknm,,max

∣∣2 (4.92)

Proof: Consider,

Λρij =
∂u

∂ρknm

=
℘jφ

j
nm∑n

j=1 ℘j

Since,
℘j∑n
j=1 ℘j

≤ 1 ∀ j

⇒ Λρknm ≤ φknm

⇒
∥∥Λρknm,max

∥∥ <
∥∥φknm,max

∥∥
Using theorem 4.2,

⇒ 0 < ηρ <
2∥∥∥(1 + })Λ2

ρij,max

∥∥∥ =
2

(1 + })
∣∣φknm,max

∣∣2 (4.93)

2
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Remark 4.4 Using Corollary 4.1, the maximum learning rates for fast conver-
gence are given as,

ηh
(1)

= ης =
1

(1 + })

(
2

∥∥∥∥ ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,min

∥∥∥∥)2 , s ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 7} (4.94)

ηh
(2)

= ης =
1

(1 + })

(
2

∥∥∥∥ 2ζ
(s)
j,max

℘̃j,minςij,minµj,min

∥∥∥∥)2 , s ∈ {4, 5} (4.95)

ηµ
(3)

=
1

(1 + })

(∥∥∥∥ ζ(s)
j,max

℘̃j,min

∥∥∥∥2
) , s ∈ {1, 4} (4.96)

ηw(s) =
1

(1 + })
, s = 1 (4.97)

ηc =
1

(1 + })
(4.98)

ηV =
1

(1 + })
∥∥∥ cj,maxVj,min

∥∥∥2 (4.99)

ηw
(s)

=
1

(1 + }) ‖Cκ‖2 , s = 3 (4.100)

ητ
(4)

=
1

(1 + })
∥∥∥3
√

2wj,max

νij,min

∥∥∥2 (4.101)

ην
(4)

=
1

(1 + })
∥∥∥7wj,max

νij,min

∥∥∥2 (4.102)

ητ
(5)

=
1

(1 + })
∥∥∥ (5+2

√
2)wj,max

νij,min

∥∥∥2 (4.103)

ην
(5)

=
1

(1 + })
∥∥∥ (5
√

2+4)wj,max
νij,min

∥∥∥2 (4.104)

ηw
(s)

=
1

(1 + }) ‖ψ(s)
ij,max‖2

, s ∈ {4, 5} (4.105)

ηρ =
1

(1 + })
∥∥φknm,,max

∥∥2 (4.106)

4.4 Simulation Framework

The simulation results and performance analysis has been done on a computer

with Intelr Core i5 2.53GHz processors with 7.8 GB memory and Windows 7
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operating system. MATLAB/SIMULINK is used as a simulation tool. Phasor

simulation method with ode 23tb solver is used for transient stability analysis of

the system. Phasor simulation method improves the simulation speed by replacing

the differential equations with simple algebraic equations, ignoring the fast elec-

tromechanical transients and hence suitable for simulating large power systems.

Continuous variable-step solver, ode23tb with maximum time step of one-cycle of

fundamental frequency i.e. 60 Hz is used with this simulation method.

The transient stability program is used to compute the dynamic behavior of power

system and to judge its stability in the event of fault. The algorithm for advancing

the simulation for one complete time step is given as follows;

Step 1: Initialize the system and control parameters reference values and adjust

the learning rates ‘η’ and momentum terms ‘λ’.

Step 2: Perform load flow to compute the pre-fault operating states of the sys-

tem.

Step 3: Calculate the initial estimates of state and output variables like δ, ω,

active and reactive powers of synchronous machines, bus voltages and impedance

matrix etc.

Step 4: Form differential algebraic equations for system components for transient

stability.

Step 5: To start transient stability calculations at time t = k, the quantities x(k)

and y(k) are assumed to be known.

Step 6: Check for some fault/switching event in the network. If there is a fault,

modify the DAE. Because, the output algebraic variables y(k) can exhibit the

jump behavior, whereas, the post-fault and pre-fault state variables x(k) remain

same.

Step 7: Propagate the respective variables i.e., ∆ωd and ∆ω to the control block

and update the control system parameters using online adaptive algorithm as fol-

lows;

Step a: The inputs to the control block are sampled at kth time instant.

Step b: The output of the controller is calculated using Eq. (3.8) and applied to
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the plant.

Step c: The output of the plant is predicted at (k + 1)th instant using u(k).

Step d: The adaptation error ec(k) = (e− }u) is calculated and back-propagated

through control block to minimize J .

Step e: If the solution converges, update control block parameters and go to step

8, otherwise, go to step 1.

Step 8: Check for fault event. If there is a fault, go to step 5 otherwise go to step

9.

Step 9: Incorporate the control block output and solve the DAE using simulta-

neous implicit Runge-Kutta method to compute x(k + ∆k) and y(k + ∆k) given

x(k) and y(k). The implicit simulation method is useful for solving stiff differ-

ential equations with large differences in time constants. The implicit simulation

method first converts the differential equations in difference equations and then

solves the algebraic and difference equations system.

Step 10: Check the system stability based on the rotor angle deviation. If the

maximum relative rotor angle separation is greater than 1800, stop the simulation

and output the result, otherwise, go to step 11.

Step 11: Increase the time by time step ∆k for next iteration and repeat the

procedure until predefined maximum simulation time is reached.

The algorithmic flow chart for fault simulation and online adaptive algorithms is

given in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.

4.5 Test Systems and Fault Scenarios

The performance analysis and comparative evaluation of proposed control tech-

niques, for local and interarea modes of oscillations, is made using SMIB and

multimachine test systems. The effectiveness of advanced control techniques is

validated using different faults and various operating conditions. In what follows

is the detail of each test system and fault scenario.
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Figure 4.2: Flowchart for transient stability analysis (cont...).

4.5.1 SMIB test system

A metropolitan system from example 13.2 of [136], shown in Fig. A.1, is chosen

to compare the performance and robustness of the proposed control strategies.

A power generation unit of capacity 2100 MVA is connected to a metropolitan

system via double circuit transmission line. Each line is 300 km long. The gener-
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart for proposed control strategies.

ating unit is equipped with IEEE DC type-I excitation system and a power system

stabilizer IEEE PSS 1A. A 250 MW load is used to model the load center. SSSC

is installed between buses B-2 and B-3. Details of parameters settings for syn-

chronous machine and excitation system can be found in A. SSSC is activated at

t = 0.1 sec.

• Scenario-I: Nominal loading (Pe0 = 0.75p.u., δ0 = 20.17◦): A 5-cycles,

3-ϕ, self-clearing fault is applied at the middle of one of the transmission

lines, at t=1 sec.

• Scenario-II: Light loading (Pe0 = 0.4p.u., δ0 = 11.7◦): In this case,

the performance of the proposed control scheme is validated using the same

disturbance as given in scenario-I but the operating conditions are changed

from nominal to light loading.
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• Scenario-III: Heavy loading (Pe0 = 1p.u., δ0 = 25◦): In order to check

the control system performance in a more stressed environment, the test

system is heavily loaded in this case for the same fault as in the previous

two cases.

• Scenario-IV: Multiple faults The robustness of the proposed control

strategy has been checked, in this case, by applying multiple faults in a

single simulation. A 3-ϕ self-clearing fault is applied near bus B-2 for 5

cycles, at t=1 sec. The fault is followed by another fault of permanent line

outage, by removing line 2 from the system, at t=5 sec.

4.5.2 Multi-machine test system

The robustness of the proposed control strategy and update parameters scheme

is checked in a more practical scenario of multimachine system. The test system

model is shown in Figure A.2 and parameters detail of the system can be found

in [137]. The system is divided into two areas connected via an intertie with two

generators in each area. Area 1 consists of generators G1 and G2, whereas, area

2 contains generators G3 and G4.

To improve the system stability against different contingencies, SSSC is installed

at the middle of the system. Each generator is equipped with hydraulic-turbine

system and IEEE DC type-1 excitation system. The PSS on each machine is

disabled and the whole damping is provided only by SSSC.

The local control signal, although easily available, may not be suitable for inter-

area oscillations due to insufficient global information of the system and need of

reference compensation. Therefore, the remote signals are taken as the control

inputs. Load flow is done using the following loading conditions with generator

G2 as swing bus and G1, G2 and G3 as PV generator buses;

G1: Pe1=0.7778 p.u., Qe1=0.1021 p.u., G2: Pe2=0.7777 p.u., Qe2=0.1307 p.u., G3:

Pe3=0.7989 p.u., Qe3=0.09141 p.u. and G4: Pe4=0.7778 p.u., Qe4=0.0919 p.u.

The simulation studies are carried out using different contingencies as discussed

in the following cases;
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• Scenario-I: Small fault: Small faults are considered as those faults for

which the system can be linearized at a certain equilibrium point. To check

the performance of the proposed control strategy for small disturbance, load

L2 in area two is decreased at t=1 sec.

• Scenario-II: Large fault: Large faults have diverse effects on parameters

of the system and the system remains no longer linearizable for application

of a linear controller. To check the performance of the proposed control

strategy for large disturbance, an 8-cycle, 3-ϕ, self-clearing fault is applied

on line 4, near area 2, at t=1 sec.

• Scenario-III: Multiple faults: In this case, the performance of the pro-

posed control scheme against change in fault location or structural variation

in the system. Line 2 is removed from the system at t=1 sec. and then

re-closed at t=5 sec. restoring the system to its original state, followed by

a 10% step increase in mechanical input of generator G1 in area 1 at t=10

sec.

4.6 Performance Evaluation Techniques

4.6.1 Nonlinear Time Domain Analysis:

Nonlinear time domain simulations is an important analysis tool for transient

stability studies. In this work, time domain simulation results of different system

variables like, rotor speed deviation, series injected voltage, rotor angle deviation

and line power flow are shown to compare the performance of different control

paradigms. The conventional Lead-Lag Control (LLC) has also been developed

for comparative analysis. The details of MISO and MIMO LLC can be found in

Appendix B. In order to see the overall behavior of the system another important

parameter of Center of power Angles (COA) is also discussed. COA is given as

[138],

δAreai =

∑
k∈Area i SkHkδk(t)∑

k∈Area i SkHk

(4.107)
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Where, ‘i’ is the respective area, ‘Sk’ and ‘Hk’ are the the nominal power and

inertia constant of ‘kth’ generating unit of ‘ith’ area, respectively.

4.6.2 Quantitative Analysis:

In order to get further insight of the results, the performance of different control

techniques is quantified using different performance indices (PIs). PIs help to

analyze the results in transient and steady-state regions. Although, the time

domain simulation results reveal the performance improvement of conventional

and advanced control algorithms, however, it is difficult to judge their performance

in transient and steady-state regions, especially when performance improvement

is marginal. Therefore, a more continent and deterministic method of quantifying

the results via PI is used. The PI can be defined as a function of the product of

time and error and is given as [139];

PI =

∫ tsmu

0

tr

(
n∑
i=1

(|∆ωLi |s + |∆ωIi|s)

)
(4.108)

Where, ‘r’ and ‘s’ are fixed numbers such that (r, s) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (0, 2)}

for Integral Absolute Error (IAE), Integral Time Absolute Error (ITAE), Integral

Time Square Error (ITSE) and Integral Square Error (ISE), respectively. ‘L’ and

‘I’ represent the local and interarea modes of oscillation, respectively, whereas,

i’ is the mode number and ‘tsmu’ is the total simulation time. The second term

in Eq. (4.108) vanishes in case of SMIB. The percentage improvement has been

computed using Eq. (4.109);

% Improvement =
PIA − PIB

PIA
% (4.109)

Where, A is the set of conventional controls like LLC and ANFTSC and B is the

set of advanced NeuroFuzzy controls.

The generalized behavior of PI curve is depicted graphically in Figure 4.4. The

curve can mainly be divided into three regions; the error floor region, cliff re-

gion and small error region to characterize the behavior of the control system in

steady-state and transient regions. The curve shown in this figure is depicting the

ideal situation with sharp transitions from steady-state to transient region and
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vice versa with zero steady-state error. Moreover, if the error is not very close to

Figure 4.4: PI curve.

zero the slope of line in error floor and small error region will not be or closer to

zero, on the other hand, if the transition between the transient and steady-state

region is rapid with significant performance improvement, the curve edges will be

sharp and well-defined. The height/slope of the cliff region will be contributed by

poor damping performance of controller in transient region.

Therefore, it has been observed that for ITAE and IAE, the transition from tran-

sient region to small error region is very smooth, because, these performance in-

dices highlight the effect of small faults in steady-state region, while the transitions

for ITSE and ISE are relatively sharp as the difference between large and small

values of faults will be increased due to squaring. Likewise, the cliff region will

prolong for longer duration of time in ITAE and IAE as compared to ITSE and

ISE due to this fact.

4.6.3 Frequency Domain Analysis:

The local and interarea modes of oscillations are further analyzed in frequency do-

main using Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville Distribution (SPWVD) due to its su-

perior performance over other Time-Frequency Representation (TFR) techniques.

Moreover, SPWVD expresses not only the frequency content and fault location

simultaneously but also localizes the largest energy content at fault position. SP-

WVD is also helpful to detect high frequencies present in control effort. SPWVD,
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first introduced by Wigner [141] and later modified by Ville [142] is given as,

SPWVDx(k, ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

h(τ)

∫ ∞
−∞

g(u− k)x(u+ τ/2)x ∗ (u− τ/2)du e−jωτdτ

(4.110)

In SPWVD the term ‘Pseudo’ corresponds to ‘h(τ)’ that is a frequency smoothing

window in time domain and the term ‘Smoothed’ corresponds to ‘g(k)’ that is a

smoothing function for time domain. ‘h(τ)’ is used to reduce the effect of cross-

terms and eliminates the integration over (−∞ ∞) for WVD [140].

The open-loop results for fault scenarios-I and II are shown in Figures 4.5 and

4.6, respectively, to see that how different faults affect the system in frequency

domain. In SPWVD results, a dark color shows the high magnitude, whereas, the

light color shows small magnitude. i.e. higher the magnitude of the energy of

a frequency content more brighter will be the color in spectrum. It can be seen

that 3-ϕ fault has large values of energy distribution as compared to load outage

fault scenario for both local and interarea modes of oscillations. Local mode of

oscillation has large energy values in low frequency region as compared to interarea

mode of oscillations for small fault, whereas, in case of large fault the phenomena

gets reversed i.e. low frequency components have large magnitude in interarea

mode of oscillations as compared to local mode of oscillations.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) Local mode of oscillation (b) Interarea
mode of oscillation
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) Local mode of oscillation (b) Interarea
mode of oscillation

4.7 Simulation Results and Discussion

4.7.1 SMIB test system

In this section, firstly nonlinear time domain simulation results are shown for

SMIB test system. The simulations are carried out for aforementioned scenarios

and detail of results for each scenario is as follows;

Scenario-I

The simulation results for this scenario are shown in Figure 4.7. The figure depicts

the performance results for rotor speed deviation, power flow between buses B2

and B3, rotor mechanical angle deviation and the control effort in the form of

injected voltage, respectively. It has been observed that the installation of LLC

results in poorly damped post-fault oscillatory behavior. ANFTSC has improved

performance results, as compared to LLC and no control cases but ANFSC gives

better results as compared to ANFTSC. Advanced control techniques based on

wavelets and polynomials further improve the performance, however, maximum

performance improvement, in terms of speed and power oscillations damping is

achieved in case of HBsWC. The settling time performance improvement of 10.25%

for rotor speed deviation is achieved in case of HBsWC as compared to ANFTSC.

There is a power flow of almost 1311 MW, during steady-state, from bus B3 to

bus B4. The controller output is also shown in Figure 4.7(d). No damping signal

is applied to SSSC in case of no control. It can be seen that wavelet based control
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techniques have maximum utilization of SSSC in the first swing and quickly damp

the oscillations in later swings, whereas, LLC has worst performance for stabilizing

the controller output and power oscillations damping. However, chattering phe-

nomena is observed in some of wavelet based techniques which leads to conclude

that wavelet based control techniques give better performance but at the cost of

unsmooth control effort, further discussed in next chapter.

The PIs results for this scenario are presented graphically in Figure 4.8 and quan-

titatively in Table 4.1.

The performance improvement results with respect to LLC and ANFTSC for

scenario-I are shown in Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), respectively. The results reveal

that as compared to ITAE and IAE more performance improvement is achieved in

case of ITSE and ISE highlighting the effectiveness of proposed control techniques

in transient region. It can further be observed that performance improvement

between conventional algorithms i.e. ANFTSC and ANFSC is not significant

for ITAE and IAE, however, the performance improvement between ANFSC and

ANFFsC is very significant. After that the improvement between ANFFsC and

ANFWCs is relatively small and the performance improvement due to variation of

type of membership function or wavelet is small for all PIs. Again there is a thresh

hold in improvement of performance for HBsWC as compared to other ANFWCs.

A more clear picture to analyze the performance is given by quantitative results in

Table 4.1. The statistics presented in this table show that in scenario-I combining

Mexican hat wavelet with gaussian membership function, in one architecture, is

more effective as compared to that of gaussian membership function with Mor-

let. On the other hand, combining Morlet wavelet with triangular membership

function is more effective as compared to gaussian membership function. AN-

FLeC performs better than ANFSC but not better than ANFWCs. ANFBsC

shows very promising results with only weights in its consequent part highlighting

the effectiveness of locally controlled membership function. ANFLeWC performs

better in transient region. The statistics shown for HBsWC further confirm its

superior performance.
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Figure 4.7: SMIB Scenario-I: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: SMIB Scenario-I: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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Scenario-II

The performance results and controller output are shown in Figure 4.9. In this

case, the steady-state power flow from bus B-3 to B-4 is almost 574 MW. It has

been observed that ANFTSC suffers from performance degradation in pre-fault

steady-state condition when SSSC is activated at t = 0.1 sec. The amplitude of

post-fault oscillations is smaller as compared to those of scenario-I when no EDC

is installed. The results reveal that HBsWC maintains its superior performance for

damping power system oscillations. The settling time performance improvement

of HBsWC as compared to ANFTSC is 10%, for rotor speed deviation. Figures

4.9(a) and 4.9(d) show that ANFLeWC gives better performance for power and

speed deviation but at the cost of large control effort. ANFFsC performs better

as compared to ANFLeC in transient region as clear in ITSE results.

The performance improvement results with respect to LLC and ANFTSC for

scenario-II are shown in Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b), respectively. Almost the

same trend is followed as discussed earlier in scenario-I, however, it is interesting

to note that the conventional LLC has competitive results for this loading con-

dition, especially, during transient region. It has better performance results for

ISE as compared to ANFTSC and its better performance for first two swings can

also be observed in Figure 4.9(a). Moreover, little performance degradation in

pre-fault region for ANFTSC is also clear in ITAE and IAE results.

Scenario-III

The results for this contingency are shown in Figure 4.11. The application of

fault in this stressed condition leads the system to lose its synchronism and be-

come unstable in case of no EDC. Figure 4.11(a) shows that the application of

LLC effectively restores the system to its original state after fault clearance, but

with poorly damped oscillations. ANFTSC performs relatively better but again a

pre-fault performance degradation due to incorporation of SSSC can be observed.

For rotor speed deviation, shown in Figure 4.11(a), HBsWC has a settling time

improvement of 26.7%. The steady-state power flow between buses B3 and B4 is
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Figure 4.9: SMIB Scenario-II: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: SMIB Scenario-II: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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1840 MW, as shown in Figure 4.11(b). The results reveal the significant perfor-

mance improvement of HBsWC in both the steady-state as well as in transient

regions. The performance improvement results with respect to LLC and ANFTSC

for scenario-III are shown in Figures 4.12(a) and 4.12(b), respectively. It can be

seen that other than HBsWC, ANFLeWC has competitive performance results

in this scenario and ANFBsC performs better than all of the other wavelet and

polynomial based control techniques. It has been observed from the statistics pre-

sented in Table 4.1 that maximum performance improvement is achieved in this

scenario as compared to other scenarios showing that for more stressed conditions

conventional or relatively simple techniques like ANFTSC can not perform much

better, therefore, their performance gap with optimal techniques is large.

Scenario-IV

The online stability and robustness of proposed control technique is evaluated in

this scenario. The performance results for this scenario are shown in Figure 4.13.

The settling time performance improvement for HBsWC as compared to ANFTSC

is 5%. The results reveal that HBsWC maintains its performance improvement not

only for nominal operating condition but also for some other operating condition

resulting from structural variation in the system. The performance improvement

results with respect to LLC and ANFTSC for scenario-IV are shown in Figures

4.14(a) and 4.14(b), respectively. These graphical results and the results presented

in Table 4.1 show that the performance improvement for polynomial and wavelet

based techniques is comparable in this scenario. It has been observed that LLC

suffers performance degradation for second fault as the slope of line for LLC does

not remain constant. ANFGuMeC and ANFTrMoC performs better in steady-

state as is clear from ITAE and IAE but gives poor performance as compared

to ANFBsC in transient region. After HBsWC, ANFLeWC however, maintains

its performance in both the transient and steady-state regions. The statistics

presented in Table 4.1 reveal that ANFGuMoC competes better in this scenario

for both faults.
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Figure 4.11: SMIB Scenario-III: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: SMIB Scenario-III: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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Figure 4.13: SMIB Scenario-IV: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: SMIB Scenario-IV: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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Table 4.1: Performance improvement for SMIB test system

] Test case Control Algo. w.r.t. ANFTSC (%) w.r.t. LLC (%)
ITAE IAE ITSE ISE ITAE IAE ITSE ISE

Scenario-I

ANFTSC - - - - 47.01 35.28 26.69 18.70
ANFSC 0.58 4.409 22.32 21.47 47.32 38.13 43.05 36.16
ANFFsC 15.34 16.29 32.26 29.94 55.14 45.82 50.34 43.05
ANFGuMeC 22.20 21.82 41.13 38.31 58.77 49.40 56.84 49.85
ANFGuMoC 20.17 19.36 35.45 32.36 57.70 47.81 52.68 45.01

1 ANFTrMeC 18.29 19.07 38.38 35.88 56.71 47.62 54.83 47.87
ANFTrMoC 21.04 21.42 41.63 38.88 58.16 49.14 57.21 50.31
ANFLeC 17.83 17.58 32.88 30.35 56.46 46.66 50.79 43.38
ANFBsC 20.19 20.69 40.62 37.97 57.71 48.67 56.46 49.57
ANFLeWC 18.27 19.48 40.30 37.93 56.69 47.89 56.23 49.54
HBsWC 34.91 32.62 51.50 48.22 65.51 56.39 64.44 57.90

Scenario-II

ANFTSC - - - - 17.60 4.300 1.787 -3.296
ANFSC 3.423 9.598 9.876 9.562 20.42 13.48 11.49 6.581
ANFFsC 12.91 21.56 39.32 39.07 28.24 24.93 40.41 37.06
ANFGuMeC 26.11 31.10 50.64 49.18 39.11 34.06 51.53 47.50
ANFGuMoC 24.80 30.83 44.29 42.17 38.04 33.80 45.29 40.26

2 ANFTrMeC 16.27 24.98 43.66 43.41 31.01 28.21 44.67 41.55
ANFTrMoC 17.50 25.28 42.48 41.87 32.02 28.50 43.50 39.95
ANFLeC 14.52 23.64 41.49 41.32 29.57 26.93 42.54 39.39
ANFBsC 26.56 32.50 50.91 49.55 39.49 35.41 31.79 47.89
ANFLeWC 36.39 36.74 46.25 42.57 47.59 39.46 47.21 40.68
HBsWC 37.52 39.68 55.19 52.31 48.52 42.27 57.99 50.74

Scenario-III

ANFTSC - - - - 36.47 22.45 26.00 17.42
ANFSC 10.75 10.74 12.28 10.43 43.30 30.78 35.09 26.03
ANFFsC 16.99 15.95 21.33 18.73 47.26 34.82 41.79 32.88
ANFGuMeC 17.27 18.89 28.56 26.10 48.71 37.10 47.14 38.97
ANFGuMoC 17.28 17.22 25.29 28.89 47.45 35.80 44.72 36.32

3 ANFTrMeC 19.26 19.11 28.03 25.57 48.70 37.27 46.74 38.53
ANFTrMoC 18.48 18.36 26.93 24.44 48.21 36.69 45.93 37.60
ANFLeC 17.09 16.51 22.07 19.52 47.33 35.25 42.33 33.53
ANFBsC 30.98 27.44 36.33 32.04 56.15 43.73 52.89 43.88
ANFLeWC 49.98 40.83 42.37 35.49 68.22 54.11 57.35 46.72
HBsWC 53.78 44.24 43.66 35.78 70.63 56.76 58.31 46.97

Scenario-IV

ANFTSC - - - - 32.38 21.76 25.44 9.921
ANFSC 0.723 4.639 10.24 11.78 32.86 25.39 33.07 20.53
ANFFsC 1.913 6.571 13.85 16.08 33.67 26.90 35.77 24.40
ANFGuMeC 11.14 12.92 19.75 19.85 39.91 31.87 40.17 27.80
ANFGuMoC 10.61 12.79 22.45 22.52 39.55 31.77 42.18 30.21

3 ANFTrMeC 10.99 11.07 20.09 18.37 39.81 30.42 40.42 26.47
ANFTrMoC 8.713 8.835 17.00 17.32 38.27 28.67 38.12 25.52
ANFLeC 7.956 11.40 18.70 21.17 37.76 30.68 39.38 28.99
ANFBsC 5.220 10.84 17.34 21.22 35.91 30.24 38.37 29.03
ANFLeWC 10.56 13.85 22.44 23.15 39.52 32.60 42.17 30.78
HBsWC 11.46 14.75 25.30 26.59 40.13 33.30 44.30 33.87

4.7.2 Multi-machine test system

Scenario-I

The performance improvement results for multimachine scenario-I are shown in

Figure 4.15. Figures 4.15(a) and (b) show the performance comparison for lo-

cal modes of oscillation, whereas, comparison for interarea mode of oscillations is

shown in Figure 4.15(c). The results show that application of small disturbance

results in system instability when no EDC is installed. LLC restores the system
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equilibrium with poorly damped oscillations, especially, in case of interarea mode

of oscillations. ANFTSC performs better as compared to LLC, however, for local

modes of oscillations its performance improvement is marginal. It is clear from

these results that the maximum transient stability improvement in terms of damp-

ing first swing peak amplitude is attained in case of HBsWC.

The control effort in the form of series injected voltage, power flow on line 1 and

COA are shown in Figures 4.16(a), (b) and (c), respectively. It has been observed

from Figure 4.16(a) that although HBsWC has maximum performance improve-

ment but most of the wavelet based algorithms as well as HBsWC has chattering

phenomena in their control efforts for a short period of transient region which is

also reflected in the power flow and COA.

Figure (4.17b) shows the results for performance indices for multimachine scenario-

I. It can be seen that the performance improvement gap between LLC and AN-

FTSC is very large as compared to the improvement between ANFTSC and AN-

FSC and other advanced controls. This is, because, LLC is the conventional con-

trol with fixed parameters. However, ANFTSC is already intelligent and adaptive,

though not optimized. Even then the performance improvement achieved by HB-

sWC as compared to ANFTSC is significant. ANFSC has significant performance

improvement in steady-state region, however, it can not perform significantly bet-

ter in transient region. It is clear from Table 4.2 that ANFBsC performs better

as compared to ANFFsC and ANFLeC but not better as compared to ANFWCs.

Maximum performance improvement is achieved in case of HBsWC, whereas, AN-

FLeWC is the second best algorithm in this scenario. ANFGuMeC performs better

among the ANFWCs.

In order to get an idea about the energy content of local and interarea modes of

oscillations, spectral analysis for this scenario is presented in Figures 4.18-4.20. A

careful analysis of these results reveal that ANFTSC has highest energy content

for low frequencies for local mode of oscillations, whereas, for interarea mode of

oscillations the energy content of LLC is high for frequencies below 0.02 Hz. More-

over, ANFTSC quickly damps the frequencies as compared to LLC, especially, in
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case of interarea mode of oscillations. Figure 4.18 shows that ANFSC has lowest

energy content with narrow frequency spectrum of short duration, for local and

interarea modes of oscillations, as compared to other controls shown in this figure.

The results for ANFWCs are shown in Figures 4.19. The results reveal that the

ANFMoGuC has low energy content of low frequencies for short duration in case

of local modes of oscillations, whereas, ANFGuMeC has better frequency domain

results as compared to other ANFWCs. Figure 4.20 shows that ANFLeC has low-

est energy content with sharp frequency spectrum of minimum duration for local

modes of oscillations as compared to others. The interarea results, presented in

Figures 4.20(r), (t), (v) and (x), show that as compared to ANFLeC and ANFBsC,

wavelets based ANFLeWC and HBsWC improve the performance by narrowing

and lowering the energy spectrum for low frequencies.

Scenario-II

The system performance results for this scenario are shown in Figures 4.21 and

4.22. Figures 4.21(a)-(b) shows the damping performance for local modes of os-

cillations, whereas, the performance for interarea mode of oscillations is shown in

Figure 4.21(c). HBsWC performs better in both local and interarea modes. Fig-

ure 4.22(a) shows that control effort for LLC has additional chattering effect in

post-fault region which is also reflected in the other system variables. Although,

damping performance improvement in speed deviation is marginal for HBsWC

in this scenario, however, Figure 4.22(b) shows that HBsWC quickly damps the

oscillations in line power flow and settling time performance improvement with

respect to ANFTSC is 18.17%. Also, HBsWC performs best for COA shown in

Figure 4.22(c).

Again it can be observed from Figure 4.23 that there is a thresh hold in per-

formance improvement between LLC and ANFTSC, however, the performance

improvement between ANFTSC and other algorithms is comparable. It can also

be seen that transition between cliff region and small error region is very smooth

in addition to high cliff region in this scenario as compared to that of scenario-I,

especially, in case of ITAE. This shows that DANFC technique takes more time
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Figure 4.15: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c) In-
terarea modes of oscillations.

to converge for large faults. Table 4.2 shows that performance improvement for

transient region is high as compared to steady-state region.

Spectral analysis for this scenario is presented in Figures 4.24-4.26. It is clear from
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Figure 4.16: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) Series injected voltage (b) Line power
flow (c) COA.

Figure 4.24 that ANTSC has low energies for frequencies in the range of 0 to 0.03

Hz in local and interarea modes of oscillations as compared to those of LLC. Rest

of the algorithms presented in Figure 4.24 have almost the same energy distribu-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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Figure 4.18: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e), (g);
Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 4.19: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (i), (k), (m),
(o); Interarea modes of oscillations (j), (l), (m), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 4.20: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (q), (s), (u),
(w); Interarea modes of oscillations (r), (t), (v), (x).
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tion as that of ANFTSC. Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show that ANFWCs have better

results as compared to those presented in Figure 4.24, however, ANFGuMoC has

lowest energy content among all the other ANFWCs for both local and interarea

modes of oscillations. The results presented in Figure 4.26 reveal that HBsWC

has relatively low energy content of very low frequencies in the range of 0 to 0.005

Hz, for interarea modes of oscillations, however, for local modes of oscillations the

performance of all the algorithms is almost the same.

Scenario-III

The performance of the proposed control system for various operating conditions

and change in fault location has been evaluated in this scenario. The system was

subjected to a series of faults during simulation. The performance results for this

scenario are shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The results reveal that line outage

and re-closure at time t=1 sec. and t=6 sec., respectively, leads the system to

instability and causes the simulation to stop around 11 secs. The conventional

LLC restores the system synchronism with poorly damped oscillatory behavior.

The performance of LLC is very poor in transient and steady-state regions for

temporary line outage. However, with the passage of time its performance gets

improved and is comparable with NeuroFuzzy controls, in the event of third fault.

The results show that HBsWC performs significantly better as compared to other

control paradigms in both steady-state and transient regions not only for local

modes of oscillations but also for interarea modes. The results presented in Figure

4.28(a) shows that HBsWC has better convergence speed, whereas, ANFBsC has

very small amplitude of control effort for third fault. Figure 4.28(b) and (c) show

significantly better response of HBsWC for power flow control and COA, respec-

tively, during transient region.

Graphical interpretation of different PIs, as compared to LLC and ANFTSC, has

been shown in Figures 4.29(a) and (b), respectively. The results show that per-

formance improvement of the proposed nonlinear control paradigms w.r.t. LLC

is large as compared to the improvement w.r.t. ANFTSC. Figure 4.29 shows the

superior damping performance of HBsWC and that the performance of other pro-
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posed algorithms improves with the passage of time. These results have been

quantified in Table 4.2. Large values of ITSE and ISE as compared to ITAE

and IAE show more performance improvement during transient region as com-

pared to steady-state region. The results reveal that ANFWCs have comparable

performance and ANFGuMeC performs best among them in both the transient

and steady-state regions. ANFLeWC performs better than ANFSC, ANFFsC and

ANFWCs but not ANFBsC.

The damping performance results for frequency domain are shown in Figures 4.30,

4.31 and 4.32. The frequency spectrum shown in these figures for local modes of

oscillations reveal that the frequencies for temporary line outage are not signifi-

cant as compared to those of step increase in mechanical input. Therefore, their

frequency spectrum is invisible in this region. However, in case of LLC and AN-

FTSC these frequencies have significant contribution and are visible in Figures

4.30(a) and (c). The energy spectrum of local modes of oscillations shows that

the frequencies in the range of 0.05 to 0.08 Hz are of significant amplitude. The

results presented for interarea modes of oscillations in Figure 4.30, show that fre-

quencies in the range of 0 to 0.05 Hz for LLC have almost twice the magnitude

as compared to those in case of ANFTSC. Furthermore, the frequency spectrum

for LLC is wide over frequency axis, however, for third fault, the frequencies are

weak with smaller amplitude. The frequency spectrum of HBsWC is sharp with

smaller duration as shown in Figure 4.32(x).

4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, different soft computing paradigms have been integrated in the

structure of direct control scheme. The update parameters rules for each algo-

rithm were derived and an upper bound is defined on the learning rate for each

parameter using Lyapunov stability criteria. The simulation and test setup has

been discussed in detail. The comparative analysis has been done based on time

and frequency domain simulations and different performance indices. The results

presented for SMIB and multimachine test systems reveal that Bspline or poly-
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nomial based control paradigms may perform better than ANFWCs, in certain

cases, highlighting the effectiveness of shape of membership function and improve-

ment of rule base. ANFWCs and ANFLeWC perform better but they suffer from

performance inconsistency, moreover, the chattering phenomena in their control

efforts has been observed in certain cases, especially for multimachine system. The

performance difference due to change in type of membership or wavelet function

in ANFWCs is not significant with this control scheme. The proposed HBsWC

performs best among all the other control paradigms, however, its control effort

suffers from chattering in certain cases. The results for multimachine test system

reveal that proposed control technique performs better for interarea oscillations

as compared to local mode of oscillations due to location of SSSC and type of

control input signal. It can be concluded from frequency domain results that the

spectrum for interarea modes of oscillations has relatively high magnitudes near

the energy axis showing the dominant effect of low frequencies in interarea modes

as compared to local modes of oscillations.
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Figure 4.21: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c)
Interarea modes of oscillations.
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Figure 4.22: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) Series injected voltage (b) Line power
flow (c) COA.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.23: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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Figure 4.24: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e),
(g); Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 4.25: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (i), (k), (m),
(o); Interarea modes of oscillations (j), (l), (m), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 4.26: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (q), (s), (u),
(w); Interarea modes of oscillations (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Figure 4.27: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c)
Interarea modes of oscillations.
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Figure 4.28: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a) Series injected voltage (b) Line power
flow (c) COA.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.29: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSC.
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Figure 4.30: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e),
(g); Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 4.31: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (i), (k), (m),
(o); Interarea modes of oscillations (j), (l), (m), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 4.32: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (q), (s), (u),
(w); Interarea modes of oscillations (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Table 4.2: Performance improvement for Multimachine test system

] Test case Control Algo. w.r.t. ANFTSC (%) w.r.t. LLC (%)
ITAE IAE ITSE ISE ITAE IAE ITSE ISE

Scenario-I

ANFTSC - - - - 59.99 50.43 72.29 64.71
ANFSC 15.93 9.890 4.280 0.170 66.36 55.33 73.48 64.77
ANFFsC 20 17.98 29.19 26.40 67.99 59.34 80.38 74.03
ANFGuMeC 30.93 29.93 49.76 48.70 72.36 65.27 86.08 81.89
ANFGuMoC 28.72 25.55 37.19 34.85 71.48 63.10 82.60 77.01

1 ANFTrMeC 27.96 26.37 45.04 42.44 71.17 63.50 84.77 79.69
ANFTrMoC 30.24 28.69 47.08 45.06 72.09 64.65 85.34 80.61
ANFLeC 25.54 22.83 34.78 32.13 70.21 61.75 81.93 76.05
ANFBsC 27.29 24.36 36.29 33.81 70.91 62.50 82.35 76.64
ANFLeWC 31.06 30.05 49.89 48.87 72.41 65.32 86.12 81.96
HBsWC 32.10 31.84 54.40 53.83 72.83 66.21 87.37 83.71

Scenario-II

ANFTSC - - - - 19.65 18.04 30.93 27.08
ANFSC 1.382 1.399 3.103 2.659 20.76 19.19 33.07 29.02
ANFFsC 2.381 2.762 6.923 6.649 21.56 20.30 35.71 31.93
ANFGuMeC 4.508 4.780 13.24 11.71 23.27 21.96 40.07 35.62
ANFGuMoC 5.60 4.868 12.61 10.60 24.15 22.03 39.64 34.81

2 ANFTrMeC 4.040 4.441 11.11 10.23 22.90 21.68 38.60 34.53
ANFTrMoC 4.527 5.055 11.54 11.45 23.29 22.18 38.89 35.43
ANFLeC 4.384 3.976 8.976 7.151 23.17 21.30 37.13 32.30
ANFBsC 5.412 4.755 10.99 9.067 24 21.94 38.52 33.69
ANFLeWC 6.634 5.809 15.72 12.72 24.98 22.80 41.78 36.35
HBsWC 9.641 8.883 18.30 13.95 27.39 25.32 43.57 37.26

Scenario-III

ANFTSC - - - - 14.13 22.17 36.82 54.27
ANFSC 2.367 1.496 2.211 2.192 16.16 23.33 38.22 55.28
ANFFsC 3.176 2.465 6.073 6.550 16.86 24.09 40.65 57.27
ANFGuMeC 4.616 4.582 11.54 14.46 18.09 25.74 44.11 60.88
ANFGuMoC 4.314 3.813 10.66 11.43 17.83 25.14 43.56 59.50

3 ANFTrMeC 4.322 4.275 10.43 12.95 25.50 43.41 60.19 17.44
ANFTrMoC 3.856 4.399 11.47 14.39 17.44 25.59 44.06 60.85
ANFLeC 3.122 2.747 6.388 7.282 16.81 24.31 40.85 57.60
ANFBsC 5.310 4.305 10.69 11.33 18.69 25.52 43.57 59.46
ANFLeWC 5.019 4.082 9.916 10.75 18.44 25.35 43.08 59.19
HBsWC 5.836 6.167 15.93 19.69 19.14 26.97 46.88 63.28
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Chapter 5

InDirect Adaptive NeuroFuzzy
Control

5.1 Introduction

The distinguishing factor of Indirect Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Control (IDANFC) is

the model based learning of optimal control law. In IDANFC, the plant dynam-

ics are incrementally synthesized from initially unknown information. The overall

performance of the system is closed around model approximation [143]. The basic

principle of indirect adaptive control scheme relies on separation of learning the

plant dynamics and the control mechanism. Major applications of indirect adap-

tive control include control of nonlinear dynamic systems, robotics, electric and

power system etc. In [144], indirect adaptive control based on Extended Kalman

Filter is proposed for induction motor control with elastic coupling. An indirect

adaptive fuzzy dynamic control based on method of parameter hopping is pro-

posed in [76]. The control performance and asymptotic regulation of the proposed

control was validated using experimental results for control of direct current (DC)

motor. A self-tuning PID controller based on adaptive recurrent wavelet NN iden-

tifier is proposed in [60] to mitigate torsional oscillations in power system using

SSSC.

Due to non-stationary nature of power system, it has large number of uncertainties.

These uncertainties could be parametric uncertainties or uncertain nonlinearities.

Parametric uncertainties include sudden load or generation rejection and large

variations in system parameters like line impedance etc. Uncertain nonlinearities
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arise due to external disturbances like 3-ϕ to ground fault etc. Modeling uncer-

tainties are normally described by unknown nonlinear functions and cannot be

determined exactly.

Although, DANFC gives performance improvement but in case of conventional

controls like ANFTSC and ANFSC, its improvement is marginal, moreover, it

does not adjust the control effort optimally. These discrepancies may arise due

to modeling uncertainties, because, in DANFC, the control input and plant out-

put were considered in a linear relationship by approximating the term ‘ ∂y
∂u

’ as a

constant. However, in case of a complex, nonlinear dynamic plant like power sys-

tem, these variables remain no longer in a linear relationship, therefore, the plant

sensitivity measure ‘ ∂y
∂u

’ is provided by online identification block. This scheme of

online estimation of plant parameters is also known as ad hoc certainty equivalence

principle or ad hoc separation theorem.

In this chapter, IDANFC based on online learning of plant model is presented.

The parameters of the control and identification block are updated online, based

on the current estimate of the plant thus eliminating the overhead of offline train-

ing. The closed-loop system structure is shown in Figure 5.1. The inputs to the

identification and control block are [u ∆ω] and [∆ω ∆ω̇], respectively. The se-

lection logic selects the control and corresponding identification algorithm. The

Figure 5.1: Closed-loop system structure with IDANFC.

inputs of the identifier are the current input and the most recent output of the
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power system, eI(k) is the error between the actual system output and the iden-

tifier output used to train all update parameters of the identifier. The output of

identifier will attract the output trajectories of power system as the parameters of

the NeuroFuzzy identifier are tuned by the gradient descent method. The current

output of NeuroFuzzy is given as follows;

yI(k) = f̂(y(k − 1), u(k)) (5.1)

Where, y(k) and u(k) are the power system and control output, respectively. In

Eq. (5.1), only y(k) and u(k) are fed into the identification model to reduce

the number of membership and wavelet functions and to simplify the network

structure.

5.2 Update Parameters Learning Algorithm

The identification block is used to model the plant dynamics, therefore, only two

algorithms are considered for identification block for implementation and com-

putational simplicity. The controls having weights, polynomial or trigonometric

functions in their consequent part use ANFTS Identifier (ANFTSI), whereas, con-

trols involving wavelets in their consequent part use ANFGuMo Identifier (AN-

FGuMoI), except ANFLeWC which has ANFTSI as identification block.

5.2.1 Update parameters learning for identification block

The identification block is used to model the plant dynamics, therefore, only two

algorithms are considered for identification block for implementation and com-

putational simplicity. The controls having weights, polynomial or trigonometric

functions in their consequent part use ANFTS Identifier (ANFTSI), whereas, con-

trols involving wavelets in their consequent part use ANFGuMo Identifier (AN-

FGuMoI). The detail is given in Appendix C, Table C.2.

The cost function used to update the parameters of identification block is given

as;

JI =
1

2
(∆ωI −∆ω)2 =

1

2
(yI − y)2 (5.2)
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Where, yI is the output of identification block and y is the plant output. The

update law is given as;

f̂ff(k + 1) = f̂ff(k) + ∆f̂ff(k) + λ̌(f̂ff(k)− f̂ff(k − 1)) (5.3)

where, ∆f̂ff(k) = −η̌ ∂JI
∂f̂ff

.

‘λ̌’ and ‘η̌’ are the momentum term and learning rate, respectively, for identifica-

tion block. ‘f̂ff’ is the vector for update parameters of identification block.

Both ANFTSI and ANFGuMoI use gaussian membership function in their an-

tecedent part, therefore, f̂ff = [ĥ(q̀) ς̂(q̀) τ̂ ν̂ ŵ
(q̀)
j ]. Where, ‘ĥ’ and ‘ς̂’ are the mean

and variance of gaussian membership function, respectively. Again the superscript

q is used to distinguish between each identification block. ‘q̀ ∈ {1, 2}’ such that

‘q̀ = 1’ for ANFTSI and ‘q̀ = 2’ for ANFGuMoI. ‘τ̂ ’ and ‘ν̂’ are translation and

dilation factors of Morlet wavelet, respectively. ‘ŵj’ is the weight of output layer

of jth rule.

Consider the following chain rule for simplification of JI;

∂JI

∂f̂ff
=
∂JI

∂yI

∂yI

∂f̂ff
(5.4)

Where,
∂JI

∂yI
= (yI − y) = eI (5.5)

Remark 5.1 Since, the identification and control block use the same network
structure, the update equations for identification block can directly be written using
the same simplification for the terms ∂yI

∂f̂ff
as done for ∂u

∂fff in previous chapter by
replacing yI with u.

The final update equations for identification block are given in Appendix D, section

D.2.

5.2.2 Update parameters learning for control block

For update parameters learning of control block, the same process is followed as

given in previous chapter in section 4.2, except that the term ‘ ∂y
∂u

’ is not approxi-

mated as a constant but estimated using the identification block. The final update
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equations for update parameters of control block can be found by putting the value

of ‘ ∂y
∂u

’ in equations given in Appendix D.

Assumption 5.1 It can be assumed without loss of generality that as t → ∞,
y → yd ⇔ y → yI . And as t→∞, e→ 0 ⇔ f̂ff→ fff.

Therefor, the term ‘ ∂y
∂u

’ in case of ANFTSI is given as;

∂y

∂u
=

n∑
j=1

(
℘j∑n
j=1 ℘j

.
−2(ŵ

(q)
j − y)(u− ĥ(q̀)

ij )

ς̂
(q̀)2
ij

)
(5.6)

In case of controls involving ANFGuMoI the term ‘ ∂y
∂u

’ is given as;

∂y

∂u
=

∑n
j=1 ℘j

[
−2(u−ĥ(q̀)

1j )(Ψj−y)

ς̂
(q̀)2
1j

− 5ŵ
(q̀)
j sin 5q1je

−0.5q2ij

ν̂1j
− ŵ

(q̀)
j q1jψ1j

ν̂1j

]
∑n

j=1 ℘j
(5.7)

5.3 Convergence and Stability Analysis

5.3.1 Stability analysis for identification block

For identification block, the Lyapunov function is defined as;

V I(k) =
1

2
e2
I(k) (5.8)

Where, eI(k) = yI − y is the adaptation error for identification block. The change

in Lyapunov function is obtained by;

∆V I(k) = V I(k + 1)− V I(k) =
1

2
[e2
I(k + 1)− e2

I(k)] (5.9)

= ∆eI

[
eI(k) +

∆eI
2

]
(5.10)

The change in adaptation error can be approximated as;

∆eI ≈
(
∂eI

∂f̂

)T
∆f̂ (5.11)

and

∆f̂ = η̌ὰeI(k)
∂yI

∂f̂
(5.12)
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Theorem 5.1 Let η̌ὰ ∈ {η̌ĥ(q̀)
, η̌ς̂

(q̀)} be the learning rate for parameters of iden-

tifier and let ΛI
j,max be defined as ΛI

j,max ≈ max
∥∥∥∂yI
∂f̂

∥∥∥.

Where, ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rn. Then, the convergence is guaranteed if
η̌α are chosen to satisfy,

0 < η̌ὰ <
2

(ΛI
j,max)2

(5.13)

Proof: Consider Eq. (5.9),

⇒ ∆V =

(
∂eI(k)

∂f̂

)T
η̌ὰeI(k)

∂yI

∂f̂

[
eI(k) +

1

2

(
∂eI(k)

∂f̂

)T
ηὰeI(k)

∂yI

∂f̂

]

= −e2
I(k)

ĩ∑
j=1

ξ̀j (5.14)

Where, ξ̀j = η̌ὰj
(
∂u
∂fj
)2
[
1− 1

2
η̌ὰj
(
∂u

∂f̂j

)2
]

Since, e2
I(k) > 0, convergence guaranteed if

∑ĩ
j=1 ξ̀j > 0.

Where, ĩ is the number of update parameters of respective algorithm.

⇒ 2 −

∥∥∥∥∥η̌ὰj max

(
∂u

∂f̂j

)2
∥∥∥∥∥ > 0

0 < η̌ὰ <
2

(ΛI
j,max)2

(5.15)

2

Corollary 5.1 From conditions of theorem 5.1, the learning rate which guarantees
the maximum convergence is given as,

η̌ὰ =
1

Λ2
j,max

(5.16)

Theorem 5.2 Let η̌ĥ and η̌ς̂ be the learning rates for antecedent parameters ĥ
and ς̂. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rates are chosen
as follows;

0 < η̌ĥ = η̌ς̂ <
2(

2

∣∣∣∣ ζ̀
(s)
j,max

℘j,min ς̂ij,min

∣∣∣∣)2 (5.17)

Where, ζ(s) represents the corresponding consequent function (i.e. weights for
ANFTSI and Morlet wavelet function for ANFGuMoI) depending upon the value
of s.

Proof: The proof is directly followed from proof of Theorem 4.3. 2
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Theorem 5.3 Let ητ̂ and ην̂ be the learning rates for consequent parameters τ̂
and ν̂, respectively. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning
rate is chosen as follows,

0 < η̌τ̂ <
2(

(5+2
√

2)ŵj,max
ν̂ij,min

)2 (5.18)

0 < η̌ν̂ <
2(

(5
√

2+4)ŵj,max
ν̂ij,min

)2 (5.19)

Proof: The proof is directly followed from proof of Theorem 4.10. 2

Theorem 5.4 Let η̌ŵ be the learning rate for consequent parameter ŵ of ANFGu-
MoI. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen as
follows,

0 < η̌ŵ <
2

|ψ̂ij,max|2
(5.20)

Proof: The proof is directly followed from proof of Theorem 4.12. 2

Theorem 5.5 Let η̌ŵ be the learning rate of weights ŵ for consequent part of AN-
FTSCI. Then the asymptotic convergence is guaranteed if learning rate is chosen
as follows;

0 < η̌ŵ < 2 (5.21)

Proof: The proof is directly followed from proof of Theorem 4.6. 2

5.3.2 Stability analysis for control block

The Lyapunov function, for control block, is defined as;

V C(k) =
1

2
e2
c(k) (5.22)

Where, ec(k) = (e − }u) is the adaptation error in controller parameters. The

change in Lyapunov function is obtained by

∆V C(k) = V C(k + 1)− V C(k) =
1

2
[e2
c(k + 1)− e2

c(k)] (5.23)

= ∆ec

[
ec(k) +

∆ec
2

]
(5.24)
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The change in adaptation error can be approximated as;

∆ec ≈
(
∂ec
∂fff

)T
∆fff (5.25)

and

∆fff = ηαCec(k)
∂u

∂fff
(5.26)

Theorem 5.6 Let ηβC be the learning rate for parameters of controller and let
ΛC
j,max be defined as ΛC

j,max ≈ max
∥∥ ∂u
∂fff

∥∥.
Where, ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rn. Then, the convergence is guaranteed if
ηβ is chosen to satisfy,

0 < ηβC <
2[(

∂y
∂u

)2
+ }
]

(ΛC
j,max)2

(5.27)

Proof: Consider (5.23)-(5.26)

⇒ ∆V C =

(
∂ec(k)

∂fff

)T
ηβCec(k)

∂u

∂fff

[
ec(k) +

1

2

(
∂ec(k)

∂fff

)T
ηβCec(k)

∂u

∂fff

]

= −e2
c(k)

4∑
j=1

[((
∂y

∂u

)2

+ }

)
υj

]
(5.28)

Where, υj = η
αj
C

(
∂u

∂ϑjC

)2
(

1− 1
2
η
αj
C

((
∂y
∂u

)2
+ }
)(

∂u

∂ϑjC

)2
)

Since e2
c(t) > 0, convergence guaranteed if

∑ĩ
j=1

[((
∂y
∂u

)2
+ }
)
υj

]
> 0. Where, ĩ

is the number of update parameters.

⇒ 2−

∥∥∥∥∥ηβjC
((

∂y

∂u

)2

+ }

)
max

(
∂u

∂fffj
C

)2
∥∥∥∥∥ > 0

⇒ 0 < η
βj
C <

2[(
∂y
∂u

)2
+ }
]

Λ2
max

(5.29)

2

Remark 5.2 In the convergence condition given in aforementioned theorem the
sensitivity term must be replaced by, S�max such that, S�max = max

(
∂y
∂u

)
.
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In case of ANFTSI,
(
∂y
∂u

)
max

is given as;

S�max = max

(
∂y

∂u

)
(5.30)

= max
n∑
j=1

(
℘j∑n
j=1 ℘j

.
−2(ŵ

(q̀)
j − y)(u− ĥ(q̀)

ij )

ς̂
(q̀)2
ij

)

≤ max

∣∣∣∣∣2(ŵ
(q̀)
j − y)(u− ĥ(q̀)

ij )

ς̂
(q̀)2
ij

∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣2(ŵ
(q̀)
jmax
− y)(u− ĥ(q̀)

ijmin
)

ς̂
(q̀)2
ijmax

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.31)

In case of ANFGuMoI,
(
∂y
∂u

)
max

is given as;

S�max = max

(
∂y

∂u

)
(5.32)

= max
n∑
j=1

[
℘j

(
−2(u−ĥ(q̀)

1j )(Ψj−y)

ς
(q̀)2
1j

− 5ŵ
(q̀)
j sin 5q1je

−0.5q2ij

ν̂1j
− ŵ

(q̀)
j q1jψ1j

ν̂1j

)]
∑n

j=1 ℘j

≤ max

∣∣∣∣∣−2(u− ĥ(q̀)
1j )(Ψj − y)

ς̂
(q̀)2
1j

−
5ŵ

(q̀)
j sin 5q1je

−0.5q2
ij

ν̂1j

−
ŵ

(q̀)
j q1jψ1j

ν̂1j

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ max

∣∣∣∣∣2(M − ĥ(q̀)
1j )(Ψj − y)

ς̂
(q̀)2
1j

+
5ŵ

(q̀)
j + ŵ

(q̀)
j q1j

ν̂1j

∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣2(M − ĥ(q̀)
1jmin

)(Ψjmax − y)

ς̂
(q̀)2
1jmin

+
5ŵ

(q̀)
jmax

+ ŵ
(q̀)
jmax

q1jmax

ν̂1jmin

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.33)

Where, M is the upper bound on control effort.

Using Theorem (5.6), Eq. (5.31) and Eq. (5.33), the convergence conditions

for individual parameters of each control algorithm can directly be followed from

theorems given in previous chapter (i.e. Theorem 4.6-Theorem 4.13), by simply

replacing the term (1 + }) with
((

∂y
∂u

)2
+ }
)

.

5.4 Simulation Results and Discussion

This section presents the comparative results for NeuroFuzzy control paradigms

used with indirect control scheme. In order to see the potential benefit of this

control strategy, another important performance measure, termed as smoothness
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of control effort, is introduced in this chapter. The smoothness measure of control

effort shows that how smooth is the injected voltage of a converter for specific

control paradigm. The smoother control effort reduces the converter switching

losses and its megaVar ratings. The control effort smoothness in terms of series

injected voltage is given as;

C.E.S. =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
k=1

(∆2vq∗ ss(k))2 (5.34)

Here, ‘N ’ is the total length of the control signal and ‘∆2’ is the discrete second

order derivative. The smaller value of this smoothness measure corresponds to

more smooth control effort.

In order to advance the simulation one step ahead, the transient stability operation

proceeds according to the same flow chart as given in Figure 4.2, in addition to

the initialization of identification block parameters, however, the algorithmic flow

chart in case of indirect control scheme is given in Figure 5.2. The algorithm

follows these steps;

Step a: The inputs to the control block are sampled at kth time instant.

Step b: The parameters of identification block are updated by minimizing JI(k)

using update law given in (5.3).

Step c: The output of the controller is calculated using Eq. (3.8) and applied to

the plant.

Step d: The output of the plant is predicted by the identification block at (k+1)th

instant.

Step e: Based on ∂y
∂u

, the adaptation error ec is calculated and back-propagated

through control block to minimize JC.

Step f: If the solution converges, update control block parameters and proceed

as given in step f for direct control.
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart for proposed indirect control strategies.

5.4.1 SMIB test system

Scenario-I

The simulation results of scenario-I for indirect control are shown in Figure 5.3.

The performance results show that HBsWC performs better as compared to other

control algorithms and ANFLeWC appears to be the second best performing con-
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trol paradigm. In addition to the damping performance improvement, significant

improvement in terms of settling time is achieved as compared to that of direct

control. The settling time performance improvement for HBsWC and ANFLeWC,

w.r.t. indirect ANFTSC, is 18.57% and 14.64%, respectively. Although, AN-

FLeWC offers better performance but Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) show that it takes

more time to converge. It can further be observed from Figures 4.7(d) and 5.3(d)

that control effort of ANFLeWC and HBsWC becomes smooth using indirect con-

trol.

The plant output sensitivity measure is shown in Figure 5.3(e). Although, AN-

FLeWC gives better performance results for rotor speed deviation using a rela-

tively high value of plant sensitivity measure but it shows poor convergence for

rotor angle and injected voltage results. It has been observed that HBsWC adjusts

the sensitivity measure optimally such that its performance improvement for rotor

speed and angle deviation and injected control effort remains consistent. ANFSC

control has very small value of plant sensitivity measure, whereas, ANFTSC and

ANFGuMoC has negative values showing the reverse acting behavior of the sys-

tem for these control paradigms.

The PIs results for this scenario are shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.4(a) shows

the performance comparison w.r.t. LLC, whereas, Figure 5.4(b) shows the perfor-

mance improvement as compared to base case i.e., direct ANFTSC (ANFTSCD).

It is clear form these results that no significant performance improvement is

achieved in case of ANFSC as compared to indirect ANFTSC. ANFFsC and AN-

FLeC performs better than ANFTSC and ANFSC but not better than ANFBsC

in both transient and steady-state regions. ANFGuMeC performs better in tran-

sient region as compared to that of steady-state region.

The damping performance improvement, in terms of algorithmic optimization can

further be analyzed using Table 5.1 and for control structure variation in terms

of direct and indirect controls, can be evaluated using Tables 4.1 and 5.1. The

statistics show that ANFGuMoC performs best in steady-state region among AN-

FWCs, however, in transient region maximum performance improvement is shown
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in case of ANFTrMeC.

Scenario-II

The performance results for this scenario are shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5(a)

shows that ANFGuMeC performs better as compared to other control paradigms

for rotor speed deviation, however, its performance in transient region is not better

as compared to ANFLeWC and HBsWC. HBsWC gives maximum performance

improvement in case of speed deviation and line power. The settling time perfor-

mance improvement of HBsWC, ANFLeWC and ANFGuMeC is 14.63%, 13.60%

and 10.34%, respectively. Although, ANFGuMeC gives better performance im-

provement for rotor speed deviation by quickly damping the oscillations, using

a very high value of plant sensitivity measure, as shown in Figure 5.5(e). How-

ever, it shows poor convergence for rotor angle and injected voltage results. It has

been observed that HBsWC adjusts the sensitivity measure optimally such that its

performance improvement for rotor speed deviation, angle deviation and injected

control effort remains consistent.

The PIs results shown in Figure 5.6 and Table 5.1 show that ANFSC performs sig-

nificantly better than indirect ANFTSC but improvement of ANFFsC is marginal

as compared to ANFSC. Figure 5.6 (e) shows that ANFGuMeC performs better

in case of ITAE and IAE for almost 2.5 secs., however, suffers performance degra-

dation afterwards due to slow convergence. The statistics presented in Table 5.1

reveal that HBsWC performs better in transient region as compared to steady-

state region, however, performance improvement margin for steady-state region is

greater as compared to transient region.

Scenario-III

The simulation results for rotor speed deviation, line power flow and rotor angle

deviation are shown in Figures 5.7(a)-(c), whereas, series injected voltage and

plant sensitivity measure are shown in Figure 5.7(d)-(e). Figures 5.7(a)-(c) clearly
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show the best performance of HBsWC in terms of rotor speed and angle deviation

and smooth power flow. The settling time performance improvement of HBsWC

for rotor speed deviation as compared to indirect ANFTSC is 46.04%. The results

for series injected voltage, shown in Figure 5.7(d), reveal that ANFGuMeC gives

smooth control effort but with slow convergence, on the other hand, HBsWC

utilizes the converter at its rated capacity and quickly damps the oscillations in

injected voltage. Figure 5.7(e) shows that unlike previous two scenarios, the plant

sensitivity measure for all the control paradigms is positive, except ANFGuMoC.

This phenomena shows that except ANFGuMoC, as the system undergoes more

stressed conditions, the sensitivity measure for ANTSC and ANFSC moves from

negative to positive region.

The PIs results shown in Figure 5.8 further confirm the performance improvement

of HBsWC. The comparative results presented in Table 5.1 for scenario-III show

that ANFTrMoC performs best among ANFWCs in both the transient and steady-

state regions. The performance improvement for HBsWC in steady-state region is

greater than that of transient region in this scenario.

Scenario-IV

The system performance results for this scenario are shown in Figures 5.9. The

damping performance improvement for HBsWC is clear from these results. The

settling time performance improvement of HBsWC as compared to indirect AN-

FTSC is 12.03%, for rotor speed deviation. Figure 5.9(d) shows that the HBsWC

quickly damps the oscillations in control effort, whereas, ANFTrMeC has sluggish

behavior for its control effort during steady-state due to large value of sensitivity

measure, as shown in Figure 5.9(e). ANFTSC utilizes the maximum converter ca-

pacity for first fault, however, in the event of second fault its injected voltage has

less magnitude. Again, the plant sensitivity measure, for this scenario, is negative

for ANFTSC and ANFGaMoC.

The PIs results shown in Figure 5.10, reveal that unlike previous scenarios here

the performance improvement difference between HBsWC and ANFLeWC is sig-

nificant. The results reveal that ANFFsC has a degraded performance for first
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fault, especially during transient region, however, its performance gets improved

for second fault.

The statistics shown in Table 5.1 reveal that ANFGuMeC is the best performing

algorithm among ANFWCs and also performs better than ANFBsC and ANFLeC.

Maximum performance improvement is achieved in case of HBsWC for both tran-

sient and steady-state regions. The performance degradation, in case of ANFFsC,

during transient region is reflected in ISE.

Table 5.1: Performance improvement for SMIB test system

] Test case Control Algo. w.r.t. ANFTSCD (%) w.r.t. LLC (%)
ITAE IAE ITSE ISE ITAE IAE ITSE ISE

Scenario-I

ANFTSC 1.418 8.068 34.83 34.55 47.76 40.50 52.22 46.80
ANFSC 1.917 8.408 35.08 34.96 48.03 40.72 52.41 47.12
ANFFsC 15.72 18.31 42.63 40.75 55.34 47.13 57.94 59.83
ANFGuMeC 34.40 33.14 54.12 50.90 65.24 56.73 66.37 60.08
ANFGuMoC 41.98 37.94 49.31 45.44 69.26 59.83 62.84 55.65

1 ANFTrMeC 39.88 37.18 54.58 51.27 68.14 59.34 66.70 60.38
ANFTrMoC 39.39 34.82 43.78 40.00 67.89 57.82 58.78 52.22
ANFLeC 19.67 21.72 45.74 43.79 57.43 49.34 60.22 54.30
ANFBsC 29.57 28.64 48.15 45.22 62.68 53.81 61.99 55.46
ANFLeWC 43.19 41.11 56.47 52.54 68.32 62.10 68.09 61.42
HBsWC 44.75 41.43 56.79 52.97 70.73 61.88 69.90 61.77

Scenario-II

ANFTSC 37.55 42.44 63.32 62.03 48.54 44.92 63.97 60.78
ANFSC 42.71 46.29 66.40 64.75 52.79 48.60 67.00 63.59
ANFFsC 45.45 48.37 68.07 64.80 55.06 50.59 68.65 63.64
ANFGuMeC 60.99 62.14 73.72 69.79 67.86 63.76 74.19 68.80
ANFGuMoC 58.79 56.93 68.64 66.25 66.05 58.78 69.20 65.13

2 ANFTrMeC 58.65 58.59 75.35 72.69 65.93 60.37 75.80 71.78
ANFTrMoC 52.61 53.23 68.85 66.07 60.95 55.24 69.41 64.95
ANFLeC 48.10 50.44 69.75 67.77 57.24 52.57 70.30 66.70
ANFBsC 51.59 52.95 71.15 68.76 60.11 54.97 71.67 67.73
ANFLeWC 62.06 61.18 76.50 73.83 68.74 62.85 76.92 72.97
HBsWC 64.89 63.27 76.99 73.95 71.07 64.85 77.40 73.09

Scenario-III

ANFTSC 34.67 30.72 40.50 36.16 58.50 46.28 55.97 47.28
ANFSC 36.93 33.22 44.87 41.07 59.93 48.21 59.20 50.65
ANFFsC 40.57 35.60 46.11 42.24 62.25 50.06 60.12 51.34
ANFGuMeC 63.10 54.66 57.57 49.89 76.56 64.84 68.60 58.62
ANFGuMoC 63.71 54.69 60.14 52.84 76.94 64.87 70.51 61.06

3 ANFTrMeC 56.21 48.63 58.50 51.91 72.18 60.16 69.29 60.29
ANFTrMoC 67.86 58.81 62.24 54.95 79.58 68.06 72.06 62.80
ANFLeC 55.29 46.25 50.67 43.77 71.60 58.32 63.50 53.56
ANFBsC 65.08 56.17 62.51 55.42 77.82 66.01 72.26 63.18
ANFLeWC 69.06 60.24 64.94 57.78 80.34 69.16 74.06 65.14
HBsWC 70.93 61.98 66.43 59.33 81.53 70.51 75.16 66.42

Scenario-IV

ANFTSC 3.944 11.32 21.24 25.77 35.04 30.62 41.28 33.14
ANFSC 4.466 12.25 21.52 26.43 35.40 31.34 41.48 33.73
ANFFsC 11.52 15.07 25.10 25.77 40.17 33.55 44.15 33.14
ANFGuMeC 19.71 24.01 34.59 33.87 45.70 40.55 51.23 40.43
ANFGuMoC 13.20 20.74 31.74 35.25 41.98 37.99 49.11 41.67

4 ANFTrMeC 17.95 22.12 31.38 30.96 44.51 39.14 48.84 37.81
ANFTrMoC 17.55 20.44 31.77 33.20 44.24 37.75 49.13 39.83
ANFLeC 11.97 16.97 30.82 33.80 40.47 35.04 48.42 40.37
ANFBsC 16.14 17.89 27.25 25.88 43.29 35.76 45.76 33.24
ANFLeWC 20.15 24.13 36.03 36.82 48.00 40.64 52.30 43.09
HBsWC 23.12 28.52 39.52 40.58 48.01 44.07 54.91 46.48

The control effort smoothness results for all the four scenarios are presented and
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compared in Table 5.2. The Table shows the smoothness measure for both the

direct and indirect control schemes. It has been observed that HBsWC gives

maximum performance improvement in scenario-I, for direct control scheme, but

at the cost of unsmooth control effort. For scenario-I, in case of direct control

scheme, ANFLeC shows the most smoothen control effort results. On the other

hand, the smoothness of control effort is maximum in case of HBsWC for indirect

control scheme, showing the optimal behavior of HBsWC. In case of scenario-II

and III, ANFTrMoC has the minimum value for smoothness measure using in-

direct control. The results for scenario-IV show that ANFTrMeC and ANFLeC

has maximum smoothness for control effort in case of direct and indirect con-

trol schemes, respectively. However, the control effort is too smooth to maintain

damping performance improvement for ANLeC, as it may perform better than

ANFWCs in some cases.

The percent improvement for each control paradigm in all scenarios is shown in

Figure 5.11. The results show that going from direct to indirect control, HBsWC

gives maximum improvement for scenario-I and scenario-IV, however, its perfor-

mance improvement is relatively low in scenarios-II and III. This is, because, the

results presented in Table 5.2 show that HBsWC has already maximum smooth-

ness improvement for control effort using direct control scheme. Least performance

improvement is achieved in case of ANFTSC and ANFFSC, even though the con-

trol effort smoothness for their application with direct control scheme was also not

good.
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Figure 5.3: SMIB Scenario-I: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage (e) Plant sensitivity measure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: SMIB Scenario-I: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 5.5: SMIB Scenario-II: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage (e) Plant sensitivity measure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: SMIB Scenario-II: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 5.7: SMIB Scenario-III: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage (e) Plant sensitivity measure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.8: SMIB Scenario-III: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 5.9: SMIB Scenario-IV: (a) Rotor speed deviation (b) Line power flow (c)
Rotor angle deviation (d) Injected voltage (e) Plant sensitivity measure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: SMIB Scenario-IV: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Table 5.2: Comparative results for control effort smoothness

] Control Algo. Scenario-I Scenario-II Scenario-III Scenario-IV
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect

1 LLC 1170.2 - 858.96 - 1077.8 - 1873 -
2 ANFTSC 4481.8 3799 3900.1 3833.9 461.33 110.08 4430.7 3275.5
3 ANFSC 330.51 320.34 342.59 329.72 445.98 122.78 3932 3393
4 ANFFsC 291.77 171.37 397.02 247.64 512.45 145.44 3039.8 887.47
5 ANFGuMeC 350.65 206.20 361.09 309.91 480.06 151.45 28145 11704
6 ANFGuMoC 363.42 196.84 637.16 170.04 502.28 167.40 385.05 315.21
7 ANFTrMeC 293.40 255.40 338.05 228.89 412.58 128.85 292.17 275.51
8 ANFTrMoC 311.52 152.03 327.49 140.81 414.90 76.69 414.08 209.12
9 ANFLeC 266.29 212.29 326.45 235.60 420.02 206.04 427.39 200.27
10 ANFBsC 363.98 223.70 385.76 182.79 514.50 216.38 416.91 325.67
11 ANFLeWC 394.08 277.24 338.36 174.63 315.98 194.44 393.23 204.27
12 HBsWC 444.16 150.34 323.16 224.44 266.36 230.24 3634.5 315.75

Figure 5.11: Control effort smoothness improvement for SMIB system[%]

5.4.2 Multimachine test system

Scenario-I

The performance comparison results for multimachine test system are shown in

Figures 5.12 and Figure 5.13. The performance results for local modes of oscilla-

tions are shown in Figures 5.12(a)-(b), whereas, Figure 5.12(c) shows the simula-

tion results for interarea modes of oscillations. The performance improvement of

HBsWC for local and interarea modes of oscillations is clear in these results. The

injected voltage, line power flow, COA and plant sensitivity measure, are shown
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in 5.13. It is clear from Figures 5.13(a) and (d) that HBsWC uses the maximum

value for plant sensitivity measure to adjust optimal control effort.

The performance indices results shown in Figure 5.14, reveal that performance

improvement of ANFSC is marginal as compared to ANFTSC in steady-state

region but significant in transient region. On the other hand, the performance im-

provement gap between ANFLeWC and HBsWC is large in steady-state region as

compared to that of transient region. Furthermore, the results presented in Table

5.3 show that maximum performance improvement is achieved in case of HBsWC,

ANFLeWC is the second best performing algorithm, whereas, gaussian member-

ship function based ANFWCs perform better among all the other ANFWCs and

ANFBsC.

The frequency domain simulation results for local and interarea modes of oscil-

lations are shown in Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17. Figures 5.15(a) and (c) show

that ANFTSC has very low magnitude of energy for low frequencies as compared

to LLC. Figures 5.15(c), (e) and (g) show that for local mode of oscillations the

frequency spectrum is almost same for ANFTSC, ANFSC and ANFFsC, however,

in case of ANFFsC the duration of significant frequency spectrum is relatively

long. Again, it is clear from Figures 5.15(b) and (d) that the energy content of

low frequencies in the range of 0 to 0.02 Hz is very high and sustains for longer

duration in case of LLC as compared to ANTSC. However, the energy spectrum

of ANFTSC is broad as compared to that of ANFSC and ANFFsC, showing rel-

atively large magnitude of frequencies in the range of 0.01-0.016 Hz.

Figure 5.16 shows that for local mode of oscillations the energy spectrum of AN-

FWCs is almost same, however, for triangular membership function based controls,

it sustains for relatively longer time duration. The energy spectrums of ANFWCs

for interarea modes of oscillations is better than those of previously described in

context of Figure 5.15 due to small variance. Figure 5.17 shows that for local mode

of oscillations HBsWC performs best as compared to ANFLeC, ANFLeWC and

ANFBsC due to small magnitude and short duration of frequency spectrum. For

interarea modes of oscillations, the energy spectrum of HBsWC is narrower than
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other controls, shown in Figures 5.17(r), (t) and (v), which shows that frequencies

in the range of 0.001 to 0.016 Hz have low energy content as compared to others.

The control effort results in frequency domain are shown in Figures 5.18-5.20. The

results for direct control are represented with subscript ‘D’, whereas, the results

for indirect control are shown with subscript ‘ID’. The results for LLCD and LLCID

are same as there is no identification block used for LLC. The results presented in

Figures 5.18-5.20 clearly reveal that in case of indirect control, the control effort

becomes smoother and the chattering phenomena is almost completely removed in

most of the control algorithms. Figures 5.18(a)-(b) show that the low frequencies

in the range of 0-0.02 Hz have very high energy content in case of ANFTSCD,

whereas, some high frequencies in the range of 0.02-0.05 Hz are also present with

small amplitude in pre-fault steady-state region. On the other hand, in case of

ANFTSCID not only the high frequencies are damped but also the low frequencies

have small energy distribution showing the smoothness improvement. The same

phenomena can be observed for ANFSC and ANFFsC in Figures 5.18(c)-(f). How-

ever, the results for these algorithms show that the energy spectrum is confined

to small region of low frequencies but with high energy, in case of indirect control.

The results for ANFWCs are shown in Figures 5.19(i)-(p). The results reveal that

in case of direct control, the spread of energy spectrum of low frequencies is wide

with low magnitudes, whereas, in case of indirect control it is narrow with high

amplitude. The phenomena shows that indirect control scheme injects low fre-

quencies with suitable amplitude and the transition from transient to steady-state

region is smooth due to elimination of high frequencies.

For the sake of consistency, the threshold value of SWVD is kept same for both

direct and indirect schemes. However, it can be noticed from Figures 5.19(n)

and 5.19(o) that some high frequencies at t=1 sec. are observable in case of

ANFTrMeCID but at the same time the frequencies at time t=1.8 sec. are not

observable in ANFTrMoCID. This is because of the threshold value of SWVD,

the frequencies present in ANFTrMoCID have too small magnitude to be observ-

able at this threshold. The smoothness improvement in case of ANFLeCID and
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ANFLeWCID is clear in Figures 5.20(q)-(t). The control effort smoothness im-

provement for ANFBsC and ANFBsWC is shown in Figures 5.20(u)-(x). It has

been observed that incorporation of wavelets in structure of ANFBsC gives rise to

high frequencies in the control effort when used with direct control scheme, how-

ever, in case of HBsWCID no high frequencies are present and the control effort

becomes smooth with low magnitude of low frequencies.

The quantitative results for control effort smoothness are given in Table 5.4. The

results for scenario-I reveal that ANFBsC has minimum value of control effort

smoothness, however, its value is too smooth to get better damping performance

results as compared to ANFWCs. As shown previously, HBsWC has maximum

damping performance improvement but its control effort smoothness has very

high value in case of direct control scheme, however, for indirect control scheme

the smoothness measure of HBsWC control effort is better with maximum damp-

ing performance improvement. The percent improvement results for control effort

smoothness are shown in Figure 5.39. The maximum improvement achieved in

case of ANFGuMeC is 99.64%, whereas, the smoothness improvement for HB-

sWC is 99.61%. It has been observed that the performance improvement in case

of conventional controls like ANFFTSC and ANFSC is significant, because, the

smoothness measure for these algorithms was very high for direct control scheme,

however, in case of indirect control their smoothness measure is comparable to

other control paradigms.

Scenario-II

The time domain simulation results for this scenario are shown in Figures 5.21 and

5.22. The results presented in Figures 5.21(a) and (b) reveal that ANFGuMoC

performs significantly better as compared to other control paradigms, however,

its performance for interarea mode of oscillations suffers from severe performance

degradation in transient region. Also, ANFLeWC has degraded performance in

transient region for interarea mode of oscillations, however, its performance gets

improved for steady-state region. The performance improvement of HBswC is

consistent in both transient and steady-state regions for local and interarea modes
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Figure 5.12: Multi-machine Scenario-I: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c) In-
terarea modes of oscillations.

of oscillations. The superior performance of HBsWC is further confirmed by the

results of injected voltage and line power flow, shown in Figures 5.22(a) and (b).

It can be seen that the results of line power and COA for ANFGuMoC are not
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as good as compared to HBsWC. The plant sensitivity measure, shown in Fig-

ure 5.22(d), reveal that HBsWC control shows maximum sensitivity to this fault,

whereas, ANFTSC is almost insensitive to this fault. It is interesting to note

that the region for which ANFGuMoC has negative plant sensitivity measure, its

performance was not good but as the plant sensitivity measure gets positive its

performance also gets improved.

The PIs results w.r.t. LLC and ANFTSCD are shown in Figures 5.23(a) and

(b), respectively. It has been observed that performance improvement between

ANFTSCD and ANFTSC with indirect control scheme is not as good as that of

ANFTSC and ANFSC, especially in transient region. The performance improve-

ment of ANFWCs as compared to ANFFsC is large in steady-state region, on the

other hand, in transient region their performance improvement is marginal. The

performance degradation of ANFGuMoC in transient region for interarea oscil-

lations is clearly reflected in performance indices for transient region (i.e. ITSE

and ISE). ANFLeWC shows competent results as compared to HBsWC and it has

almost the same performance improvement as that of HBsWC for steady-state

region. However, its performance degradation for transient region can be seen

clearly in results for ISE.

The quantitative PIs results shown in Table 5.3 confirm the graphical results ex-

plained before. The table shows that all the algorithms, except ANFGuMoC,

have better performance in transient region as compared to steady-state region.

However, ANFGuMoC performs better among the other ANFWCs in steady-state

region, whereas, ANFTrMoC gives maximum performance improvement for tran-

sient region as compared to other ANFWCs. HBsWC gives maximum performance

improvement, however, the improvement is marginal as compared to ANFLeWC.

The nonlinear time domain simulation results showed that the performance im-

provement of ANFLeWC was not as good as HBsWC for local mode of oscillations,

however, it performs best in steady-state region for interarea mode of oscillations

which improves its overall performance in steady-state region.

The frequency domain results are shown in Figures 5.24-5.26. Figures 5.24(a)-(d)
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show that ANFTSC has relatively better performance improvement for interarea

mode of oscillations as compared to local mode of oscillations with respect to

LLC. Figures 5.24(g) and (f) show that ANFFsC and ANFSC give significantly

improved results for local and interarea modes of oscillations, respectively. The

frequency domain performance results for ANFWCs are shown in Figure 5.25. It

is clear from these results that for local mode of oscillations the energy spectrum

of ANFGuMoC has very low amplitude as compared to other ANFWCs, however,

its spread is wider than others i.e. the range of frequencies present in this spec-

trum is relatively large though with low amplitude. On the other hand, the energy

spectrum for ANFGuMeC has largest amplitude as compared to other ANFWCs

but with narrow band of frequencies.

For interarea modes oscillations, the energy spectrum of ANFGuMoC has maxi-

mum amplitude, whereas, the energy content of ANFGuMeC and ANFTrMoC has

lowest magnitude. However, these frequencies sustain for longer duration in time

as compared to ANFGuMoC. ANFTrMeC has relatively small energy content of

low frequencies of small duration, for interarea mode of oscillations. The results

presented in Figure 5.26 reveal that HBsWC has sharp frequency spectrum of

small duration with lowest energy content, for local mode of oscillations as com-

pared to other controls. On the other hand, for interarea modes of oscillations the

energy content of ANFBsC is lowest, however, the energy of very low frequencies

in range of 0 to 0.02 Hz is high as compared to that of HBsWC.

The frequency domain results for control effort are shown in Figures 5.27-5.29.

The smoothness performance improvement in general for all cases of indirect con-

trol is clear from time domain signal. The results for LLC show that it has very

high frequencies, up to 0.04 Hz, in its control effort with large energy. Same is the

case with ANFTSC and ANFFsC, however, in case of ANFSC, high frequencies

are still present in case of ANFSCID. The results shown for ANFWCs, in Figure

5.28, reveal that the spectrum of ANFGuMeCID is of short duration as compared

to ANFGuMeCD, however, still some high frequencies upto 0.038 Hz with signifi-

cant energy are there. Same is the case with ANFGuMoCID but with large energy
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of low frequencies. ANFTrMeCID has narrowest band of frequencies with very

large energy content of low frequencies. ANFTrMoCID has relatively wider band

of frequencies but with very small energy content of low frequencies.

In Figures 5.29(q)-(r) it can be seen that control effort for ANFLeCID is smooth as

compared to that of ANFLeCD, however, the high frequencies present in ANFLeCD

are not observable in the spectrum. This is due to the threshold value. High fre-

quencies in the range of 0.07-0.09 Hz are present there in case of ANFLeCD but

are observable at 0.1 threshold value. On the other hand, the results presented

in Table 5.4 reveal that maximum value of smoothness measure is achieved in

case of ANFLeCD showing the most unsmooth control effort. Figures 5.29(s)-

(v) show that the energy spread for ANFLeWCID and ANFBsCID contracts on

frequency axis with high energy content at low frequencies. In case of HBsWC,

high frequencies are completely eliminated with sufficiently large energy content

of low frequencies, shown in Figures 5.29(w)-(x), such that the magnitude of these

frequencies maintains the damping performance improvement and control effort

smoothness.

The results presented in Table 5.4 show that ANFLeWC has unsmooth control

effort as compared to HBsWC in both direct and indirect cases. Furthermore, in

case of indirect control scheme, HBsWC has the most smooth control effort. The

percent improvement results for control effort smoothness, shown in Figure 5.39,

reveal that maximum improvement is achieved in case of HBsWC i.e. 96.94%,

whereas, ANFBsC has least improvement of 1.93% because of already the most

smooth control effort in case of ANFBsCD.
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Figure 5.13: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) Series injected voltage (b) Line power
flow (c) COA (d) Plant sensitivity measure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 5.15: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e), (g);
Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 5.16: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (i), (k), (m),
(o); Interarea modes of oscillations (j), (l), (n), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 5.17: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (q), (s), (u),
(w); Interarea modes of oscillations (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Figure 5.18: Multimachine Scenario-I: Control effort; Direct (a), (c), (e), (g);
Indirect (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 5.19: Multimachine Scenario-I: Control effort; Direct (i), (k), (m), (o);
Indirect (j), (l), (n), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 5.20: Multimachine Scenario-I: Control effort; Direct (q), (s), (u), (w);
Indirect (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Figure 5.21: Multi-machine Scenario-II: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c)
Interarea modes of oscillations.
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Figure 5.22: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) Series injected voltage (b) Line power
flow (c) COA (d) Plant sensitivity measure.

Scenario-III

The damping performance results for series of faults are shown in Figure 5.30 for

local and interarea modes of oscillations. The results reveal that in the event of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.23: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 5.24: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e),
(g); Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 5.25: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (i), (k), (m),
(o); Interarea modes of oscillations (j), (l), (n), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 5.26: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (q), (s), (u),
(w); Interarea modes of oscillations (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Figure 5.27: Multimachine Scenario-II: Control effort; Direct (a), (c), (e), (g);
Indirect (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 5.28: Multimachine Scenario-II: Control effort; Direct (i), (k), (m), (o);
Indirect (j), (l), (n), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 5.29: Multimachine Scenario-II: Control effort; Direct (q), (s), (u), (w);
Indirect (r), (t), (v), (x).
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partial line outage, HBsWC attains significant damping performance improvement

during transient region, however, its convergence during steady-state region is slow

due to large control effort as shown in Figure 5.31(a). Figures 5.30 and 5.31 show

that the performance variation between different control paradigms is significant

for indirect control as compared to that of direct control scheme. Performance

comparison results in terms of different performance indices are shown in Figure

5.31. The results show that the performance of HBsWC improves significantly

and ANFLeWC is the second best performing algorithm. However, it can be seen

that the slope of PIs curves is not constant for ANFLeWC and HBsWC for the

first two faults which shows at very small damping amplitude, the performance

improvement becomes slow and the difference between transient and steady-state

regions is not significant. On the other hand, performance of these algorithms for

step change in mechanical input has smooth transition from cliff region to small

error region showing that improvement increases as the system goes from tran-

sient to steady-state. The results further reveal that improvement difference for

transient region is large as compared to that of steady-state region.

Table 5.3 shows the quantitative results for these PIs w.r.t. LLC and ANFTSCD.

The statistics reveal that there is a rapid improvement in performance in case of

HBsWC as compared to other proposed controls in both the transient and steady-

state regions. ANFGuMoC has overall better performance results among all the

other ANFWCs, however, a large value of ITAE shows slightly better performance

of ANFTrMoC in steady-state region. ANFLeC performs better as compared to

ANFTSC, ANFSC, ANFFsC and other ANFWCs but not better than ANFBsC,

whereas, ANFLeWC has significant performance improvement as compared to

other ANFBsC. It can further be seen that performance improvement for tran-

sient region is large as compared to steady-state region.

The frequency domain results for this scenario are shown in Figures 5.33-5.34

for local and interarea modes of oscillations. Figure 5.33(b) shows the frequency

spectrum of LLC. Apparently, it seems that frequencies of third fault have small

intensity as compared to other algorithms, however, it happens just because of
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WVD algorithm which shows the relative intensities. The fact becomes clear by

looking at energy spectrum showing large values. The frequency spectrum of third

fault for LLC appears dim, because, its relative intensity as compared to that in

the event of first two faults is small, however, it is large as compared to other

control algorithms. The results reveal that HBsWC has narrower frequency spec-

trum with least energy for both the local and interarea modes of oscillations. A

comparison of all these results with direct control scheme shows that the frequency

spectrum for interarea modes of oscillations shows greater improvement as com-

pared to local modes of oscillations.

Frequency domain analysis of control effort smoothness is shown in Figures 5.36-

5.38. Figure 5.36(a) shows that the control effort for LLCD has frequency spectrum

with low energy level and some high frequencies in the range of 0.02 to 0.05 Hz

have significant effect in the event of third fault. Control effort results for all

other controls, shown in Figure 5.36, reveal that going from direct control scheme

to indirect removes the effect of high frequencies and increases the weight of low

frequencies. It means that the frequency spectrum gets shrink on frequency axis

and the control effort smoothness improves. Similarly, for algorithms shown in

Figure 5.37 the results show that the control effort spectrum shows more contri-

bution of low frequencies as compared to high frequencies in case of indirect control

strategy. Figure 5.38 shows the significant improvement in case of ANFLeWCID

and HBsWCID with large energy content of very low frequencies, however, the

spectrum of these low frequencies sustains for relatively longer duration.

The quantitative results of control effort smoothness for this scenario are given

in Table 5.4. The statistics presented in this table show that in case of direct

control scheme, LLC has too smooth control effort to improve the performance of

the controller, on the other hand, HBsWC has better control effort smoothness as

compared to other control algorithms with maximum performance improvement.

In case of indirect control, the control effort smoothness improves as compared

to direct control scheme. Figure 5.39 shows percent improvement in control ef-

fort smoothness for multimachine system. It can be seen that improvement in
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HBsWC is minimum, because, its control effort was already smooth enough. The

conventional control algorithms show significant smoothness improvement but lag

in damping performance. Therefore, maximum control effort smoothness preserv-

ing the performance improvement has been observed for ANFLeWC, however, it

does not perform better as compared to HBsWC in terms of both the control effort

smoothness and damping performance improvement.
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Figure 5.30: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c)
Interarea modes of oscillations.
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Figure 5.31: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a) Series injected voltage (b) Line power
flow (c) COA.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.32: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a) w.r.t LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 5.33: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e),
(g); Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 5.34: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (i), (k), (m),
(o); Interarea modes of oscillations (j), (l), (m), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 5.35: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (q), (s), (u),
(w); Interarea modes of oscillations (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Figure 5.36: Multimachine Scenario-III: Control effort; Direct (a), (c), (e), (g);
Indirect (b), (d), (f), (h) (cont...).
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Figure 5.37: Multimachine Scenario-III: Control effort; Direct (i), (k), (m), (o);
Indirect (j), (l), (n), (p) (cont...).
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Figure 5.38: Multimachine Scenario-III: Control effort; Direct (q), (s), (u), (w);
Indirect (r), (t), (v), (x).
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Table 5.3: Performance improvement for Multimachine test system

] Test case Control Algo. w.r.t. ANFTSCD (%) w.r.t. LLC (%)
ITAE IAE ITSE ISE ITAE IAE ITSE ISE

Scenario-I

ANFTSC 29.37 26.32 37.96 35.62 71.74 63.47 82.81 77.28
ANFSC 31.07 28.37 43.05 41.03 72.42 64.49 84.22 79.19
ANFFsC 33.17 32.04 52.97 51.56 73.26 66.31 86.97 82.90
ANFGuMeC 35.02 35.61 62.69 64.22 74 68.08 89.66 87.37
ANFGuMoC 35.67 35.05 63.05 63.24 74.26 67.80 89.76 87.03

1 ANFTrMeC 33.68 34.56 61.39 61.49 73.46 67.56 89.30 86.41
ANFTrMoC 34.02 35.04 62.53 62.02 73.60 67.80 89.62 86.60
ANFLeC 33.59 32.41 59.94 59.80 73.43 66.49 88.90 85.82
ANFBsC 33.69 34.45 61.08 61.13 73.47 67.51 89.22 86.28
ANFLeWC 35.48 36.69 66.53 68.57 74.18 68.62 90.73 88.91
HBsWC 39.58 41.26 70.93 70.98 75.82 70.88 91.95 89.76

Scenario-II

ANFTSC 8.035 7.891 13.57 10.94 26.10 24.51 40.30 35.06
ANFSC 14.35 14.31 30.28 27.46 31.18 29.77 51.84 47.10
ANFFsC 25.77 20.28 37.28 28.87 40.36 34.66 56.68 48.14
ANFGuMeC 29.21 25.89 46.37 40.97 43.12 39.26 62.96 56.95
ANFGuMoC 48.78 37.05 44.85 30.87 58.84 48.40 61.91 49.59

2 ANFTrMeC 36.12 30.36 49.36 40.83 48.67 42.92 65.02 56.86
ANFTrMoC 34.43 30.54 51.18 45.07 47.32 43.07 66.28 59.95
ANFLeC 28.56 23.03 38.48 29.35 42.60 36.91 57.50 48.48
ANFBsC 31.93 26.59 44.97 36.22 45.31 39.83 61.99 53.49
ANFLeWC 50.04 43.04 62.56 53.44 53.32 74.14 66.05 61.82
HBsWC 52.49 44.65 62.79 55.75 61.82 54.64 74.30 67.73

Scenario-III

ANFTSC 4.560 4.034 14.08 16.46 18.04 25.31 45.72 61.80
ANFSC 7.570 7.460 15.06 17.97 20.63 27.98 46.34 62.49
ANFFsC 8.680 9.688 20.011 24.67 21.58 29.71 49.46 65.55
ANFGuMeC 15.02 16.80 33.43 39.41 27.02 35.25 57.94 72.30
ANFGuMoC 17.20 19.16 38.42 46.06 28.90 37.08 61.09 75.33

3 ANFTrMeC 12.55 14.72 30.78 37.61 24.91 33.63 56.26 71.47
ANFTrMoC 17.54 18.19 34.98 42.50 29.19 36.33 58.92 73.71
ANFLeC 12.04 13.67 28.41 34.76 24.47 32.81 54.77 70.17
ANFBsC 16.44 16.09 34.28 37.61 28.25 34.69 58.48 71.47
ANFLeWC 22.77 24.98 42.82 50.54 33.68 41.61 63.87 77.38
HBsWC 47.42 52.80 58.31 67.77 54.85 63.27 73.66 85.26

Table 5.4: Comparative results for control effort smoothness for multimachine
system

] Control Algo. Scenario-I Scenario-II Scenario-III
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect Direct Indirect

1 LLC 58.63 - 10829 - 7.827 -
2 ANFTSC 3162.1 28.96 9619.2 336.08 1826.1 68.325
3 ANFSC 2013.3 25.81 8701.9 2823.7 3033.4 69.221
4 ANFFsC 3162.2 26.26 10649 346.60 1971.3 69.10
5 ANFGuMeC 7219.1 25.87 8650.2 399.65 6361.5 156.55
6 ANFGuMoC 72.94 26.20 9348.7 343.34 210.30 70.431
7 ANFTrMeC 3174.6 33.58 7488.9 794.24 5206.2 68.964
8 ANFTrMoC 951.49 52.30 11293 6283.9 170.42 71.513
9 ANFLeC 352.80 26.24 11908 419.44 1052.9 68.99
10 ANFBsC 34.39 5.789 348.44 341.72 277.40 70.572
11 ANFLeWC 77.43 32.20 11818 375.12 1830.8 72.147
12 HBsWC 6677.1 25.96 10514 321.61 70.535 69.173
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Figure 5.39: Control effort smoothness improvement for Multimachine system[%].

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the proposed control paradigms are used with indirect control

scheme. In addition to the previously defined analysis methods, two new eval-

uation terms are introduced in this chapter, i.e. plant sensitivity measure and

smoothness improvement of control effort. It has been observed that online plant

sensitivity measure improves the convergence and stability of the overall system,

however, it depends upon the its optimal adjustment. A small value of plant

sensitivity measure may result in poor performance, whereas, a large value may

improve the damping performance but at the cost of slow convergence. The pro-

posed HBsWC gives maximum performance improvement in all the scenarios dis-

cussed in this chapter. Unlike the results presented for direct control scheme, in

previous chapter, it has been observed that ANFLeWC maintains its performance

improvement in all scenarios and though not performs better than HBsWC but

shows competitive results. Moreover, the control effort becomes smooth due to

elimination of chattering phenomena. The time domain simulation results and

frequency domain analysis for local and interarea modes of oscillations shows that

the performance improvement in case of indirect control is more predictable as
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compared to direct control scheme. The frequency domain analysis of control ef-

fort for both direct and indirect control schemes reveal that the indirect control

scheme shifts the frequency spectrum towards energy axis with large amplitude

i.e. gives more weight to low frequencies and eliminates high frequencies, thus re-

placing the high frequencies of low energy with low frequencies of sufficiently large

energy to damp oscillations which makes the control effort smooth and reduces the

converter switching losses. The proposed HBSWC with indirect control scheme

has narrow frequency band of short duration in its control effort showing the max-

imum smoothness of the control effort. Although, ANFLeWC is the second best

performing algorithm after HBsWC when used with indirect control scenario, its

control effort smoothness is not very good. It can be concluded that indirect con-

trol scheme improves the overall stability of the system and smoothness of control

effort in addition to the damping performance improvement.
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Chapter 6

MIMO InDirect Adaptive
NeuroFuzzy Control with ALRs

6.1 Introduction

In large power systems, the phenomena of low frequency oscillations damping

becomes more complex due to dynamic interactions among different controlling

devices. The transient stability of the system is ensured either by using efficient

control schemes for locally installed PSSs on excitation systems [145, 146, 147]

and FACTS controllers or by deploying coordinated EDCs [138].

These control schemes could either be centralized or decentralized both having

their own advantages and disadvantages. The centralized control scheme is the

extreme case of MIMO control in which one main control system controls the whole

MIMO system. It consists of a single control loop addressing all the variables of

the plant, on the other hand, in decentralized control approach multiple SISO or

MISO controls are applied locally for each controlling device. However, for decen-

tralized control schemes, the dynamic interaction between different controls must

be addressed by some coordination function [148, 149, 150] or in case of highly

coupled system, a decoupling compensator should be installed.

In [151], a robust control approach is introduced by splitting the large power sys-

tem into single machine subnetworks with ANFIS based PSS installed on each

machine. Falehi et al. proposed a lead-lag control for power system installed with

SSSC and PSS incorporating the coordination using GA optimization problem

[152] and further extended the control application for shunt connected FACTS
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controllers in [153]. The coordinated control of multiple FACTS by incorporating

the interaction among them in Y matrix of the transmission network has been dis-

cussed in [154]. In [155], an uncoordinated decentralized control based on energy

function of each FACTS controller is proposed to damp power system oscillations.

A decentralized coordinated control based on linearized model of power system is

presented in [156] for controlling two FACTS devices, however, due to linearized

approach, the control performance may deteriorate with increase in number of

controlling devices. Sadegh et al. [157], later enhanced the idea to nonlinear con-

trol using output feedback fuzzy system. The parameters of fuzzy control were

tuned using GA based optimization algorithm. In [48, 49, 50], the decentralized

approach has also been discussed as EDC for multitype FACTS controllers with

coordination established as optimization problem of µ-GA. A pole-shifting con-

trol based on coordination of control efforts with focus to damp only interarea

oscillations has been discussed in [158]. A nonlinear optimization method for co-

ordinated tuning of PSSs and FACTS with aim of damping both the local and

interarea modes of oscillations is presented in [159].

Despite the nature or type of damping control, the most important factor in a

MIMO environment is to incorporate the coupling effect among different system

variables into the control dynamics. The aforementioned control techniques are

either based on nonlinear control or metaheuristic based optimization techniques

involving heavy computational burden and legacy issues which constraint their

application for large power systems. Moreover, in case of decentralized control

schemes multiple modules of SISO or MISO controls are applied iteratively in-

creasing the memory requirements which makes the control unsuitable for delay-

sensitive real-time applications like power systems.

Therefore, in this chapter the centralized MIMO Indirect Adaptive NeuroFuzzy

Control (M-IDANFC) is presented and the online estimate of plant Jacobian is

provided using MIMO identification block with ALRs. The best performing con-

trol algorithms in case of MISO control are selected to further improve the dynamic

performance of the multimachine system with addition of STATCOM. The pro-
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posed control scheme implies a centralized approach to dynamically incorporate

the interactions among FACTS controllers and the coupling effects of different

system variables using self-adaptive NeuroFuzzy control structure based on ALRs.

The convergence of the proposed control is guaranteed using Lyapunov stability

criteria. In order to avoid the complexity of the control design and any destabiliz-

ing interaction among PSSs and FACTS controllers, all the PSSs installed locally

on each machine are disabled.

6.2 MIMO InDirect Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Con-

trol

In literature, many control techniques have been proposed to control MIMO non-

linear dynamic systems. In [160], an online adaptive MIMO fuzzy neural control

with self-structuring feature and linear consequent part is presented for identi-

fication and control of MIMO nonlinear systems. The performance of the pro-

posed control is validated using inverted pendulum and two-link robot manipula-

tor. Rong et al. [161] presented a NeuroFuzzy control based on wavelet networks

for position control of induction servo motor drive via adaptive learning rates.

However, the plant dynamics were approximated using delta adaptation law in-

stead of modeling the system.

A MIMO version of delta adaptation based control was presented in [162] with

linear consequent part. In [163], a decentralized approach for nonlinear MIMO

magnetic levitation system has been presented. The idea was to configure MIMO

control based on delta adaptation update mechanism using multiple MISO con-

trols. These approaches, though make the control structure relatively simple,

however, cannot be adapted in case of multimachine power system installed with

multitype FACTS due to nonlinear coupling effects of variables of different FACTS

controllers.

This section presents the details of proposed MIMO-IDANFC (M-IDANFC). The

closed-loop system structure is shown in Figure 6.1. The plant comprises FACTS

controllers, their internal controls and rest of the power network. The relative
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Figure 6.1: MIMO closed-loop system structure.

speed and power deviation and their derivatives are inputs to the NeuroFuzzy

controller, whereas, the controller outputs and delayed versions of plant outputs

are inputs to the identification block. The input-output vectors shown in the figure

are defined as follows;

• y is the plant output variable vector such that y = [∆ω ∆P ]. Where, ∆ω

and ∆P are rotor speed deviation and power deviation, respectively.

• e and ė are the relative error and its derivative, respectively, such that

e = yd− y. Where, yd denotes the desired change in reference value and is

taken as zero.

• yI is the vector containing online estimated values of plant variables.

• J is the plant Jacobian.

• u = [v∗q ss v
∗
q st] is the controller output vector such that v∗ss and v∗st are the

injected series and bus voltages for SSSC and STATCOM, respectively.

A more detailed version of Figure 6.1 is shown in Figure 6.2.

The NeuroFuzzy architecture for controller and identification block is same and

is shown in Figure 6.3. The figure shows a generalized MIMO network with ‘m’
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Figure 6.2: Detailed MIMO closed-loop system structure.

inputs and ‘k’ outputs. The network is arranged in a layered fashion for realization

of the IF -THEN rules of the following form;

Rj : IF x1 is µ1 and · · ·xi is µi · · · xm is µm THEN y1 is ζ
j
1 and · · · yp is ζjp

(6.1)

Where, Rj is the jth fuzzy rule, x ∈ {x1, x2, · · · , xm} ∈ U ⊂ Rm is the crisp

input. yj ∈ V ⊂ R is the output of jth nonlinear function of consequent part.

µi is the fuzzy description of ith linguistic variable. Here, gaussian membership

function is used as a fuzzifier for each identifier or control structure of ANFTSC

and ANFLeWC, whereas, Bspline membership functions are used for HBsWC.

The membership function is generally given as;

µij = χ
(
xi, θ̃1

)
(6.2)

Where, θ̂1 = [µij hij σij] is the adaptation parameter vector for antecedent part

such that µij is the membership degree of Bspline membership function in case of

HBsWC, whereas, h and σ are mean and variance of gaussian membership function

in case of ANFTSC and ANFLeWC.

A careful observation of Figure 6.3 shows that the network operation for first three

layers remain the same as explained previously in Chapter 3. However, layer four
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Figure 6.3: MIMO NeuroFuzzy network structure.

and subsequent layers have additional nodes due to MIMO structure. Each node

of this layer contains a consequent function such that;

yj = ζpj (x,θ2) (6.3)

Where, θ2 is the adaptation parameter vector for consequent part. Layer four is

the distinguishing layer between all the three NeuroFuzzy algorithms described in

this chapter, therefore, will be explained separately for each algorithm;

For ANFTSC, each node of layer four contains a linear function defined as;

ζpj = wp0j + wp1jx1 + · · ·+ wpmjxm (6.4)

Where, wpij denotes the jth weight of the polynomial corresponding to pth output

and ith input with x0 = 1.

For algorithms involving Legendre and Morlet wavelets in the consequent part,

the pth output of a single node is same as discussed in case of MISO control for

ANFLeWC and HBsWC.
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The pth output of the network is calculated in layers 5 and 6 using the following

denazification relation;

Υp =

∑n
j=1 ℘̃jζ

p
j∑n

j=1 ℘̃j
(6.5)

Where, Υp ∈ {up, ypI}. The whole network is governed by the following relation-

ship;

Υ = ζ℘̃ (6.6)

Where, Υ = [Υ1 Υ2 · · · Υk], with ℘̃ = [℘̃1 ℘̃2 · · · ℘̃k]T and ζ =


ζ1

1 ζ2
1 · · · ζk1

ζ2
1 ζ2

2 · · · ζk1
...

...
. . .

...
ζ1
k ζ2

k · · · ζkk

.

6.3 Update Parameters Learning Algorithm

The gradient based learning algorithm with adaptive learning rates is used for

parameters adaptation of identification and control block. The inputs of the iden-

tifier are the current inputs and the most recent outputs of the power system, eI(k)

is the error vector between the actual system outputs and the identifier outputs

used to train all update parameters of the identifier. The outputs of identifier will

attract the output trajectories of power system as the parameters of the Neuro-

Fuzzy identifier are tuned by the gradient descent method. The current outputs

of NeuroFuzzy identifier are given as follows;

yI(k) = fI(y(k − 1), u(k)) (6.7)

Where, y(k) and u(k) are the power system and control outputs, respectively.

In Eq. (6.7), only y(k) and u(k) are fed into the identification model to reduce

the number of membership and wavelet functions and to simplify the network

structure.

6.3.1 Online adaptation of identifier parameters

The identification block used in each control algorithm is same with gaussian

membership function in the antecedent part and linear polynomial function in the
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consequent part. The gaussian membership function for identification block is

given as;

µ̂ij(xi) = e
−
(
xi−h̀ij
ς̀ij

)2

(6.8)

The consequent part for identification block is a linear function, given as;

ζ̂pj = ẁpo + ẁp1jx1 + · · ·+ ẁpmjxm (6.9)

Where, ẁpij is the jth weight of polynomial corresponding to pth output and ith

input with x0 = 1.

The following cost function is used to update the identifier parameters;

JI =
1

2
eTI eI (6.10)

Where, eI = [eI1 eI2 · · · eIk ] with eIi = yIi − yi such that yIi and yi are the

estimated and actual values of the state variable. The generalized update law for

parameters adaptation is given as;

f̂ff
p
(k + 1) = f̂ff

p
(k)− η̂ ∂JI

∂f̂ff
p (6.11)

Where, f̂ff
p

= [h̀ ς̀ ŵp]T and η̂ = [η̂h̀ η̂ς̀ η̂
p
ŵ]. The update parameters are obtained

by simplifying the following chain rules.

∂JI

∂h̀ij
=

∂JI

∂yIi

∂yIi
∂℘j

∂℘j
∂µ̂ij

∂µ̂ij

∂h̀ij
(6.12)

∂JI

∂ς̀ij
=

∂JI

∂yIi

∂yIi
∂℘j

∂℘j
∂µ̂ij

∂µ̂ij
∂ς̀ij

(6.13)

∂JI

∂ẁpij
=

∂JI

∂yIi

∂yIi
∂ẁpij

(6.14)

6.3.2 Online adaptation of controller parameters

Consider the following cost function for parameter adaptation of control block;

JC =
1

2

(
eTe+ eTv ev

)
(6.15)

Here, the error vectors are defined as, e = [e1 e2 e3 · · · ek] ∈ Rk such that ei =

ydi − yi ∈ R and i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , k. ev = [ev1 ev2 · · · evk ] such that evi =
√
}iui.
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ydi is the desired value of output variable.

The generalized update law for control block is given as;

fffp(k + 1) = fffp(k)− ηp∂JC
∂fffp (6.16)

Where, fffp and ηpc are the update parameter and adaptive learning rate vectors

for control block, respectively. The gradient of the cost function is calculated as;

∂JC

∂fff
= −EJU ′ +EvJ}U

′ (6.17)

Where, E = [e1 e2 · · · ek], Ev = [ev1 ev2 · · · evk ] and U ′ =
[
∂u1

∂fffp
∂u2

∂fffp · · ·
∂uk
∂fffp
]T

.

J} and J are penalty factor and system Jacobian matrices, respectively, such that,

J =


∂y1

∂u1

∂y1

∂u2
· · · ∂y1

∂uk
∂y2

∂u1

∂y2

∂u2
· · · ∂y2

∂uk

. . . . . .
. . . . . .

∂yk
∂u1

∂yk
∂u2

· · · ∂yk
∂uk

 (6.18)

J} = diag[
√
hi]k×k (6.19)

The complete update law is given as;

fffp(k + 1) = fffp(k) + ηpEJU ′ − ηpEvJ}U
′ (6.20)

Remark 6.1 Since, the outputs of NeuroFuzzy structure are coupled on antecedent
part but are decoupled on consequent part, therefore, the corresponding entries
of plant Jacobian and other matrices in Eq. (6.20) will be zero for update of
consequent parameters. i.e. for the consequent parameters of pth output only the
terms of pth column in J and J} and pth row in U ′ will be non-zero.

The control block for each control paradigm is different, therefore, the entries of

U ′ are different for each control paradigm and the update parameter rules for each

algorithm are discussed separately.

• ANFTSC ANFTSC has gaussian membership function in the antecedent

part and linear polynomial function in the consequent part, therefore, the

update parameter vector for pth output of ANFTSC is fffp = [h ς wp]. The
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chain rules used for calculation of U ′ are given as;

∂up
∂hij

=
∂up
∂℘̃j

∂℘̃j
∂µij

∂µij
∂hij

(6.21)

∂up
∂ςij

=
∂up
∂℘̃j

∂℘̃j
∂µij

∂µij
∂ςij

(6.22)

∂up
∂wpij

=
∂up
∂ζpj

∂ζpj
∂wpij

(6.23)

For final update relations, the differentials given in Eq. (6.21) to Eq. (6.23)

are simplified as;

∂up
∂hij

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

(ζpj − up).2
(
xi − hij
ς2
ij

)
(6.24)

∂up
∂ςij

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

(ζpj − up).2
(

(xi − hij)2

ς3
ij

)
(6.25)

∂up
∂wpij

=


℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

, if i = 0
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

xi otherwise
(6.26)

• ANFLeWC utilizes gaussian membership function in its antecedent part

and Legendre wavelets in the consequent, therefore, fffp = [h ς ρ
(p)
nm]. Since,

ANFLeWC also uses gaussian membership function in antecedent part, the

update parameter equations will be the same as given in Eq. (6.21) and Eq.

(6.22) with ζpj being the Legendre wavelet function for pth output.

For the consequent part, the term ∂up
∂fffp is given as;

∂up

∂ρ
k(p)
nm

=
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

φk(p)
nm (6.27)

• HBsWC has Bspline membership functions in the antecedent and Morlet

wavelet functions in the consequent part, therefore, fffp = [µ τ p νp wp]. The

chain rules and simplified expressions for ∂up
∂fffp are given as follows;

∂up
∂µij

=
∂up
∂℘̃j

∂℘̃j
∂µij

(6.28)

∂up
∂τ pij

=
∂up
∂Ψp

j

∂Ψp
j

∂ψpj

∂ψpj
∂qpij

∂qpij
∂τ pij

(6.29)

∂up
∂νpij

=
∂up
∂Ψp

j

∂Ψp
j

∂ψpj

∂ψpj
∂qpij

∂qpij
∂νpij

(6.30)

∂up
∂wp`

=
∂up
∂Ψp

j

∂Ψp
j

∂wp`
(6.31)
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∂up
∂µpij

= ℘

(
Ψp
j − up

)
µij

(6.32)

∂up
∂τ pij

= ℘wp`

(
cos(5qpij)e

−0.5q
(p)2
ij qpij + 5 sin(5qpij)e

−0.5q
(p)2
ij

)
νpij

(6.33)

∂up
∂τ pij

= ℘wp` q
p
ij

(
cos(5qpij)e

−0.5q
(p)2
ij qpij + 5 sin(5qpij)e

−0.5q
(p)2
ij

)
νpij

(6.34)

∂up
∂wp`

= ℘ψpij (6.35)

Where, ℘ =
℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

.

The elements of the plant Jacobian are calculated online using the identification

block, given as;

∂yp
∂uκ

=
∑
j

℘

(
−2(ζ̂pj − yIi)∑

j ℘j
.
(uκ − h̀ij)

σ̀2
ij

+ ẁpij

)
(6.36)

6.4 Convergence and Stability Analysis for ALRs

The Lyapunov criteria based backpropagation algorithm offers the advantages of

escaping from local-minima, faster convergence speed and stability. Lyapunov

based adaptive techniques do not search for global minima along the cost function

surface in update parameters space but they construct Lyapunov function based

energy surface using adaptive adjustment of parameters. In what follows is the

convergence analysis for identification and control blocks of M-IDANFC.

6.4.1 Convergence analysis for identification parameters

The convergence of identifier parameters of M-IDANFC is governed by the follow-

ing theorem;

Theorem 6.1 Let η̂ be the learning rate for pth output affected by the parame-

ter vector f̂ff of ANFTSC. Λ̂p and Λ̂p
max are defined as Λ̂p =

∂yIi
∂f̂ff

and Λ̂p
max =

max
∥∥∥Λ̂p

∥∥∥, respectively, where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rk. Then the conver-

gence is guaranteed if the learning rate η̂ is chosen as follows;

0 < η̂ <
2∥∥∥∂yIp

∂f̂ff

∥∥∥
max

(6.37)

Proof: See Appendix E. 2
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6.4.2 Convergence analysis for control parameters

The convergence of controller parameters of M-IDANFC is guaranteed using the

following theorems;

Antecedent Part Parameters

Theorem 6.2 Let η be the learning rate for pth output affected by the param-
eter vector fff of antecedent part. Λp and Λp

max are defined as Λp = ∂up
∂fff and

Λp
max = max ‖Λp‖, respectively, where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rk. Then the

convergence is guaranteed if the learning rate η is chosen as follows;

0 < η <
2{(

∂y1

∂uc

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂uc

)2

+ }p
}∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂up∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
max

(6.38)

Proof: See Appendix E. 2

Remark 6.2 Since the convergence is guaranteed if the condition given in Eq.
(E.30) is satisfied, i.e.,

η

[
1− η

2

{(
∂y1

∂up

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂up

)2

+ ~p
}∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂up∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2] > 0 (6.39)

Fast convergence is guaranteed with the maximum learning rate that can be ob-
tained as [164],

η

{(
∂y1

∂up

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂up

)2

+ ~p
}∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂up∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 = 1

⇒ η =
1{(

∂y1

∂up

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂up

)2

+ ~p
}∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂up∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (6.40)

Consequent part parameters

Theorem 6.3 Let ηp be the learning rate for pth output affected by the param-
eter vector fffp of consequent part. Λ̂p and Λp

max are defined as Λp = ∂up
∂fffp and

Λp
max = max ‖Λp‖, respectively, where ‖.‖ is the Euclidean norm in Rk. Then the

convergence is guaranteed if the learning rate ηp is chosen as follows;

0 < ηp <
2{(

∂y1

∂up

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂up

)2

+ }p
}∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∂up∂fffp

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
max

(6.41)

Proof: See Appendix E. 2
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Remark 6.3 Using Remark 6.2 the maximum learning rate for fast convergence
is given as;

ηp =
1{(

∂y1

∂up

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂up

)2

+ }p
}∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∂up∂fffp

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
max

(6.42)

6.5 Simulation Results and Discussion

6.5.1 Multimachine test system

In order to check the performance of MIMO NeuroFuzzy control, the four machine

two area system was installed with an additional FACTS controller. i.e. STAT-

COM installed at bus B-4. The MIMO NeuroFuzzy network involves two rules

with four inputs each having two membership functions and two outputs.

Scenario-I

The time domain simulation results for this scenario are shown in Figure 6.4. The

results reveal that LLC has no significant improvement in terms of speed oscil-

lations damping and settling time exhibiting poorly damped post fault behavior.

ANFTSC performs better as compared to LLC. ANFLeWC performs marginally

better as compared to ANFTSC for local modes of oscillations but for interarea

modes of oscillations, it has significant performance improvement. MIMO HB-

sWC performs best among all in both local and interarea modes of oscillations,

however, its performance improvement for local modes of oscillations is greater as

compared to interarea mode of oscillations.

Figures 6.5(a)-(d) show the series injected voltage by SSSC, the voltage at bus

B-4, power flow on line 1 and COA, respectively. The results reveal that HB-

sWC has maximum utilization of SSSC output voltage, whereas, ANFLeWC has

maximum deviation for STATCOM bus voltage. Line power flow has significantly

better response in transient region for HBsWC and ANFLeWC, whereas, HBsWC

performs better in transient and steady-state regions for COA. The simulation re-

sults shown in Figure 6.5(d) and the results shown in Figures 4.16(c) and 5.13(c)

for MISO direct and indirect control cases reveal that installation of STATCOM

restores the system at different operating points by forcefully maintaining the bus
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voltage at reference value.

The PIs results as compared to MIMO LLC and MISO ANFTSCD are shown in

Figures 6.6(a) and (b), respectively. Results reveal that performance improve-

ment gap between MIMO LLC and MIMO ANFTSC is large as compared to the

gap between MISO ANFTSCD and MIMO ANFTSC i.e., MISO ANFTSC may

perform better as compared to MIMO LLC which shows that control structure

optimization or inclusion of more FACTS controller is not much effective with

conventional technique. On the other hand, MIMO ANFTSC performs signifi-

cantly better as compared to MISO ANFTSC in both the transient as well as the

steady-state regions. Figure 6.6(b) shows clearly that ANFLeWC and HBsWC

has more performance improvement in transient region as compared to that of

steady-state region. Table 6.2 shows the quantitative results for performance im-

provement. It has been observed that performance improvement as compared to

direct ANFTSC is large for transient region as compared to the improvement for

steady-state region.

Figures 6.7-6.9 show the ALRs and system Jacobian for each control paradigm.

The results show that the antecedent part learning rates for identification block

and HBsWC block are sensitive to small error or affect the steady-state perfor-

mance of the system, whereas, the transient performance has dominant effect of

consequent part parameters variations.

The frequency domain results for local and interarea modes of oscillations are

shown in Figure 6.11. A comparative analysis of these results with their MISO in-

direct control versions, shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.17, reveals that MIMO based

controls have significant damping performance improvement in terms of settling

time and energy of low frequencies for local and interarea modes of oscillations.

The identification results for scenario-I are shown in Figure 6.10. The figure shows

the tracking performance results for identifier input signals i.e. rotor speed de-

viation which is the sum of local interarea modes of oscillations and power flow

deviation at bus B-4. It can be seen from these results that identification per-

formance for large error deviation is relatively better as compared to that of at
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smaller error. Figure 6.10 shows that ANFTSC has better identification perfor-

mance as compared to ANFLeWC, especially during transient region. However,

the overall magnitude of error signal to be identified is small in case of ANFLeWC

as compared to ANFTSC. HBsWC has smaller magnitude of error deviation in

both speed and power with better identification performance for speed deviation.

The frequency domain results for control effort smoothness are shown in Figure

6.12. Here, the control effort smoothness results for indirect versions of algorithms,

discussed in this chapter, are repeated for the sake of comparison and are given

in the first column. LLC has no indirect version and both direct and indirect

LLC are same. The figure shows settling time performance improvement in case

of MIMO LLC, with high energy content for almost the same range of frequencies.

ANFTSC control also has significant difference in spectrum, however, the energy

content of low frequencies is high in MIMO based ANFTSC as compared to MISO

ANFTSCID. Significant performance improvement is achieved for ANFLeWC and

HBsWC in terms of frequency spectrum.

The low frequencies energy spectrum for MIMO based ANFLeWC and HBsWC

is sharp with smaller spread as compared to those of MISO indirect controls. On

the other hand, it has been observed for MIMO based controls that LLC and

ANFTSC have relatively high frequencies with low energy content, whereas, AN-

FLeWC and HBsWC have high energy content of very low frequencies showing

the smooth transition of control effort from transient to steady-state region.

Scenario-II

In this scenario, the performance of the system is checked against the severe dis-

turbance and the performance results for local and interarea modes of oscillations

are shown in Figure 6.13. HBsWC shows significant performance improvement

for local modes of oscillations, especially, for ∆ω12, whereas, ANFLeWC suffers

performance degradation in transient region for local modes of oscillations. On the

other hand, for interarea mode of oscillations, ANFLeWC performs significantly

better in transient region as compared to HBsWC and its performance gets im-

proved after first swing.
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The performance results for other parameters of the system like series injected

voltage, STATCOM bus voltage, power flow on line 1 and COA are shown in Fig-

ure 6.14. The figure shows ANFLeWC has very small utilization of STATCOM

and most of its performance relies on SSSC control signal. ANFTSC has maxi-

mum utilization of STATCOM in transient region with almost constant value in

the steady-state region before complete settling down of the system which may

cause poor damping in the steady-state region. It has also been observed that

MIMO LLC fails to settle down the STATCOM voltage at the reference value of

1 p.u. in steady-state region.

The results for line power flow and COA show better performance of HBsWC.

However, it has been observed that chattering phenomena, especially for conven-

tional controls, is eliminated in MIMO based control scheme as compared to their

MISO counterparts, discussed in previous chapters. The PIs results showing the

performance improvement w.r.t. LLC and ANFTSCD are shown graphically in

Figure 6.15 and quantitatively in Table 6.2. These results reveal that HBsWC

has maximum performance improvement in both the transient and steady-state

regions with large performance improvement for transient region as compared to

steady-region. It has been observed that performance improvement gap between

HBsWC and ANFLeWC is large in MIMO based control as compared to that of

MISO indirect control.

Figures 6.16-6.18 show the results for ALRs and system Jacobian for each control

paradigm. The results show that the antecedent part identification parameters

are more sensitive to steady-state variations, whereas, the consequent parameters

affect the transient region performance. The identification results for this scenario

are shown in Figure 6.19. The figure shows promising tracking results for speed

deviation, whereas, results for power deviation suffer degradation during transient

region as the performance of the overall system gets improved. This is, because,

the tracking signal becomes very small and the overall error in power deviation is

almost negligible in case of HBsWI.

The frequency domain results for local and interarea modes of oscillations are
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shown in Figure 6.20. The results reveal that HBsWC has lowest energy density

frequency spectrum with shortest duration for local mode of oscillations, whereas,

ANFLeWC has the best performance spectrum for interarea modes of oscillations.

On the other hand, the comparison of these results with those of MISO indirect

control shows that the frequency spectrum is shifted downwards with smaller am-

plitudes and shorter duration in case of MIMO control, showing the complete

damping of high frequencies and presence of very low frequencies with smaller

energy content with improvement in settling time.

The frequency domain results for SSSC control effort are shown in Figure 6.21.

These results show that over all the frequency spectra get improved as higher fre-

quencies are eliminated in all the algorithms. However, it has been observed that

the energy content of frequencies present in MIMO LLC and ANFTSC is high

as compared to their MISO indirect counterpart, whereas, MIMO ANFLeWC

has almost same energy content as MISO ANFLeWCID with low frequencies and

MIMO HBsWC has low frequencies with low energy content as compared to MISO

HBsWCID.
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Figure 6.4: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c) Inter-
area modes of oscillations.
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Figure 6.5: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) SSSC injected voltage (b) STATCOM
bus voltage (c) Line power flow (d) COA.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Multimachine Scenario-I: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 6.7: Multimachine Scenario-I: ANFTSC (a) ALRs for identification block
(b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.8: Multimachine Scenario-I: ANFLeWC (a) ALRs for identification block
(b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.9: Multimachine Scenario-I: HBsWC (a) ALRs for identification block
(b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.10: Multimachine Scenario-I: Relative speed deviation (a), (c), (e); Rel-
ative power deviation (b), (d), (f).
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Figure 6.11: Multimachine Scenario-I: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e), (g);
Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h).
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Figure 6.12: Multimachine Scenario-I: Control effort; IDANFC (a), (c), (e), (g);
M-IDANFC (b), (d), (f), (h).
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Figure 6.13: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c)
Interarea modes of oscillations.
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Figure 6.14: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) SSSC injected voltage (b) STATCOM
bus voltage (c) Line power flow (d) COA.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15: Multimachine Scenario-II: (a) w.r.t. LLC (b) w.r.t. ANFTSCD.
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Figure 6.16: Multimachine Scenario-II: ANFTSC (a) ALRs for identification block
(b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.17: Multimachine Scenario-II: ANFLeWC (a) ALRs for identification
block (b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.18: Multimachine Scenario-II: HBsWC (a) ALRs for identification block
(b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.19: Multimachine Scenario-II: Relative speed deviation (a), (c), (e); Rel-
ative power deviation (b), (d), (f).
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Figure 6.20: Multimachine Scenario-II: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e),
(g); Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h).
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Figure 6.21: Multimachine Scenario-II: Control effort; IDANFC (a), (c), (e), (g);
M-IDANFC (b), (d), (f), (h).
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Scenario-III

The nonlinear time domain simulation results for this scenario are shown in Figures

6.23 and 6.24. The results shown in Figure 6.23, for local and interarea modes of

oscillations show that ANFTSC loses its performance when system recovers from

line outage fault and restores its original position at t=6 sec., whereas, it performs

almost the same as LLC for third fault event in case of local modes of oscillations.

However, it performs significantly better as compared to LLC for interarea mode

of oscillations. ANFLeWC shows more significant performance in steady-state re-

gion as compared to transient region. HBsWC has more improvement in transient

region as compared to steady-state region for local and interarea modes of oscil-

lation.

The results for series injected voltage, STATCOM bus voltage, power flow on line

1 and COA are shown in Figure 6.24. The results reveal that ANFLeWC has

very small utilization of STATCOM, in transient region, as compared to other

control paradigms. HBsWC has better power flow performance results especially

during steady-state. ANFLeWC suffers performance degradation for power flow

in transient region, however, its performance improves in steady-state region and

thus quickly settles down its control effort in steady-state. The variation of adap-

tive learning rates and plant Jaccobian for ANFTSC, ANFLeWC and HBsWC

are shown in Figures 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28, respectively. It has been observed from

these figures that learning rates of antecedent part of identification block are more

sensitive to steady-state region as compared to transient region. Figure 6.29 shows

the identification results for scenario-III. The results reveal that the identification

performance for rotor speed deviation is better as compared to power deviation.

ANFTSI gives poor identification results as compared to ANFLeWI and HBsWI.

In case of HBsWI, the overall error in power deviation is of the order of 10−5, after

the first swing.

The performance improvement in terms of PIs, w.r.t. MISO LLC and ANFTSC,

is shown in Figure 6.25. It is clear from these results that HBsWC performs best

throughout the simulation for all the three faults. MIMO LLC performs better
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than MISO LLC, however, not better than direct MISO ANFTSC. The statistics

corresponding to these results have been shown in Table 6.2. It is clear from these

results that HBsWC performs better in transient and steady-state region and the

improvement in transient region is large as compared to steady-state.

The frequency domain results for local and interarea modes of oscillations are

shown in Figure 6.24. It has been observed that in case of LLC and ANFTSC for

interarea modes of oscillations, there is a slight reduction in amplitude of energy

spectrum and frequency spectrum gets improved over time scale. On the other

hand, for local modes of oscillations the energy content of frequencies for fist two

faults is more pronounced for MIMO control as compared to indirect MISO coun-

terpart. Significant performance improvement is obtained in case of HBsWC and

ANFLeWC with low energy content as compared to their MISO counterparts and

MIMO ANFTSC and LLC.

The frequency domain analysis of control effort smoothness is given in Figure

6.31. It has been observed that MIMO LLC shifts the frequency spectrum to low

frequencies with large amplitude. However, MIMO ANFTSC, ANFLeWC and

HBsWC shift the frequency spectrum to low frequency range with smaller energy

content as compared to that of MISO indirect controls.

The statistical results for control effort smoothness measure for all the three scenar-

ios are given in Table 6.1, whereas, Figure 6.22 shows the percent improvement

in control effort smoothness for each control paradigm. The percent improve-

ment has been computed between MISOID and MIMOID controls. The results for

scenario-I show that HBsWC has 11.48% improvement in control effort smooth-

ness as compared to ANFLeWC with better damping performance, whereas, the

control effort of LLC and ANFTSC is too smooth to improve the damping perfor-

mance. The control effort smoothness measure for scenario-II shows that HBsWC

has smoother control effort as compared to other algorithms. The statistics for

control effort smoothness measure for scenario-III show that control effort smooth-

ness gets improved as compared to previous two phases except for MIMO LLC.
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6.6 Conclusion

This chapter presents the MIMO indirect adaptive control of multimachine system

installed with multitype FACTS controllers. The online stability of the proposed

control is guaranteed using Lyapunov analysis based adaptive learning rates. The

performance of the proposed control is validated using various faults. It has been

observed that conventional control algorithms like LLC and ANFTSC may not

have efficient performance in MIMO environment. However, significant perfor-

mance improvement can be achieved with HBsWC and ANFLeWC with smoother

control effort. The frequency spectra of control effort gets further improved as

compared to MISO direct and indirect control paradigms. It can be concluded

that installation of STATSCOM improves the convergence of the system by main-

taining the bus voltage at the specified value.

Figure 6.22: Control effort smoothness improvement for MIMO system [%].

Table 6.1: Comparative results for control effort smoothness

]
Control Algo.

Scenario-I Scenario-II Scenario-III

Direct Indirect
MIMO

Direct Indirect
MIMO

Direct Indirect
MIMO

Indirect Indirect Indirect

1 LLC 58.63 - 17.66 10829 - 275.66 7.827 - 14.94

2 ANFTSC 3162.1 28.96 13.83 9619.2 336.08 280.68 1826.1 68.325 17.24

3 ANFLeWC 77.43 32.20 24.56 11818 375.12 281.46 1830.8 72.147 21.15

4 HBsWC 6677.1 25.96 21.74 10514 321.61 274.87 70.535 69.173 26.24
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Figure 6.23: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a)-(b) Local modes of oscillations (c)
Interarea modes of oscillations.
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Figure 6.24: Multimachine Scenario-III: (a) SSSC injected voltage (b) STATCOM
bus voltage (c) Line power flow (d) COA.
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Figure 6.25: Multimachine Scenario-III: Improvement w.r.t. LLCMIMO and w.r.t.
ANFTSCD.

Table 6.2: Performance improvement for MIMO test system

] Test case Control Algo. w.r.t. MISO ANFTSCD (%) w.r.t. MISO LLC (%)
ITAE IAE ITSE ISE ITAE IAE ITSE ISE

Scenario-I

LLC - - - - 11.40 4.506 8.163 1.826
ANFTSC 30.76 27.10 46.89 45.92 72.29 63.86 85.29 80.92

1 ANFLeWC 37.82 38.06 70.20 72.32 75.12 69.29 91.74 90.23
HBsWC 41.36 44.96 77.20 78.47 76.54 72.72 93.68 92.40

Scenario-II

LLC - - - - 35.74 27.27 33.83 25.45
ANFTSC 31.90 22.99 30.64 22.60 45.28 36.88 52.09 43.56

2 ANFLeWC 56.33 47.67 66.57 55.64 64.91 57.11 76.91 67.65
HBsWC 61.91 53.56 69.91 61.16 69.39 61.94 79.22 71.68

Scenario-III

LLC - - - - 11.03 11.83 18.30 33.37
ANFTSC 16.57 17.87 16.26 20.73 28.35 36.08 47.09 63.75

3 ANFLeWC 43.90 45.78 49.46 54.65 51.82 57.80 68.07 79.26
HBsWC 56.09 59.97 74.89 69.57 62.30 68.84 80.77 88.52
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Figure 6.26: Multimachine Scenario-III: ANFTSC (a) ALRs for identification
block (b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.27: Multimachine Scenario-III: ANFLeWC (a) ALRs for identification
block (b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.28: Multimachine Scenario-III: HBsWC (a) ALRs for identification block
(b) ALRs for control block (c) Plant sensitivity measure.
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Figure 6.29: Multimachine Scenario-III: Relative speed deviation (a), (c), (e);
Relative power deviation (b), (d), (f).
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Figure 6.30: Multimachine Scenario-III: Local modes of oscillations (a), (c), (e),
(g); Interarea modes of oscillations (b), (d), (f), (h).
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Figure 6.31: Multimachine Scenario-III: Control effort; IDANFC (a), (c), (e), (g);
M-IDANFC (b), (d), (f), (h).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Concluding Remarks

In this research, synergistic NeuroFuzzy paradigms have been developed by im-

proving the approximation and control capabilities of conventional TSK control.

Different techniques from fields of signal processing, applied mathematics and

artificial intelligence have been synergised for optimization of antecedent and con-

sequent parts of NeuroFuzzy structure. Another objective was to improve the

smoothness of the control effort in addition to the performance enhancement and

then to extend the proposed control scheme to MIMO architecture.

Keeping in view the importance of mathematical and analytical treatment, an

upper bound on the learning rates for each algorithm has been derived using Lya-

punov based stability criteria. The performance of the proposed soft computing

based damping control has been evaluated on SMIB and multimachine test sys-

tems. To develop a deep understanding of power system operation and a sound

mathematical description of its behavior is presented. The power systems and

control schemes have been implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK.

The overall research work done in this thesis can be divided in three performance

improvement dimensions.

• performance improvement achieved by moving from conventional to opti-

mized network structure using synergistic paradigms.

• performance improvement achieved by moving from direct to indirect control

strategy.
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• performance improvement achieved by moving from MISO to MIMO archi-

tecture.

Although, the proposed schemes significantly improve the damping performance

with smoother control effort, however, following tradeoffs have been observed for

performance improvement in the above mentioned scenarios.

• In the first case, the damping performance improves but at the cost of control

effort smoothness.

• In the second case, control effort smoothness is achieved with additional

damping performance improvement but at the cost of computational com-

plexity.

• In the third case, maximum damping performance improvement and con-

trol effort smoothness is achieved but at the cost of complexity and cost of

additional FACTS controller.

It has been observed that the improvement obtained by changing the control

scheme i.e. moving from direct to indirect and indirect MIMO control schemes

is smaller and computationally costly as compared to improvement in moving

from conventional underlying network topology to optimal i.e. from ANFTSC to

HBsWC. However, the performance improvement spectrum gets improved while

moving along control scheme variation dimension.

The parameters of the proposed control are tuned online to avoid offline training

over head which makes the controller to respond faster and minimizes the memory

requirements thus making the controller suitable for real-time applications. In case

of multimachine test system, PSSs installed on each machine are disabled which

reduces the overall cost of the system. Although, the performance of conventional

control schemes gets improved by upgrading the control structure from MISO to

MIMO, however, drastic increase in latency has been observed. ANFTSC and

LLC have slow simulation speed when used with MIMO structure.

Therefore, it can be concluded that installation of additional FACTS control is not

an optimal choice for conventional control scenarios as compared to HBsWC and
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ANFLeWC. It can further be concluded that although the ANFLeWC becomes

consistent in its performance improvement with indirect and MIMO indirect con-

trol schemes, however, its convergence speed is slow as compared to HBsWC.

It has been observed that MIMO LLC has no significant improvement in terms

of speed oscillations damping and settling time as compared to MISO direct and

indirect control schemes. However, MIMO ANFLeWC has significant damping

performance improvement in transient region, especially, for interarea modes of

oscillations, as compared to MISO ANFLeWC.

The overall rating of each algorithm with direct/indirect MISO/MIMO control

scheme is given in Table 7.1. Here, the robustness means the best performance

improvement during transient and steady-state regions in both local and interarea

modes of oscillations with reasonable computational complexity for both SMIB

and multimachine systems with MISO and MIMO architecture.

Table 7.1: Performance evaluation

Control Algo. Robustness Transient performance Steady-state performance

LLC � � ��

ANFTSC � � ���

ANFSC � � ��

ANFFsC � � ��

ANFGuMeC �� �� ��

ANFGuMoC ��� ��� ���

ANFTrMeC �� �� ��

ANFTrMoC �� �� ��

ANFLeC �� �� ��

ANFBsC �� �� ��

ANFLeWC ��� ��� ����

HBsWC ���� ���� ���

Poor=�, Good=��, Very Good=���, Excellent=����

7.2 Future Work

• In order to avoid reference compensation and to incorporate global dynamics

of the system, remote signals (rotor speed deviation) have been used in this

work as input to the damping control. The transmission delay was assumed
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to be negligible due to availability of fast communicating devices. However,

the delay effect can be incorporated in a more practical scenario. Therefore,

the inclusion of transmission delay effect and use of local signals/system

variables as input to damping control can be investigated for comparative

evaluation.

• The damping controllers proposed in this work can also be investigated for

other FACTS controllers and HVDC transmission.

• In this work, only the best performing algorithms have been extended to

MIMO control, the extension of other wavelet based algorithms to MIMO

control would be interesting to explore the performance tradeoffs.

• The local control of Bspline membership function depends upon many fac-

tors, as discussed in chapter 3, out of which only the variation of control

points has been considered in this work. The adaptation of other control pa-

rameters to study their effect on control effort smoothness would be another

interesting future dimension of this work.

• The parameters of the proposed soft computing algorithms were initialized

on hit-and-trial basis. A suitable optimization algorithm for selection of

proper initial conditions can be investigated for improvement in convergence

speed.

• In the industrial, commercial and financial sectors intelligent automated con-

trollers for complex dynamic systems and timely forecasting of pricing are

big challenges. The proposed SC based controls can effectively be applied

for solving these problems.
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Appendix A

Test Power Systems and Data

Figure A.1: SMIB test system model installed with SSSC

Figure A.2: Multimachine test system model installed with SSSC

Figure A.3: Multimachine test system with multitype FACTS
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A.1 System parameters

Parameters of synchronous machine and excitation system are given in table A.1

and A.2, respectively.

Table A.1: Synchronous machine parameters data

Description Parameter Value

Rated power SN (MVA) 2100
Base angular frequency ω0(r/s) 2π60
Generator inertia constant H(s) 3.7
Resistance of stator windings rs(p.u.) 0.0028
d-axis synchronous reactance xd(p.u.) 1.305
d-axis transient reactance x′d(p.u.) 0.296
d-axis subtransient reactance x′′d(p.u.) 0.252
q-axis synchronous reactance xq(p.u.) 0.474
q-axis subtransient reactance x′′q (p.u.) 0.243

Leakage reactance xl(p.u.) 0.18
d-axis transient open-circuit time constant T ′do(s) 1.01
d-axis subtransient open-circuit time constant T ′′do(s) 0.053
q-axis subtransient open-circuit time constant T ′′qo(s) 0.1

Table A.2: Excitation system data

Description Parameter Value

Gain of the first-order system representing
the main regulator Ka(p.u.) 200
Time constant of first-order system representing
the main regulator Ta(s) 0.001
Gain of the first-order system representing
the exciter Ke(p.u.) 1
Time constant of first-order system representing
the exciter Te(s) 0
Gain of the first-order system representing
the derivative feed back Kf (p.u.) 0.001
Time constant of first-order system Tf 0.1
Lower limit of regulator output Efmin 0
Upper limit of regulator output Efmax 7

A.2 SMIB test system data

Load: 250 MW

Transformer: S=2100 MVA, 13.8/500 kV, 60 Hz, R1=R2=0.002, L1=0, L2=0.12,
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D1/Yg connection, Rm=500, Lm=500.

Transmission lines: 3-Ph, 60 Hz, Length= 300km each, R1=0.02546 /km, R0=0.3864

/km, L1=0.9337e-3 H/km, L0=4.1264e-3 H/km, C1=12.74e-9 F/km, C0=7.751e-9

F/km.

All data in p.u. unless otherwise stated.

A.3 SSSC data

S=100 MVA, f=60 Hz, R=0.0053, L=0.16, VDC=40K, CDC=375µF , Kp=0.00375,Ki =

0.1875, Maximum rate of change for injected voltage=5 pu/sec.,

DC voltage regulator gains Kp=0.0001, Ki = 0.002.

A.4 STATCOM data

S=100 MVA, f=60 Hz, Nominal voltage vrmsLL=230kV,R=0.0073, L=0.22, VDC=40K,

CDC=375µF , Maximum rate of change reference voltage=10 pu/sec.,

DC voltage regulator gains Kp=0.0001, Ki = 0.002, AC voltage regulator gains

Kp=5, Ki = 1000.

Current regulator gains=Kp=0.3, Ki = 10, Kf = 0.22.

All data in p.u. unless otherwise stated.
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Appendix B

LLC Design

Figure B.1: MISO LLC structure

Figure B.2: MIMO LLC structure

Where, kG = kG1 = 10, kG2 = 5, Tw = 10, T1 = 0.0761, T2 = T4 = 0.3,

T3 = 0.4272.
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Appendix C

Controller Design Specs

Table C.1: Control system design parameters

S. No.
Control

Design specs
paradigm

1. ANFTSC r = 1, s = 1
2. ANFSC r = 1, s = 2
3. ANFFsC r = 1, s = 3
4. ANFGuMeC r = 1, s = 4
5. ANFGuMoC r = 1, s = 5
6. ANFTrMeC r = 2, s = 4
7. ANFTrMoC r = 2, s = 5
8. ANFLeC r = 1, s = 6
9. ANFLeWC r = 1, s = 7
10. ANFBsC r = 3, s = 1
11. HBsWC r = 3, s = 4

Table C.2: Design specifications for identification and control block

Indirect Control Identification block Control block

ANFTSC ANFTSI ANFTSC
ANFSC ANFTSI ANFSC
ANFFsC ANFTSI ANFFsC
ANFGuMeC ANFGuMoI ANFGuMeC
ANFGuMoC ANFGuMoI ANFGuMoC
ANFTrMeC ANFGuMoI ANFTrMeC
ANFTrMoC ANFGuMoI ANFTrMoC
ANFLeC ANFTSI ANFLeC
ANFBsC ANFTSI ANFBsC
ANFLeWC ANFTSI ANFLeWC
HBsWC ANFGuMoI HBsWC
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Appendix D

Update parameters equations

D.1 Parameters update laws for control

• ANFTSC

h
(1)
ij (k + 1) = h

(1)
ij (k) + ηec

℘̃j(ζ
(1)
j − u)∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

.2

(
xi − h(1)

ij

ς(1)2

)
+ γijh (D.1)

ς
(1)
ij (k + 1) = ς

(1)
ij (k) + ηec

℘̃j(ζ
(1)
j − u)∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

.2

(
(xi − h(1)

ij )2

ς(1)3

)
+ γijς (D.2)

w
(1)
j (k + 1) = w

(1)
j (k) + ηec

℘̃j∑n
j=1 ℘̃j

+ γjw (D.3)

Where, ec =
(
e ∂y
∂u
− }u

)
, fff = [h(1) ς(1) w(1)] and γijfff = λ(fffij(k)−fffij(k−1)).

• ANFSC

h
(1)
ij (k + 1) = h

(1)
ij (k) + ηec

℘̃j(ζ
(2)
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)
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(1)
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(1)
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(2)
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c
(2)
j (k + 1) = c

(2)
j (k) + ηec
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(2)
j∑n
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(2)
j
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V
(2)
j (k + 1) = V

(2)
j (k) + ηec

℘̃jV
(2)
j∑n

j=1 ℘̃jV
(2)
j

[c
(2)
j − F (xi)] + γjV (D.7)

Where, ec =
(
e ∂y
∂u
− }u

)
, F (xi) =

∑
j ℘̃jVjcj∑
j ℘̃jVj

, fff = [h(1) ς(1) c(2) V (2)] and

γijfff = λ(fffij(k)− fffij(k − 1)).
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• ANFFsC

h
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Where, ec =
(
e ∂y
∂u
− }u

)
, fff = [h(1) ς(1) w(3)] and γijfff = λ(fffij(k)−fffij(k−1)).

• ANFGuMeC
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Where, ec =
(
e ∂y
∂u
− }u

)
, γijfff = λ(fffij(k)− fffij(k − 1)),
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D.2 Parameters update laws for identifer

• ANFTSI
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Appendix E

Theorem Proofs

E.1 Proof of Theorem 6.1

Consider the following discrete type Lyapunov function for parameters of identifi-

cation block with Two inputs Two Outputs (TITO),
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Then the change in Lyapunov function is given as;
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{
eI2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + eI1

[
∂yI2

∂f̂ff

]T[
∂yI1

∂f̂ff

]}
(E.6)
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⇒ ∆V I(k) = −η̂
{
e2
I1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + eI1eI2

[
∂yI1

∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI2
∂f̂ff

]
+ eI1eI2

[
∂yI2

∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI1
∂f̂ff

]
+ e2

I2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2}+
η̂2

2

{(
eI1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + eI2

[
∂yI1

∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI2
∂f̂ff

])2(
eI2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
+ eI1

[
∂yI2

∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI1
∂f̂ff

])2}
= −η̂

{(
eI1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ eI2

[
∂yI2

∂f̂ff

])2}
− η̂

2

{
e2
I1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4 + 2eI1eI2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2[∂yI1
∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI2
∂f̂ff

]
+ e2

I2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + e2
I2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4
+ 2eI1eI2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2[∂yI2
∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI1
∂f̂ff

]
+ e2

I1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2}
= −η̂

{(
eI1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ eI2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣)2

− η̂

2

[∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2(e2
I1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + 2eI1eI2[
∂yI1

∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI2
∂f̂ff

]
+ e2

I2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2(e2
I2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + 2eI1eI2[
∂yI2

∂f̂ff

]T[∂yI1
∂f̂ff

]
+ e2

I1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)]}
= −η̂

(
eI1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+ eI2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣)2[
1− η̂

2

(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)] (E.7)

For convergence, [
1 − η̂

2

(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI1
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂yI2
∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)] > 0

⇒ η̂ <
2∣∣∣∣∂yI1

∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣2 +
∣∣∣∣∂yI2

∂f̂ff

∣∣∣∣2 (E.8)

Using Remark 6.2 the learning rate for parameters of the consequent part for

affecting pth output are given as;

η̂p =
1∥∥∥∂yIp

∂f̂ff
p

∥∥∥2

max

(E.9)

E.2 Proof of Theorem 6.2

Consider the following discrete type Lyapunov function,

V C(k) =
1

2

2∑
i=1

(e2
i (k) + e2

ui
(k)) (E.10)
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where, e1 = yd1 − y1, e2 = yd2 − y2, eu1 =
√
~1u1, and eu2 =

√
~2u2.

Change in Lyapunov function is given as;

∆V C(k) = V C(k + 1)− V C(k) (E.11)

and (E.12)

ei(k + 1) = ei(k) + ∆ei(k) (E.13)

⇒ ∆V C(k) =
2∑
i=1

(
∆e2

i (k)

2
+ ∆ei(k)ei(k) +

∆e2
ui

2
+ ∆euieui

)
(E.14)

where,

∆ei =

[
∂ei
∂fff

]T
∆fff, ∆fff = −η∂JC

∂fff
(E.15)

Using,

JC =
1

2

2∑
i=1

(
yri − yi

)2
+

1

2

2∑
i=1

~iu2
i (E.16)

∂JC

∂fff
=

A︷ ︸︸ ︷(
− e1

∂y1

∂u1
− e2

∂y2

∂u1
+
√
h1eu1

) ∂u1

∂fff

+

B︷ ︸︸ ︷(
− e1

∂y1

∂u2
− e2

∂y2

∂u2
+
√
~2eu2

) ∂u2

∂fff
(E.17)

Let

−e1
∂y1

∂u1

− e2
∂y2

∂u1

+
√
h1eu1 = A

−e1
∂y1

∂u2

− e2
∂y2

∂u2

+
√

~2eu2 = B

⇒ ∆e1 = η

[
∂y1

∂u1

.
∂u1

∂fff
+
∂y1

∂u2

.
∂u2

∂fff

]T(
A
∂u1

∂fff
+B

∂u2

∂fff

)

∆e1 = η

{
∂y1

∂u1
.

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2A+
∂y1

∂u1
.

[
∂u1

∂fff

]T[∂u2

∂fff

]
B +

∂y1

∂u2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2B
+ A

∂y1

∂u2

[
∂u2

∂fff

]T
[
∂u1

∂fff
]

}
(E.18)
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Similarly,

∆e2 = η

{
∂y2

∂u1

.

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2A+
∂y2

∂u2

A

[
∂u2

∂fff

]T[
∂u1

∂fff

]
+B

∂y2

∂u1[
∂u1

∂fff

][
∂u2

∂fff

]
+B

∂y2

∂u2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2} (E.19)

∆eu1 = −η
[√

~1
∂u1

∂fff

]
∂Jc
∂fff

= η
√

~1

[
∂u1

∂fff

]T(
A

[
∂u1

∂fff

]
+B

[
∂u2

∂fff

])
= −η

√
~1

(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2A+B

[
∂u1

∂fff

]T[
∂u2

∂fff

])
(E.20)

∆eu2 = −η
[√

~2
∂u2

∂fff

]
∂Jc
∂fff

= −η
√

~2

[
∂u2

∂fff

]T(
A

[
∂u1

∂fff

]
+B

[
∂u2

∂fff

])
= −η

√
~2

(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2B + A

[
∂u2

∂fff

]T[
∂u1

∂fff

])
(E.21)

Set [
∂u1

∂fff

]T[
∂u2

∂fff

]
=

[
∂u2

∂fff

]T[
∂u1

∂fff

]
= C (E.22)

⇒
[
∂u1

∂fff

]T[
∂u2

∂fff

]
+

[
∂u2

∂fff

]T[
∂u1

∂fff

]
= 2C (E.23)

and ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 = C2

⇒ ∆V C(k) = η

{
e1

(
∂y1

∂u1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2A+
∂y1

∂u1
BC +

∂y1

∂u2
B

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +
∂y1

∂u2
AC

)
+ e2

(
∂y2

∂u1
A

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +
∂y2

∂u2
AC +

∂y2

∂u1
BC +

∂y2

∂u2
B

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)
− eu1

√
~1

(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2A+BC

)
− eu2

√
~2

(
AC +B

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)}
+

η2

2

{(
∂y1

∂u1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2A+
∂y1

∂u1
BC +B

∂y1

∂u2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +A
∂y1

∂u2
C

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂u1
A

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +A
∂y2

∂u2
C +BC

∂y2

∂u1
+B

∂y2

∂u2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)2

+ ~1

(
A

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +BC

)2

+ ~2

(
AC +B

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2)2}
(E.24)
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∆V C(k) = η

{
A

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
−A︷ ︸︸ ︷(

e1
∂y1

∂u1
+ e2

∂y2

∂u1
− eu1

√
~1

)
+B

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
−B︷ ︸︸ ︷(

e1
∂y1

∂u2
+ e2

∂y2

∂u2
− eu2

√
~2

)
+AC

−B︷ ︸︸ ︷(
e1
∂y1

∂u2
+ e2

∂y2

∂u2
− eu2

√
~2

)

+ BC

−A︷ ︸︸ ︷(
e1
∂y1

∂u1
+ e2

∂y2

∂u1
− eu1

√
~1

)}
+
η2

2

{
A2

(
∂y1

∂u1

)2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4
+

(
∂y1

∂u1

)2

B2C2 +

(
∂y1

∂u2

)2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4B2 +

(
∂y1

∂u2

)2

A2C2

+ 2ABC

(
∂y1

∂u1

)2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + 2

(
∂y1

∂u1

)(
∂y1

∂u2

)
AB

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
+ 2A2C

(
∂y1

∂u1

)(
∂y1

∂u2

)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + 2

(
∂y1

∂u1

)(
∂y1

∂u2

)
B2C

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
+ 2

(
∂y1

∂u1

)(
∂y1

∂u2

)
ABC2 +

(
∂y1

∂u2

)2

ABC

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +

(
∂y2

∂u1

)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4A2 +A2C2

(
∂y2

∂u2

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂u1

)
B2C2 +B2

(
∂y2

∂u2

)2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4
+ 2

(
∂y2

∂u1

)(
∂y2

∂u2

)
A2C

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣22ABC

(
∂y2

∂u1

)2

+ 2AB(
∂y2

∂u1

)(
∂y2

∂u2

)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + 2ABC2

(
∂y2

∂u1

)(
∂y2

∂u2

)
+ 2ABC

(
∂y2

∂u2

)2∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + 2B2C

(
∂y2

∂u1

)(
∂y2

∂u2

)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
+ ~1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣4A2 + ~1B
2C2 + 2ABC~1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 + ~2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2B2

+ A2~2C
2 + 2ABC~2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2}
= η

{
−A2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 −B2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2 − 2ABC

}
+
η2

2

[
2ABC

{∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2((
∂y1

∂u1

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂u1

)2

+ }1

)
+

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2((∂y1

∂u2

)2(∂y2

∂u2

)2

+ ~2

)
+

[
∂y1

∂u1

∂y1

∂u2
+
∂y2

∂u1

∂y2

∂u2

]
C

}
+A2C

{
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2(∂y1

∂u1

∂y1

∂u2

+
∂y2

∂u1

∂y2

∂u2

)
+

[(
∂y1

∂u2

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂u2

)2

+ ~2

]
C

}
+ 2ABC2

(
∂y1

∂u1

∂y1

∂u2

+
∂y2

∂u1

∂y2

∂u2

)
+B2C

{
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2(∂y1

∂u1

∂y1

∂u2
+
∂y2

∂u1

∂y2

∂u2

)
+

[(
∂y1

∂u1

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂u1

)2

+ ~1

]
C

}
+A2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2{∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2((∂y1

∂u1

)2

+

(
∂y2

∂u1

)2

+ ~1

)}
+ B2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2{∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u2

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2((∂y2

∂u2

)2

+

(
∂y1

∂u2

)2

+ ~2

)}]
(E.25)
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∆V C(k) = η

{
−
(
A

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∂u1

∂fff

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣+B
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To guarantee the convergence ∆V C < 0,

⇒ η
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Where, ∂y1
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Using Eq. (E.27)
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E.3 Proof of Theorem 6.3
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For consequent part of output“1”;
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Similarly, for output “2”, using ∆eu1 = 0 and ∂u1
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